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ayan onPLO as factor in M.E.

row
ByOAVlDLANDAU
Diplomatic Correspondent

Minister
icDayimyefrt*rdayin which he

of the^PalMtine Liberation
t as A-faotor in thrArab-

sl conOict that could not be ig-
T, has triggered a political con

|o verity, at home and sent
rberatlons -through the West
and the' Arab world. (See

iesbehnr.)
:ed with a barrage of crltlciam
some calls lor bis resignation,

k'y'aa and Prime Minister
Begin, later sought to

\]

- “bombshell.”eaying that
i remarks—made darings speech
^English)'fo t!>* Association of

Jwleh: War Veterans, at the
am Hilton — had been.niis-

fnitrued. But many - political
> saw the foreign minister's

Ajjaarka as a deliberately floated

Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan
speaks to the convention of
Jewish war veterans yesterday
In Jerusalem. (jsiiwnu-.- Zoom 77}

balloon that-could presage a
,T- 5 Ara raVjor change in Israel's attitude

‘Vard the PLO. ' -

Hie key passage in Dayan’s state-
realtor inesey]

said:
^‘The pl, . PLO is ndt :

tt -state.' Brit we
; rcfer.?e “, li|!pnot deny their position or Uielr
rgj cf-i!. *Mue the conflict and eventually

e-S\o j,'l border to reach a solution. K isn't

i* v-eV'^*1V* die terrorists or the terrorist.

Fcrci"' ^ '^ganization. It's also the civilian

E-V- w of it, that is to say the Palest!- .

r * f?*
s « %'“> refugees... " . .

'

>*t.-p!..
“' SCriN‘

,Ho one, and certainly we do not,
. .--c.s as

tls udR a final settlement of the con-
1 V* 01 ««Wsi5t in the Middle East can be -

'
.

s
f

5Tae is grieved without a settlement of the -

s
; v 'fcrif.'ageea, that they can go on living •

i*”*
1

.

-n
’-tKai' refugee camps- in Jordan, In

-".tr.c.y reg^jaanon, even in Gaia...”
**

a raw tsn -CVithin hours, . the. statement bad .

:r. C-;f flashed around the world by the •;

-v - drubi j^.jcs agencies and was eliciting ;

•’*e ilczf Aft^itive -reactions in a number of‘:

wSfiJ.vritjsa^b countries. On the West Bank: ;

r-;rj

a

potnlre was incredulous exhilaration.
v. cA,-.cr..nj ii-ai'ifce Knesset'vociferous oantrover-
;::: •*,75^^— and in. Dayan's. bureau ap^

• *ent consternation.

rristi“e P1^1116 minister's aides, who
e
l obviously not been apprised in
rance of the foreign minister's

^
larks, telephoned tonewsman for

r.OLpe-recorded text
fr»-^»ayan, meanwhile, closeted

"
"^lself tnintenseconsultatiortwith

aides, and by late afternoon the
owing statement em

Ministry spokeszntan'Naf-
Lavie
pwbere In bis;r«m

aSy-; ffiat'
1
XnriwSlL-'#iB 'he

spared to consider the PLO asa
^tner.in the peace

1

process.’

V

e spokesman : also- issued- a
translation oif the minister.'s

narks, which contained a highly
aificant change- in the punctua-

u In the crucial first sentence

(“We cannot deny...”}, a full-stop
appeared after the word “conflict.”
The significance of this was to

soften the implication that the FLO
could have a role in negotiating a
solution.

Spokesman Lavie explained that
Dayan's English is not flawless —
hence the peculiar syntax resulting
from tWw punctuation.
But reporters present at Dayan's

address, and observers who heard
tape-recordings of It or saw the film-
ed version on television last night,
were not convinced that the
spokesman’s punctuation indeed
reflected the flow of the foreign
minister’s remarks.
Dayan seemed to state the whole

; of the first sentence, from “but we
. cannot deny...” .to “a solution,” as
one continuous passage, un-
interrupted by a cut-off after
"conflict.”

In the Knesset, too, MBs preferred
to hear tape-recordings and form
their own Judgement rather than

1

base their views on the Hebrew
translation. _
Some observers regarded Dayan's

statement, despite Its vagueness and
the disclaimers that followed it, as
somewhat reminiscent of the
:“Y&riv-Shemtov formula” enun-
ciated by the then-minister of Infor-

mation Aharon Yarlv (Labour) and
-the then-minister of health Victor
z$hemtov (Mapam).fxr late 1974.
'[ The two men publicly urged that
Israel announce Its readiness to deal
with any representative Palestinian
body that would, recognize the

e .-^J^w^h.jatate and desist from ... West“ '

' terrorism (other versions included'
*

acceptance of Resolution 242 as a
condition, too). .

That position was rejected by the
majority ofYitzhak Rabin’s cabinet,
and the rejection was seen as partly
the cause of Yariv’s resignation ear-
ly in 1975.

The “Yarlv-Shemtov formula” liv-

ed on, however, as a rallying call for
doves In the Labour Party and
elsewhere who opposed Israel's
blanket refusal to negotiate with the
PLO under any circumstances.
The blanket refusal policy

however, has been maintained ever
since, both by the Rabin government
and by Menahem Begin' a present ad-
ministration, as &' dogmatic, almost
axiomatic, tenet of Israel's position.

Dayan, In his lecture to the ex-
servicemen. said he hoped for “a
step forward” at the "Camp David
II" talks beginning next week. This
would "perhaps” then be follqwed,

he said, by a Carter-Sadat-Begin
summit conference where the "final
step” would be taken towards sign-

ing the peace treaty.
Observers noticed two other

remarks by the foreign minister
which, though also not entirely clear,

seemed significant.

’He twice spoke of a period of orie

year as the likely span for
negotiating with Egypt on the es-

tablishment of the Palestinian
autonomy. "....As a goal, as a target,
we think it .should be something like

a year. And this is an optimistic
view....” And again: "....We should
allow about one year for such
negotiations.”
The duration of these negotiations

Is one of the unresolved issues
between Israel and Egypt. Egypt is

pressing for a specific commitment
to a one-year target date. Dayan and
Defence Minister Ezer Weizman, at
Blair House in November, agreed to

this "ad referendum,” but Premier
Begin immediately balked (at a
meeting with Secretary of State
Cyrus Vance and Dayan at JFK Air-

port in New York), and the cabinet
sided with the premier.
Three weeks ago, Dayan also

made a public reference, in a speech
to the "Bamah" forum, to the ope-

year timesp&n. But, interestingly,

the reference was omitted from a
stenographic account of his remarks
subsequently released.
Dayan yesterday seemed to in-

clude the Arabs of East Jerusalem
within- the projected autonomy
‘framework. He said: We shall

start negotiations about whatwe call

autonomy for the Palestinian Arabs,
or in other words.... the people, the
Arabs, .who are living here. in
Jerusalem and in the Gaza Strip.fthe

td Nablus, about one and a
quarter melton....”
Some time ego The Jerusalem,

Post reported that Dayan had said
privately he would favour permit-
ting East Jerusalem Arabs to vote In

the elections for the autonomy, but
the foreign ministry subsequently
denied tt

JlssaffeDltf.

in israe!..
'

Jayan remark

uses stir

mong Arabs
By IAN BLACK

Jerusalem Post Reporter

le media in neighbouring Arab
tt&ls last night joined the chorus
comment on Foreign Minister

Dayan’s remarks about the
tstirie Liberation Organization.

Riyadh detected a change in
el's tone when' speaking about
PLO. Radio Cairo commented
the foreign minister's statement
ked a “turning point” in Israel’s
ude to theFLO, even if it did not
•esent a change in policy.
ie PLO radio, broadcasting from
ut, had a long report on yester-

s statement in Jerusalem and on
controversy it provoked In
1. bm made no comment,
rials in the party of Egyptian
ng Foreign Minister Butroa
li, on a visit to Belgium, were
rted tobe surprised

1

by Dayan's
ch. Ghali declined to comment,
said that an “Important .step”
been taken. They expressed the
s that there would-. :now - be'
rater understanding" of all
cts of the Palestinian, problem.
iere was also considerable ex-
nent In the West Bank arid East
salem yesterday over Dayan’s
remarks. Although many peo-
vere uncertain what Dayan had
ly meant, several

'
prominent

es told The Jerusalem Post that
thought his speech'was a step
ard towards peace,
hlehem, Mayor Ellas Preij,

rally considered a. moderate,
ved that the foreign minister
ade.”& good statement at the
moment.''

-
although he noted

Dayan had "veiled his words."
important, FreJJ said, that
side realize who speaks for
The mayor hoped that the

, rnment would, soon negotiate

the PLO.
mallah journalist Raymonds
-U, who has

.
publicly expressed

: ,-ort for the PLO, thought the
: ? . --ment “unbelievable.” Barely

to conceal her excitement, she
that when she heard the report

le radio she thought she "might

.
mistaken." It was a “very good

- }tom...not just something super-
1,” especially, she said, coming
Dayan, whom Palestinians

' " :iated with tough Israeli policies

e administered territories,

ked what she thought of the

of denials and clarifications'

had followed Dayan’a remarks,
1 said that it reminded her of

the PLO regularly Issued

rO iIs that its representatives had
with Israelis, or agreed to

pt a West Bank state.

East Jerusalem Ibrahim
cak, head of the Engineers

-"n on the West Bank, sounded a
• of caution. He,was "sceptical”

t the matter and thought that

...'Statement would only be
’’

Able If It "reflects government
$ (Continued 4B page t, col. 4)

Begin: No change in

Israel stand on PLO
By ASHER WALLFISH
Post Knesset Reporter

Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan
last night tried to explain his com-
ments on the PLO made earlier to

the World Assembly of Jewish War
Veterans, while Premier Menahem
Begin insisted that 'thegovernment's
policy on the PLO had not changed.
Dayan claimed that he had been

trying to portray the PLO as “a hin-

drance to the Arab states,
'

’ but by no
means as a partner for Israel in

negotiations.

"I did not say we would sit down
with them,” Dayan told a meetlngof
the Likud . Knesset- faction, which
‘was attended by less than half the
bloc members.
- He complained that the media had
not quoted the passage leading up to
his comments on the PLO which, he
said,, put the comments in. their
properjgecapective.
- -44I 'said that certain unsolved
issues exist In the Arab world which
He outsldq the sphere of the
negotiations. Such issues place a
burden on Egypt, directly and in-

directly, to a greater degree than
issues within the actual
negotiations,” he said.

When Liberal Menahem Savidor
complained that the Foreign
Ministry gave an unfaithful Hebrew
translation of Dayan's use of the
term 'Value” when he spoke of the*

PLO, by using "significance"
(mashma'ui) instead, Dayan in-

sisted that there was no Intention to

mlalead by this.

Begin, who spoke after Dayan,
said he was sure Dayan did not in-

tend to announce any change of

policy with regard to the "organiza-

tion of killers whose aim is to destroy

the State of Israel.”

Begin said the policy ofthe govern-
ment, as before, was not to recognize

the PLO and not to negotiate with it.

“Dayan agrees with me on this,”

Begin saJd. “Perhaps his remhrksf
could have been phrased in a'

different way.”
This statement, couched In Begin’s

characteristic understatement, was
taken, by the audience as the

strongest form of rebnke which

Begin intended to permit himself In

public.The statement also took some
of.the tension out of the atmosphere,

by comparison with the highly

charged mood earlier in the lobbies

and the restaurant (see below).

A Likud minister, who is one of

Begin’s most consistent cabinet sup-

porters, told The Post a few minute®

before the meeting began:
“Dayan’s remarks caused me some
surprise. I can’t understand why he
said what he said at all."

Begin explained the issues to be

discussed at Camp David n. then

spoke of the upheaval in Iran.

“The entire free world must draw
conclusions from the implications

there,” he said. “The earthquake
which took place in Iran could

happen in other Middle East coun-

tries. Israel,, with Its sagacity, its

stability and Its democracy, Is the
only genuine ally ofthe free world in

the region.”

Begin said democracies should
realize these facts more clearly mow
— after Iran — than ever before:
"These facts will serve as the
backdrop to our military and
political conversations with the
United States,” he srid.

Dayan, also discussing Camp
David II, said that Israel would ap-
parently only get to know the new
American Ideas after the talks
began, for what 'Washington' has
described as technical reasons

1

He said the Iran upheaval not only
shook neighbouring regimes Ip the

Middle East, it also raised questions
about U.S. support for those
regimes. Questions had been asked
about how far the U.S. supported the
shah and how meaningful that sup:

port was. He declined to add his own
appraisal of the Issue.

Israel would ask U.S. Defence
Secretary Harold Brown what he
had proposed to the Arab states in

the wake of the Iran upheaval and Its

reverberations. It also would like to

know Brown's suggestions to Israel.

Dayan said Israel must address
itself to working out a conceptual
framework for co-existence with the

Arabs of the areas. The plans work-
ed out by the Ben-Elissar committee
of directors-general were only plans,

(Gontinoed on pugo 2, ceL 1}

U.S. Secretary of Defence Harold Brown reviews an honour guard of
soldiers on his arrival at Ben-Gurion airport yesterday.

(Lester J. Miliman)

U.S. Defence Secretary in Israel

New arms deal sought
as Israel reassesses

By HIRSH GOODMAN
Post Military Correspondent

.

Israel formally told visiting U.S.
Secretary of Defence Harold Brown
yesterday that the arms,acquisition
plan dubbed Matmon C is cancelled,
and that a totally new approach to
Israel's defence needs will have to be
evolved.

Israel explained to the visiting

secretary that it agrees to cut down
on the present size of its arms
deliveries from between 20 to 25 per
cent, if a peace treaty Is indeed sign-

ed with Egypt.
The cancellation ofMatmon C, and

the formulation of a new Israeli

arms acquisition programme for the

1980s, comes in the wake of the

strategic changes resulting from a
potential peace treaty with Egypt;
the reality of a unified threat from
Iraq and Syria on the eastern front;

and the fall of Iran from the sphere
of Western Influence.

During five hours of talks between
Israel Defence Minister Ezer Weiz-
man and Secretary Brown, who
arrived yesterday for a three-day
visit, Israel's defence needs were
detailed, with Weizman stressing
that the relationship with the U.S.
was built on cooperation based on a
mutuality of strategic perception,
rather than dependency on Israel's
part.

Noting that the visit was the first

to Israel by a U.S. Secretary of
Defence, he said that “this is a time
for sober re-assessment of the situa-

tion and for a show of leadership,

courage and initiative."

Weizman noted that Brown's visit

came at a time of far-reaching
changes in the Middle East
The recent events in Iran, he said.

underscored the importance of
bringing stability and order to the
region.
"The State of Israel has proved

that it is an island of stability and
democracy that can be relied upon/'
he said.
Weizman added that at a time

“when criticism of the U.S. comes
from many quarters, let me deliver
this message: You are now among a
people confident in Its values and in
its strength to defend them, and at
the same time confident in the abili-

ty and will of the U.S. to provide
direction in the best interests of the
free world."
Brown, who was greeted with an

honour guard of Air Force cadets,
the military band and a red carpet,
kept his remarks brief, reiterating
Israel's unique relationship with the-

SLS-. —
"We have common strategic in-

terests in the stability and well-being *

of the Middle East," he said, adding
that "the American commitment to

Israel's security, resting as it does
on moral and political grounds as
.well as these vital common
security interests, is a long-standing
one. and I re-affirm the American
commltraerit to Israel's Security
today." /

That commitment was discussed
by the two njpisters and their aides
for most of yesterday, and it is un-
derstood that among the many
questions raised by Brown was a
request formore detailson the struc-

ture'of the IDF and the reserve call-

up system.
Weizman will be meeting with

Brown several times during the next
few days. The defence secretary will

also meet with Foreign Minister
(Continued on page S, coL 1)

Banks criticized, remove limits

on sales of foreign currency
By SHLOMO MAOZ

Post Economic Reporter

Following Intervention by the
governor of the Bank of Israel and by
the examiner of banks, foreign
currency was sold yesterday after-

noon in any quantity by the country's
banks. But the exchange rate had
already reached a new peak.
Dollars were sold yesterday at the

highest price ever — IL19.91 for
banknotes — and the pound sterling
was pegged at IL39.B9. The Israel
pound has been devalued by 2.5 per
cent since Friday. Since the begin-
ning of the month, it has dropped by
3.4 per cent against the basket of

currencies, and by 2.7 per cent
against the dollar.
Banks Examiner Oded Messer told

The Jerusalem Post yesterday that
the banks may have been justified in

limiting their foreign currency sales
on Sunday (each individual was
allowed to buy only 5500 at some
banks, ¥1000 at others), since the
Bank of Israel does not carry out
transactions on Sundays.
But there was no justification to

continue such limitations on Mon-
day, he said. Although they broke no
law. Messer believed the banks foil-

ed to fulfil the public's expectations

of them.
Bank of Israel sources explained

that the banks' difficulties stem
from their lack of ability to adjust
the rate of exchange several times a
day. But he accused the banks
themselves of being at fault. It is

preposterous, tbey said, for the
banks to refuse to sell unlimited
quantities of foreign currency and to

set the price only later in the day or
on the next day.
The banks should set up facilities

by which their central branches
could keep posted of rate changes
and Inform all other branches
several times a day, the sources
argued, as is the practice in
developed countries.
The Bank of Israel is looking Into

complaints, but legally, the coun-
try's banks are entitled not to sell

foreign currrency if they so desire.'

A spokesman for one large bank
claimed that on Monday, the Bank of
Israel sold dollars to the banks for
only one hour, which did not enable
them to fix rates for long periods.

Yesterday, the commercial banks
were able to buy from the Bank of

Israel throughout the day, the
spokesman said, so they lifted their
restrictions on sales to individuals.

Bakhtiar arrested by vigilantes

Armed leftists

roam Teheran
as gov’t formed
TEHERAN. — Prime Minister
Mehdi Bazargan yesterday nam-
ed his cabinet while Iranian
strongman Ayatollah Khomeini
warned that his country still

faces a major crisis if roaming
bands of armed' revolutionaries
refuse to give up their weapons.
Armed vigilantes, many in their

teens, earlier in the day arrested
deposed prime minister Shapur
B&Rhtior along with several holdout
army generals, completing the
purge of leading generals still loyal
to Shah Mohammed Reza Pahlavi.
Bazargan named seven members

of his cabinet yesterday, including
National Front leader Karim San-
jaby as foreign minister, human
rights activist Ahmad Sadr Haj
Sayed Javadi as Interior minister,
and another National Front leader,
Darlush Forouhar, as labour
minister. His deputy prime,
minister, Amir Entazea warned that
the government might use the army
to crush armed revolutionaries still

roaming the country.
But despite the estaBEshment ofa

new government and Baz&rgan's
call for soldiers who deserted at the
start of the revolt three days ago to
return to their barracks, Iran>
remained in the grip of an apparent-
ly unavoidable clash between the
armed left-wing revolutionaries and
the Islamic backers of the ayatollah,
with both groups armed with
weapons looted from stormed army
arsenals during the three-day revolt.

Bazargan' s own office was storm-
ed by unidentified gunmen who were
repelled by militiamen. Urban
guerrillas, roaming Teheran, con-
tinued to round up for detention
"suspicious” foreigners— including
50 U.S. nationals and 40 British
citizens — who were taken to the
Khomeini headquarters.
Skirmishes between the two arm-

ed factions kept the sound of crackl-
ing gunfire In the air in Teheran’s

,

suburbs, including near the moder-
nistic Teheran University.
Khomeini remained .the

strongman of the country, going on
national television and raudio to som-

brely warn that the new government
would deal ruthlessly with the
thousands of armed revolutionaries
who just hours before bad been his

allies in deposing the shah-appointed
government of Shapur Bakhtiar.
He would "cut the hands of traitors

at work, of those who want to
terrorize, massacre and destroy,"
Khomeini warned. Admitting that
the armed revolutionaries remained
the most grave amd immediate
crisis, he warned the population to
be on guard against traitors.
Bakhtiar's fate still remained un-

known late last night, though
Khomeini and Bazargan promised to
assure his safety. Clamouring
crowds yesterday harangued the
deposed premier as he was taken ig-
nominiou3ly to Khomeini's head-
quarters by airforce cadets who had
arrested him “in the name of the
people.”
He had been hiding under the

protection of his old friend.
Bazargan. who worked with
Bakhtiar and the ether National
Front politicians during the 1953
reign of Mohammed Mossadegh, the
last successful anti-shah politician to

reach the pinnacle of Iranian power.
Political sources said that young

revolutionaries sought an immediate
trial for Bakhtiar, which Bazargan
was trying to avoid. Bazargan has
promised trials for most of the
royalist police and army officers

captured by rebelling Khomeini sup-
porters and leftists during the last

(three days.
During yesterday Iranian televi-

sion broadcast specially arranged
news conferences with some of the
leading pro-shah politicians and
commanders the Khomeini followers
had captured.
A former head of the secret ser-

vice, the Savak, a former air force,

commander, a former prime
minister, former police chief and
martial law administrator and
others, made appearances.

Lt. Gen Amir Hossein Rabii, the
former air force commander, told in-
terrogators during the nation-wide
broadcast that Iran’s air force

(Continued on page 2, cob 2)

Sadat: Events in Iran

make peace more urgent
CAIRO (UPI). — President Anwar
Sadat said yesterday that the up-
heaval-in Iran underlined the Weed to

reach an Arab-Jsraeli peace settle-

ment “now," to avoid further unrest
in the Middle East.
Sadat's remark to reporters coin-

cided with an announcement by
Prime Minister Mustapha Khalil
that Egypt did not consider it

necessary to reaffirm its recognition
of the new Iranian government,
headed by Mehdi Bazargan, since
the two countries are maintaining
normal diplomatic relations.

Sadat was asked during a tour of
Kant&ra. on the east’bankofthe Suez
,Canal, whether Iranian
'developments would affect the
forthcoming peace treaty
negotiations between Egypt and
Israel.

“I do not think so,” Sadat replied.

"The situation in Iran has un-
derscored an Important fact. This is

.

the need to realize peace now in

order to avoid (further) unrest in the
region.”
Asked if be was optimistic about

the negotiations, scheduled to reopen
at Camp David on February 21,

Sadat replied, “I am optimistic by

.
nature, even in the most complicated
circumstances."

Khalil made his announcement to
the People's Assembly, which later
passed a resolution expressing the
"Egyptian people's sentiments of
friendship to the Iranian people.”
The twin moves amounted to de

facto recognition of the new Iranian
regime and marked a reversal of
Egyptian policy, which previously
supported deposed Prime Minister
Shapur Bakhtiar. Sadat played host
last month to the exiled Shah
Mohammed Reza Pahlavi in the
southern city of Aswan.
• KhslII told parliament: "The new
situation does not require the exten-
sion of new recognition. The Egyp-
tian embassy in Teheran la func-
tioning and the two countries main-
tain relations. This means that what
happened does not require the reaf-
firmation of recognition."

“The Egyptian*- government will
maintain this policy and will work to

consolidate relations with the Ira-
nian people and the government of

their choice, while wishing them
success in keeping Iran strong and
free of foreign intervention," Khalil
said.

Civil war rages in Chad
NDJAMENA. — Chad Prime
Minister Hissene Habre's forces
appeared to control half the capital
city of Ndjamena yesterday after 24
hours of street fighting with troops
loyal to President Felix Malloum,
well-informed French sources said.
The sources reported an inten-

sification of the fighting which broke
out yesterday when Habre, a former
guerrilla leader, attempted to stage
a coup d'etat.

The Chad capital was cut off from
the outside world after the central
telephone exchange was damaged in

the battle. Yesterday Ndjamena
radio was put off the air when its

transmitters were destroyed.
Contrary to reports on Monday

night that President Malloum'

s

forces appeared to have foiled the
coup attempt, the renewed fighting

appeared to have given' the rebel
premier the upper hand.
Habre led the Libya-backed

guerrillas In the north until last year,
when he split with the rebels and
accepted Malloum 's offer to join his

government as prime minister.

But the two men have feuded con-
stantly over government policy, and
observers have seen fresh conflict in

the former French colony as in-

evitable.

Sources here said the French gar-

rison in Chad, which includes a force

of Jaguar warplanes to help
Malloum withstand the rebellion, did

not intervene in Monday's street

fighting.

The foreign community suffered

no casualties, but was advised to

stay indoors. (Reuter, AP)

Saunders notes 'signals’ from Palestinians
By WOLF BLITZES

Jerusalem Post Correspondent

WASHINGTON. — U.S. Assistant
Secretary of State Harold Saunders
yesterday said that the U.S. has

'

noticed "a number of signals coming;
from Palestinians since Camp-
David,” adding that they appear to
*fc "groping for new positions."

Testifying before the House foreign
affairs subcommittee on the Middle
East Saunders insisted, however, that

such signals were "not enough.” He
said that any change by the PLO
would have to be "an authoritative
statement that is backed up by a
representative group of Palestinians
speakingon behalf of the Palestinian
movement... it's difficult to act just

on the basis of signals.”

Saunders, testifying on the ad-

ministration's proposed $3.785b. aid
programme for Israel during the
coming fiscal year, declined any
comment on yesterday’s remarks by
Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan on
the PLO.
He said that the U.S. would have no

comment on the Dayan statement
.until a transcript of the entire state-

ment has-been provided.
Saunders was upbeat In discussing

prospects for 'an Israeli-Egyptlan
peace treaty. 'It is possible that

within the next few months we will

.see a peace treaty signing,” he said.

The assistant secretary said that

the U.S.- is still trying to convince
Saudi Arabia and other moderate
Arab states to join the peace process.

These countries, he maintained, do
not oppose negotiating peace with
Israel In principle, “only the Camp
David strategy.”

Saunders, answering questions,
rejected Democratic representative

Gary Studds' suggestion thatthe U.S.

use aid as leverage to try to force

Israel to cease establishing new
settlements In the administered
territories, Saunders said that the

issue of settlement will have to be
'dealt with during negotiations regar-

ding the future of the West Bank and
Gaza.
But Saunders did refer to the rights

of the Palestinians who work “in

Israel proper” and who "presumably
would want to continue to do so” as

well as to the rights of Israelis who
live in the settlements.
He said that "the nature of their

rights" will have to be defined. "That
Is a way to work out a solution — not

just to try to use aid as a lever in

changing Israel's position. We know
the issue is central.”
Asked about Israel's strategic im-

portance to the U.S.. Saunders noted

that "a campaign” was currently un-

der way to press the U.S. into'
describing Israel as a strategic

asset: The assistant secretary said
that these statements had to be con-
sidered very carefully, although he
referred to U.S. President Jimmy
Carter's remarks last month that
Israel was very important
strategically to the U.S., and to

stability in the Middle East.

"We certainly share basic
strategic concerns,” Saunders said.
He went on to note that "Israel is a

democratic nation," and that Israel

"shares with us a common world
view."
"Obviously it is in the interests of

the U.S. to strengthen nations who
stand for the things we stand for,

there is no issue about that," he con-
tinued.

1

When Democratic representative
Stephen Sblarz asked whether "a
strong Israel was an absolute precon-
dition for peace," Saunders replied:

"Of course. Israel must be able to de-
fend itself.”

Saunders envisaged a possibility of
Israel's demonstrating its strategic
importance to the U.S. on a military
level by pointing out that Israel
would certainly give the U.S. "a
friendly hearing" if the U.S. needs to
station forces In Israel.

"I would only like to emphasize,

once again, Mr. Chairman, that a
strong, secure, end economically
sound Israel is a major force for the
stability of the region. The ad-
ministration firmly believes the

provision of such assistance to Israel

is In the interests of the U.S., is con-
sistent with our commitment to

Israel's security and wellbeing and
reflects our dedication to - achieve

peace in tiie region.”

Saunders, asked about the Ben-
Elissar report on autonomy in the

West Bank and Gaza Strip, said that

it is the U.S. understanding that the

recommendations in the Ben-Elissar

report do not represent the official

view of the Israeli government.
He said that the U.S. had not yet

received a copy of the report, but bad
only seen leaked stories in the Israeli

press about its contents.

West Bankers protest

limitations on Shaka
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Mayors and public figures
throughout the West Bank are con-
tinuing to send letters and petitions
to the military government
protesting the limitations imposed on
Nablus Mayor Bassam Shaka.
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Contact Swteair tor latest weather Infcrmaiion.

offices in Israel

Tel Aviv. 53 Ben Yehuda St.

(03)243355

Jerusalem, 30 Jaffa St.

1021228868/233192.

Haifa, 2 Sea. Road, (04^84655

THE WEATHER

Due to sanctions by engineers, the
meteorological service Issued no
weather forecast yesterday.

SOCIAL & PERSONAL

Knesset Speaker Yitzhak Shamir
yesterday met with 290 represen-
tatives of student councils from all

over Israel, including the Arab sec-
tor. The young guests later par-
ticipated in a discussion on
“Democracy in Israel — 30 yean of
the Knesset."

A delegation of the .European Union
of Christian Democratic Parties also
called on the Speaker yesterday.

Yitzhak Rabin, M.K. will speak (in

Hebrew) at the Israel-American
Friendship League's Haifa branch,
Zion Hotel, 8.30 tonight.

The Transport Ministry’s director of
development and research, Avi
Hefetz, will speak on "Transport
Problems and Plans," at the Haifa
Rotary Club, Nof Hotel, l p.m. today.

Dr. Ora Zohar, Director of the
National Centre for Teacher Im-
provement at the Hebrew University
will speak on new improvements in

Israeli education at the weekly
,meeting at the Jerusalem Rotary
Club, at 1 p.m. in the YMCA today.

BROWN
(Continued from page 1)

Moshe Dayan and Premier
Menahem Begin.

Most of the technical details

relating to security issues, however,
will be handled in discussions
between Brown's aides and their

Israeli counterparts, who will use

this opportunity to resolve many of

the open questions involving Israel's

Sinai pullback.
Among these Is the type of elec-

tronic and other equipment the U-S.

would be prepared to supply and
finance to compensate for Israel's

loss of early-warning capability in

Sinai; how much the U.S. would be.

prepared to finance the building of

an alternative military infrastruc-

ture in the Negev in addition to the

U.S. Camp David commitment to

financing the building of two alter-

native airfields, in the Negev; what
the American attitude would be in

supplying sophisticated weaponry to

those Arab countries the U.S. is try-

ing to bring into its sphere of in-

fluence following the Iranian crisis,

and the implications of the Syrlan-

Iraql rapprochement.

“One participant in yesterday's

meeting said that the atmosphere at

the long, protracted and complicated

talks, was generally congenial.

Meanwhile. Reuter reported from
Amman that Brown had offered U.S.

assistance for Jordan's legitimate

defence needs. Officials accom-
,

panying Brown said, however, that

no new arms deals with Jordan had
been settled.

And in Riyadh, the U.S. and Saudi
Arabia reiterated their "strong and
deep friendly relations." following

talks there between Brown and
Saudi Defence and Aviation Minister
Prince Sultan Ibn Abdul-Aziz. A-
statement by the official Saudi Press
Agency said an atmosphere of un-

derstanding had prevailed at the

talks.

Local schools absorb
1,200 Iranian pupils

Some 1500 Jewish children from

Iran have been absorbed by Israel's

school system over the past few
months, states a report issued
yesterday by the Education
Ministry. Eight hundred are now
studying in regular elementary and
high schools and 400 in Youth Aliya
boarding schools.
Many of these children are living

in Israel without their parents or
with only one parent.
The ministry has arranged places

for another 2,400 Iranian youngsters
In the school system.

Hammer wants universities to

act against Arab subversives
By ASHER WALLFISH
Post Knesset Reporter

Education Minister Zevulun
Hammer said yesterday that the un-
iversities and the state authorities
should work hand In hand to cope
with the problem of subversive ac-
tivity by Arab students.
Hnmmflr nallaH the

and security, and so the state should
handle it — not the universities.

Yosef Sarid (Alignment) : If any
offences are involved they should be
handled by the courts. If the present
laws do not enable measures to be
taken, the laws should be amended
accordingly.
• Meir Amit (Shad) : The state

‘Progressives’ open a Galilee branch
ACRE. — The radical Ibna al-Balad
(Village Sons) joined the
Progressive Nationalist Movement
in opening a branch in the village of
Sakhnin yesterday. It was the first

such group to be formed in the Bet
Netufa Valley area.
The two movements circulated a

leaflet addressed to “the Palestinian
people." The groups’ leadership
strongly attacked the Israeli
authorities, describing them as
racist, fascists, and inciters who op-

press the Arab population. They also

attacked the decision of the military

authorities who issued restraining
orders against six Arab student
members of the “Progressives”.
They that "the purpose of this

action is to eliminate the struggle of

the Palestinian people and to pre-

vent them from getting their rights,

especially the right to define their

national Identity and the right to

return to their former homes and
land.”

Lacklustre Knesset debates

its own rules of behaviour

Escaped Ramie convict ‘spotted’

but police chase ends in thin air

Post Knesset Reporter willing to allow members to vote in

Undue publicityseeking by MKs. accordance their mrim.
possible conflict of interest when an i^T***"™MK has some employment other chairman of the Ukud faction: MKs
than his Knesset duties, and the
failure of government ministries to

’

pay heed to Knesset resolutions were a Knesset
among the problems raised yester- ^^w l^ n^ inwvPr
day in the continuation of Knesset “ember is also a practising lawyer

debate on the Knesset itself.
« economic consultant or even the

chairman of a local authority?
The debate, scheduled on the occa- Gideon Hausner (Independent

sion of the house’s 30th birthday. Liberals) : The speaker of the
gave the members an opportunity to Knesset must enforce the rule re-
take stock. But the great majority of quiring ministers to answer
them declined the honour. parliamentary questions in good
Attendance during the afternoon time,

ranged from 10 to 19. Even those Yitzhak Berman ( Likud

-

members who spoke did not make a Liberals; ; It might be advantageous
point of staying to hear what their to reduce the number of weekly
colleagues had to say. plenary sessions and have the cozn-
Amnon Rubinstein (Shal) asked mittees meet twice a day.

how an MK could preach to workers Pfnbas Schelnman (National
about their poor work ethic, while Religious Party) : Each Knesset sea-
Knesset members who went abroad sion should be opened with a reading
for extended periods, on private from a chapter of the psalms,
business, continued to draw their Geula Cohen (Llkud-Herut)

:

Knesset salary. There is too much of a consensus in

Haim Corfu iLlkud-Herut). chair- “»e Knesset. Thwe is no real debate

man of the coalition executive, urged Wwjjm different schools of thought,

that the number of MKs be in- The Knesset to oblivious to the real

creased. It was Impossible for 120 problems of Zionism and the Jewish

members (minus-cabinet ministers), .people.
,

,

to do the work of 10 Knesset com- Yosef Tamir (Likud-Liberals 1 1 If

-

mittees and also maintain contact the reputation of the, Knesset haa.

with the public. declined, the members have no one

Other points made in. the debate: to blame but themselves.

Moshe Shahid, chairman of the Moshe Kataav (Ukud-Herut) : In

Alignment faction: After 30 years. theu* P«™uit of publicity, too many
we still have no constitution that MKs demean themselves In then-

guarantees the rights of the citizen. relations with the commutations
Ylgal Cohen (Likud-La’am) :

media, and thereby impair the dignl-

Knesset factions should be more ty of the Knesset as a whole.

By YOBAM BAR
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Police yesterday gave chase to an
Ivory-coloured Mercedes sedan that

they believed carried one of the

Ramie prison escapees, but the car
evaded roadblocks and until late last

night neither the car nor the escapee
was found.

The car was spotted by two
policemen yesterday afternoon at a
red light at the Mesubim Junction.

The two policemen thought one of the

passengers of the car was escaped
Ramie prisoner Yitzhak (Tommy)
Kish. They radioed for roadblocks.

IRAN
(Continued from me D

remained “the second most powerful
air force in the world."

He said it is "ready to go into ac-

tion at a minute’s notice."

It was the announced neutrality of

the army on Sunday that spelled the

end of the royalist grip on the coun-
try. Army neutrality virtually
guaranteed that the rioting
Khomeini followers throughout the

country would take control.

Rabii told the interrogators that
Bakhtiar had ordered him to bomb a
weapons factory so that urban
revolutionaries could not take it

over.
“X told him I could not kill people

with Phantom fighters," Rahil
claimed.
The former head of the dreaded

Savak, Gen. NematoliahNassirl. his

head bandaged and bloated as if

from beatings, told interrogators he
was “totally ignorant” of the torture
practices that Savak conducted and
which were one of the sparks of the
revolution.

“It wasn’t me," Naaalri said when
confronted with a clergyman who
charged Nassiri had personally tor-

tured him.
Hospitals in Teheran reported that

the final death toll for the three days
fighting reached more than 880. with
several thousand wounded.
With Iranis borders closed,

Western embassies had the oppor-
tunity to overhaul evacuation
schemes for the several thousand
American and West Europeans still

in the country.who are expected to

but before they could catch the car,

it had disappeared. Later in-

vestigations revealed the car was
stolen two days ago.
Police have recently received

many reports that the still at large

convicts have been seen in various
regions of the country. But the only
evidence police have found on the six

escaped convicts was discovered
last week. An abandoned flat in

south Te) Aviv was discovered tp

have been a refuge for three of the

escapees for some time. Finger-
prints were found there linking
Moshe Danino. UriMizrahi and Meir
Mechuresh to the scene.

leave at the first opportunity.
Britain yesterday became the first

Western country to extend full

diplomatic recognition to the
Bazargan government and the se-

cond major power to do so following
the Soviet action on Monday.
Yesterday Czechoslovakia.

Hungary. Rumania, East Germany.
North Korea and Vietnam followed
in Moscow's footsteps.
France. Belgium and Denmark

announded de facto recognition.
Their action was similar to that of
the U.S. on Monday, when it an-
nounced that its contacts with the
new Iranian government meant that
Washington and Teheran were mov-
ing toward restoring normal
diplomatic ties, though this would
not be possible until the new govern-
ment was fully installed.

Turkey and Iraq, Iran’s western
neighbours, both issued statements
welcoming the formation of the new
government, as did Saudi Arabia,
Jordan and Kuwait.

Iraq's statement noted that it was
“pleased with the declared policies
of Khomeini and other leaders ...

concerning relations with the Arabs
and the position on the Israeli
enemy." Jordan's King Hussein, in
his message of "blessing" to
Khomeini, included the hope that the
“Islamic nation" would gather
strength "to regain the holy places."
Egypt said that it saw no need to

reaffirm its recognition of the
Bazargan government, since the two
countries are maintaining
diplomatic relations.
India and Cyprus also announced

recognition of the Iranian govern-
ment

- (UPI,AP.Reuter

)

Suspect claims ‘double’ killed policeman
KIRYAT GAT (Itim). — A
policeman was shot to death at the
Eit&n moshav near here yesterday
when he went to collect an unpaid
debt from a moshav member.
The 38-year-old suspect held in the

murder claimed during an in-
terrogation that his “double" did the
Shooting, but police said he is
cooperating.
The policeman, alongwith another

officer, approached the debtor at his
home. At first the debtor, who owes a
water bill of IL3.000, refused to ac-

company the police. But when he
agreed to go with them he asked to
be allowed to change his clothes.
When he came out of hla bedroom

• he was carrying a Samyonov rifle

given to him by the moshav, and he
shot the policeman.
During a police investigation

yesterday, seven spent bullets from
the rifle were found In or near the
-debtor's house.

Moshav members said the debtor
was generally a quiet and nonviolent
man.

Bullets

found in

UN ’copter
By HIRSH GOODMAN

Post Military Correspondent

Bullet holes have been found in the
wreckage of a UN helicopter which
crashed in Southern Lebanon earlier

this' month killing four Norwegian
crewmen on board-

77j.e Jerusalem Post has learned
that the bullet holes were found in

the helicopter’s fuselage near the
engine housing.
A special UN investigation team

was sent to Southern Lebanon after

the accident on February 3 to ascer-
tain if the aircraft had crashed
because of pilot error or because it

had been fired at. ,

At the time. The Jerusalem Post
published a report from an
eyewitness who claimed that the
helicopter had crashed Into
telephone wires after being fired on
by terrorists. The discovery of the
bullet holes now seems to verify this

beyond doubt and that the helicopter

was indeed brought down by or as a
result of terrorist fire.

The Norwegian helicopter crashed
after being called in to evacuate in-

jured troops from the Fiji battalion,

wtap had been shot by terrorists after
attempting to prevent their infiltra-

tion into the south. Two soldiers from
the Fiji battalion died in the ex-
change.
A recent UNIFIL report praised

the Fiji battalion in their efforts to

halt terrorist infiltration and in
carrying out their mandate.

BEGIN
(Conllniwd from page 1)

not programmes, as long as the
cabinet had not discussed them, he
said. Yet nobody had denied the con-
tent of those plans, he added. (Begin
has already dismissed published
reports of them as being out of con-
text and Inaccurate.)
Meanwhile, Dayan's controversial

remarks caused sharp
reverberations in the Knesset
yesterday.
Likud chairman Avraham Sharir

called on the foreign minister to

resign, and Likud firebrand Geula
Cohen said Dayan must at once be
relieved of his responsibility for the

Camp David n talks.

Alignment chief Shimon Peres ac-

cused Dayan of creating the impres-
sion that the national consensus
about the PLO had been ruptured.
"He has caused damage which will

be very hard to repair.” Peres said.

He warned that these countries

which continued to oppose the PLO
because they were committed to

helping Israel would now recoil
because Dayan had shattered the

credibility of his government and the
Likud bloc.

The Alignment's Moshe Shahal
charged that Dayan was working
towards recognition for the PLO.
Fellow-Labourite Yosef Sarid said

he welcomed Dayan's "realism."
' However, Meir Amit (Shai) dis-

m iS&gtf an ’

a

remarks as
“nothlng-nenft." He said- that only nit-

pickers could argue that Dayan
preached recognition of the PLO.
Mapam’s Meir Talmi called

Dayan’s remarks "muddled." Talmi
urged that Israel negotiate with any
organization that recognized the
State of Israel and renounced
terrorism. Another Mapam
member. Imri Ron, accused Dayan
of "giving legitimacy to the PLO.”
Uri Avneri (Shell! I. however, said

Dayan made ‘‘a great step
forward.”

Almost all the participants in the
debate, with rare exceptions like

Hillel Seidel, criticized Dayan to one
degree or another. Predictably,
Likud Knesset members like Moshe
Shamir, Geula Cohen, Ehud Olmert,

i

Yosef Rom, Ronnie Milo and
Avraham Sharir were most out-
spoken. Even those who accepted
Dayan's explanation of his com-
ments about the PLO, pointed out
that some damage had been done,
and agreed that he was now ap-

;

parently backtracking.
Several voiced their concern over

the credibility of U.S. commitments,
and the value of U.S. backing for the
Israeli position in the light of Taiwan

i

and Iran. Herut speakers emphasiz-
ed that a debate should be staged
soon, and decisions taken, on the
nature of West Bank and Gaza

,

autonomy.
At the close of the debate, Dayan

sensed that criticism of his com-
ments had been sharper than an-
ticipated and so he again insisted

that he endorsed government policy
on the PLO and had said nothing to

the war veterans to contradict that
policy'.

The solution to the problem of the
Arab refugees of 1948 must lie in

their lands of present residence, he
said. Israel would not talk to the PLO
today or in the future, about Judea,
Samaria, Gaza or Indeed any other
issue.

“I should not have used the term
•value."’ he admitted. “After all,

English is not my language."
Begin, winding up, gave Dayan a

pat on the back, with the assurance
to the faction that "nobody in the
cabinet opposed the recognition of
the PLO or the creation of a
Palestine state more vigorously than
Dayan. I have never yet met the
man who never used a wrong term
some time. Therefore, I ask. please
make allowances," Begin ended on a
note calculated to defuse whatever
tension still lingered In the caucus
room, at the end of a three-hour ses-
sion.

DAYAN
(ConUnoed from page 1)

thinking." Why had Dayan chosen to
make the statement now? he asked.
If it was serious "it should be
welcomed." but be was "not
enthusiastic."

Aziz Shehadeh, the prominent
Ramallah lawyer, thought that
Dayan had taken a “courageous and
sensible step." Israel will ultimately

have to negotiate with the PLO. he
said. Former Jordanian Defence
Minister Anwar Nusseibeh did not

think that Dayan had said anything

“startlingly new.” although it was
i “interesting" that he had made his

statement at this particular mo-
ment.
The pro-PLO newspaper in East

Jerusalem, "Al-Sha’ab,” received a
large number of phone' calls yester-
day from people who wanted to know
exactly what Dayan had said.
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‘Eaaretz’ maybe
ba!ck tomorrow

By M1CHAL YUBBIMa

2

“

Jerusalem Post IUw^- .

TEL AVIV. — Almost «month
'

the disappearance oFtfe jp*
newspaper “Ha’aret*!* tmS"’
stands, there te a chauefc-that
come out tomorrow.
Some progress was finally i

ed between the dlapuHny V^'
ment and prlnters.^he^

Premier Menahem Begin, Avraham Sharir, chairman of the Likud'

faction, and Foreign, Minister Moshe Dayan at yesterday's meeting
of the Likud Knesset faction. (Rabamixn Israeli)

.

C’ttee approves ‘watchdog*

for disputed Sharon farm
By ASHER WALLFESH
Post Knesset Reporter

The Knesset State Control Com-
mittee yesterday endorsed the
cabinet decisions of last month about
the controversial Negev ranch of the
Minister of Agriculture Ariel
Sharon. At the same time the com-
mittee recommended studying the

question of conflict of interest In the

case of cabinet ministers linked to

important economic and social sec-

tors — a measure aimed at future

Alignment ministers, belonging to

kibbutzim and moshavim.
The vote by six to four approved

the cabinet decision to appoint a se-

cond manager to Sharon’s farm, to

serve as watchdog against any con-

flict of interest, and to set up a public

committee to examine how the im-

plementation of the Asber Com-
mittee recommendations have work-

ed out.
.

This majority resolution also call-

ed for the study on conflict of interest

to be widened, as demanded by Am-
non Linn (Likud-State List) who
sought a slap in the face of the Align-

ment.
In the vote, the Democratic Move-

ment sided with the Ukud while the

NRP sided with the Alignment.
.

management and printers.
In an emergency meeting

day the journalists': ex»
profound concern over the j

of
• cHa'are.tz."-TheyJ

-ur _
management and printers tel
their dispute immediately
resume publication^the

"

without further del^y.

.

The journalists -also

:

anger over the bad labour
to “Ha’aretz" and demanded^
amination of the reasoosfopS;
relations, and -'steps- tow
creating an atmosphere -of

trust between ‘managers
workers. . . r?
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Lower speed limits to combat crashes
By SHLOMO MAOZ

Post Economic Reporter

Seventy-seven per cent of road ac-
cidents in Israel are caused by
human factors — recklessness and
carelessness of drivers and
pedestrians — and the Transport
Ministry intends to lower the speed
limit on the country’s freeways as
one of the methods of reducing the
number of accidents. Transport
Minister Haim Landau told the
Knesset Economic Committee
yesterday.
During the discussion of the mul-

tiplicity of road accidents, following

points of order by MK Hillel Seidel

(Likud) and MK Yehuda Meir
Abramowitz (Agudat Yisrael), Lan-
dau said that while parliamentary’'
responsibility rests with his
ministry, its authority is limited and
split up among other government of-

fices. The transport minister added
that he plana to Initiate much more
severe legislation for. traffic
offenders, and. at the sajpe-time. in-

crease educational effoqfq.iVr

Seidel proposed that one car-less

day each week be imposed. This
would result in fewer accidents and a
greater saving of petrol, he said. MK
Meir Amit, a former transport
minister, suggested that a special

tax be imposed on petrol and that

these funds be allocated for the bat-

tle against traffic accidents.

Judge Shlomo Levenberg, chair-

man of the National Council for the
Prevention of Accidents, proposed
that pick-up vans be forbidden to -

carry passengers. He also said that
the courts should function on a shift

baste in order to .expedite legal
proceedings.
The chairman of the Finance Com-

mittee, MK Shlomo Lorincz (Agudat
Yisrael), reported that despite the
Increase in the number of vehicles on
the roads, the number of people kill-

ed in accidents dropped from 658 In

.

1975 to 615 last year.
During the past month 53 people

were killed and 356 seriously injured
in 1,456 road accidents. Another1,161
people suffered lighter Injuries. This
constitutes a.' 7 per* cent rise over

'

December 1978.
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Abie Nathan providing weather reports
By YITZHAK OKED

Jerusalem Post Reporter

BEIT DAGAN. — Abie Nathan’s
peace ship radio station is now not
only giving us music around the
clock, but a piece of the weather, too.
and receiving kudos for it from the
meteorological institute.

It seems the floating radio station
provides a weather story, not a
prediction or forecast, after the news
at 6 a.m., 7 a.m., and 8 a.m.
The slot describes the weather

from where the peace ship is
anchored at the moment of broad-
cast.

A meteorological institute official

told The Post that these weather
observations are very accurate. The
.-official went so far as to say that the

Institute has started to revise some
of its forecasts on the baste of the
observations.
He explained that if the peace ship

announces that it has started raining
in the ship's vicinity, the forecasters
can be fairly certain that rain will

fall in a matter of two to three hours
along the Israel coastline.

The official “nudged" Nathan to

provide more weather information,
since the existing service Is “so
good." The slot should be broadcast
in later bulletins as well, he
suggested.

Yesterday's rise in temperatures
(about five degrees In Tel Aviv and
three in the capital) will continue un-
til this afternoon, the duty weather-
man said.

Israel soccer XI

faces Greeks
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The Israel soccer
team which will faceja. Greek sauad
in a friendly game at the Ramat Gan
stadium this afternoon at 3 includes
four players not present for the 0:1

loss to Austria last month.
Arye Haviv returns as goalkeeper

in place of Tel Aviv Maccabi's
Emanuel Schwartz, Jerusalem
Be,tar's Shlomo Kirat takes over
tram Gad Machness in defence, but
his clubmate Uri Malmillian la ill.

Yitzhak Shrnn and Shlomo Mizrahi
will join Danny Neuman in midfield.
The Damti, Peres and Vogel attack
remains unchanged.
The Greeks are in mid-season

form. They aim to reach the top in

European soccer and are in a Euro-
pean Cup group with the USSR and
Hungary. Tied for top scorer in this

competition is 24-year-old Thomas
Mavras, who will lead the Greek at-

tack today.
Both the Israel and Greek squads

had one hour training sessions
yesterday. The Greeks later toured
Jerusalem and Bethlehem. Thomas
Kibritingan of the U.S.. who is

Syrian-born, will referee the game.

With deep sorrow, we announce the passing: in London
'

on Tuesday, February 13, 1979 .(8bvat

Emeritus Chief Rabbi of the BritishCommonve^

Sir ISRAEL BRODIf kbe im

Wife, Lady Brodle,Los^_
ft

Sister, Minnie Shrin* A***®
Nieces and.nephews W _

Australia and Israel •

WATER. — The water problems of
Kanna were solved this week when
the Ministry of Agriculture and
Mekorot completed a larger water
link to this Galilee village. The
residents are now expected to seek
additional water rights for
agricultural purposes.

Ourbeloved husband^ father and {grandfather: . . _

EPHRAIM NITZAN
has left us forever. ?

* ‘

The funeral will take place today, February I*. ^
from Rambara Hospital, Haifa, at 1.30 p.m.
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absorption centre
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By JUDY SIEGEL
Jnualem Fc«t Beputer

mmlgrantawfll he aUa tobuy the

b.
e oui S|

ii vk «M«a* '
....

®°»!e b^?0|oJ Feet Reporter

n? 1mmlgranta wtUbe abto tobuy the
and ^ i^i>orptton centre.flats theySv» to,

2***iiig ? Prji&r ajpUa being,studied lor anew
?U!,0

«ti if**h JS »‘*3f Adumlin centre, by the
c; iJWrfi Agency's sJ^ departtoKrt.

^a^JaUed ‘‘revolutionary" by'depart- •

’.0^ >, yM chairman Raphael Kotlowltz,

th
r ^ur* -V ' centre would consist of 100 flats

* fl!*a** VVartou* trim to Ma’aJeAdtmiiin,.
!r

ar;
«ige

*5vSich la situated east of Jerusalem
^Ps.* hav»^ yond

.

the Green line. The- 1m-
..

Wiv, j*srnmt flats would be sited to theHa'ax., .^en^fegnint flats would be stted'to the

ferr,:anaL1

'4
' KhSne .buildings, .ea .flats, warned' or.

‘a*ive ..^ adj^jted by veteraa.aettton^so that'

to?,V centos would jiot be ji fcesr.im-

.
*n £2*jW "ghetto.” r- .

: ;

iho ^^DcT^Tie “open absorption centre" Idea.
PrsfouM 0,Jrnai:btew to that the S3 exfsttag centres
ot “Ha- aV’

riCf
ni^«nd_ the country are all tarn*

Riar.a»
e

*• "^' , Salary quarters tor new immigrants

a
ef

*t aiy\» stay there“from few months up
w^asf* .

%wo yean. The average stay has
- '^c^^gthened drastically during the

Th *" year because of the severe hous-

anepr shortage- -
.

i" that period. Immigrants
am - j^'wdly stady Hebrew in the centre's

r r’ Vt
1

;

L:c‘n or ^7 ^an, And employment and look for
'..;r.'

;cr-s. . ^Tnanent housing.

* Ka*2>
mir*Lz£}*‘

i

rc' V . !

L:c>n
or th/^an. And employment and look for

»Z ^manent housing.

.

"'

dosed
P°litic^t^. Kinneret resort

) tftree reatanrants and one hotel

laWYfW i
ngxoom were Closed by Tiberias

* *“ 1 o ebth authorities last year, and of 23

^auranta and 21
.
dtotog-rooma in

•ie n.isilp-. b resort town's hotels, .12 were
T^s- VQv _ /'lad to be substandard at the start
arc - -re ibTrJ*frast year.

.

•
,

A disadvantage of the current
' arrangement is tfikt the immigrant
is again uprooted, and forced to

become ’ accustomed to a new
neighbourhood tor city when he
move! to Ms permanent flat. In
effect, he must begin his absorption

all oven agin. - -

;
Under .

Kptlowttz's plan, im-
migrants would: have an option to
buy the apartment to the absorption
centre that served as their first

home in Israel.?

Avner Ferete, chairman of the'

Ma'ale Adumlm residents’ com-
mittee, told Kmiowitc during a tour
of the site yesterday that the new-

town, which 4s not far from the ex-

isting Ma'ale V,Adumlm settlement
that begin jaS a. pre-fab “work
camp,” wffl&gto to rise toApril, to
the first stage, 600 flats to three-

storey blockfcwfll be constructed,
'along witlf 250 flats built at
graduated levels life* a bee-hive. The
apartments wm range In size from
two to five rooms, with a maximum
area of 135sq.' metres.
New lmniljyamts are slated to be

among the first residents In the
settlement so that they can-be part
of It Cram the beginning. . .

ies: for 'nn^^Y® them to be improved.
chiLr representative of the District

c! **ftjlth office in Nazareth said that

offi'-T’
iL?-u,.^riaa sanitation officials have

jv.' . f d cooperating with this district of-

ro- ?ar
®e ct/

hut "the road (a still long until

o«." sanitation situation there is

mc-vL?;’1 L‘tni ^factory.”
-..wtf. s rpsr.-,

1

By BENNY MORRIS
Jerusalem Post Reporter

—
V ,^ng day for

j
n
--c - ciniusi • •

!=, Sl^^dmaiy schools
?£•’. Aviv chasnSj By BENNY MORRIS
r ^f

r''L
-

=
i‘’

“ lktri t Jerusalem. Post Reporter.

p f. V'
®

• i lie Education Ministry yesterday -

Atisevejjied to introdiice the “long school
' r-r-; - caEsat" In all primary schools. So far, ;

»-'-.K:n :s practice haa been restricted to
Corir.diii ::: ti* j^lem areas and schools which,';
rr.rt.rir.&itsnip.

Tt2 S
e large concentrations otl

rvfz’-zi.-z cs >ad^-jirally deprived children. I

yyjr.err grcuosatie long school day will "be to-'.

I

uced gradually over the comirg I—-s and the ministry hopesffo-;

PA«_ n isform primary schools frombe-
* ormer Constitutions which merely impart

wledge to ones which incidSate

T i n J, social and moral values./

Israel HrniPP11* learnihe same hiings

'^fore, but they win enjoyi wide
,ety of hobby ,circles uufiHicial

^CTPpotM^ • ••
.

jHKd cat the^stftMfeuifuI experiment
Jpr' ong^ days In 40 school^between

/ ai^ 1976, Pupfls, parents and
jf hers "all found the fmovation

j
jF, tiiwhile:

.*'

JSH JEWRY:— TheSdatory and
are of Polish-Jewrywill be the

-*ect of research and teaching at
‘3ebrew University of Jerusalem
ipmject Jointly- inflated by the
tersity’s; Institute of Jewish
tos and the WorldVederation of
kh- Jewry. ' The federation/ has
toted ah initial sum of IL2Op,O0O

fi wMch scholarships will be
a to graduate atBdenta.

Clean-ap campaign
in Ha(£a can cost

.

Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAEFAj— Faced with a shortage of
street .cleaning manpower, the
mimlcfjjttHty has turned to law en-

forcement to sweep the streets.

Seventy persons caught littering

during the past week were fined
IL100 qpiece.
The' keep-the-city-clean-or-pay

programme began after a week's
warning through posters, adver-
tisements in the local press and
slides lh cinemas that littering in

„ public places can cost up to Hd.,000 .

Teams of city inspectors and
police roamed badly littered city
sections to Hadar Hacarmel and
Carmel Centre, and youth
movements also Joined the anti-litter

campaign.

f “

Committee formed to

ifind Bezalel director

. Post Art Editor

f Three Bezalel Academy
professors are to sit on a committee
/that will examine candidates for the
:

post of director of the Academy. The
Incumbent, Prof. Dan Hoftoer, who

t

has headed the Academy for 15
years, is stepping down this
summer.
The committee is to talce its

recommendations to the Academy's
senate and will be chaired by
architect - David Reznik. Serving
with him on the committee will be
the Chief Curator of the Israel
Museum, Dr. Martin Weyl; Prof.

GedulaDgen; Prof. John Byle; Prof. ,

Yoram Vardimon; and visiting lec-

turer Joel Shipton.

jSharon’s new assistant
better, aiher heart attack

Ell Landau, the new personal
assistant to Agriculture Minister
Ariel Sharon, is expected to leave
hospital next week after suffering a
mild heartattack.
Landau, 39, was rushed to Meir

Hospital in Kfar Sava late Sunday
night, eleven days after becoming
Sharon's assistant.

NETIVOT DRILL.' — A Civil
Defence drill will be held this after-
noon to the Netivot local council
area. Continuous siren blasts will an-
nounce the start of fire-fighting and
evacuation exercises. . .

'&r£5£a , /

.

International Cultural Center

for Youth in^ Jerusalem

mcf
announces.

’ - ’ s- /f •
"riS

~
. Vi-TJ* "**

an open-competition for the following awards of

• / IL7^00 each

rof. Alexander M. Dushkin Award
z&vc antomovafive project or originalVesearch leading to strengthening

ea between IsrafcH youth and Jewish youth abroad.

War veterans participate In a ceremony In memory of the Jewish Brigade, held yester-
day at Mt. HerzL

^
- tEUiarar.ZoomTi)

Angry words from Jewish war veterans
By SKAYA SHAPIRO

Jerusalem Post Reporter.

. Nathan Goldberg, national com-
mander of the U.S. War Veterans,
yesterday predicted that there would,
be fewer American charity dollars
for Israel in the future because U.S.
Jews, faced with an Identity crisis to

their own country, must invest much
more money in strengthening their

communities.

Addressing the World Assembly of
Jewish War Veterans in Jerusalem.
Goldberg also suggested that

Israelis had themselves to blame if

so many Russian Jews chose to set-

tle to America rather than to Israel— “He who wants to attract,
customers should build a better
mousetrap,” he said.
“There are 400.000 Israelis to the

UJ3. and 20,000 Americans in Israel— why?” he asked.
There were angry words from

other speakers. Eliezer Delman,
chairman of the Latin American im-
migrants’ association, felt slighted
by being treated “as a refugee In
need of philanthropy.”

‘Fugitive’ Lord Kagan may
seek residence here

By HYAM CORNEY
Jerusalem Post Correspondent

LONDON. — Lord Kagan, the
British peer who has. been living In

Israel since December and for whom
an arrest warrant has been Issued os
charges of defrauding the British tax
authorities, sold to a television Inter-

view screened here on Monday night
that he might apply for permission to

stay permanently to Israel.

“I haven't made up my mind yet.

I'm not in a hurry,” he told the inter-

viewer from the “World In Action”
programme produced by Granada
Television, one of the independent
television companies.
Asked about whether he had any

business plans to Israel, be replied:

"It’s early days. I've been looking
around but business • opportunities
here wiU 'bfi’^a matter- for. time to
reveal. Wherdver lam, X always look

for business.”
Lithuanian-born Kagan made his

name and fortune with a successful
textile business to Yorkshire which
produced the “Gannex” raincoat
made famous by former British
premier Sir Harold Wilson and other
world politicians and statesmen.

The 30-minute programme, shown
at peak viewing time and thus seen
by millions, was critical by implica-
tion of Wilson for having bestowed
knighthoods and peerages on Kagan
and other entrepreneurs who, it was
alleged, had hardly done anything to
deserve them. Kagan denied that he
had ever contributed to the cost of
running Wilson's private office when
he was in opposition or that he was a
major contributor to Labour Party
funds.

Kagan, who was described as “a
fugitive but safe from extradition,”

said that he had not spoken about Ms
difficulties and the warrant for bis

arrest to Wilson when the former
premier came to Israel for the
funeral of Golda Meir.

Theprogramme wasa triumphfor
producer Allan Segal, who.succeed-
ed where scores of Journalists from
all over the world failed. Since arriv-

ingto Israel, Kagan's Zahala flat has
been besieged by journalists seeking
interviews, but he refused them all.

Segal spent some four hours outside

the flat pushing notes through the
door until Kagan agreed.

Wanted: Rabbi Khomeini
By SABAH HONIG

Post Political Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Rakah, Israel's Com-
munist party, yesterday called the
fall of the Iranian shah a good thing
and said it would “welcome any rab-

.

bi, who, like the ayatollah, would ad-
vocate severing ties with American
imperialism.” _
The party called on all left of cen-

tre parties to the country to join

forces to order to topple the Likud
government.

Speaking at a press conference
where the Communist Party’s
economic programme was In-

troduced, Biny&min Gonen, who
heads his party’s faction in the
Histadrut Trade Union department,
argued that "the Likud government
would, not fall on its own. It must be
toppled. The Alignment must pool

forces with other parties to bring this

government down," he said.

“We would like to see the
Histadrut mobilize the country's
workers to demonstrate against the
economic policies and the visit here
of the U.S. secretary of defence
(Harold Brown), who wants to turn
this country into an American base,”
Gonen said.

He predicted that "the struggle in

Iran would continue, led by forces
such as the Communist Party. The
downfall of the shah is a good thing
and we would welcome any rabbi,
who like the ayatollah, would ad-
vocate severing ties with American
imperialism.

"

The Rakah economic plan Includes
calls for drastic cuts to military ex-
penditure, nationalizing banks, lzn-‘

port and export firms, and insurance
companies, doubling housing
budgets, stiffer tax laws and more
trade with neighbouring countries,
Third World states and the Com-
munist world.

n *-' Hr between peoples or contributes towards Interactional understand-

-f.ig of music U^'tbe framework pit either formal or informal education.

;/^rjVthur Rubinstein Prize _
“

“'jt be awardei for ah originalArioneering contribution to intergroup

^^^^SiK^usical education which creates appreciation and furthers understand-

ig of music pi the~framework of either formal or informal education.

„ . ^> ^oshe Kol Award ,

*
,f efforts or projects to advancing education in development towns

; nd/or with new immigrant youth in Israel

ppllcation may be . made by individuals or groups. For further toforma-
mi about procedures and for entry forms (all applications must be made

_
the offldal _entry farms) write to: International Cultural Center for

Youth Is Jerusalem 12a Emek Rephaim, P.O.B. 8009, Jerusalem

Application must reach the ICCY by April 15, 1019 at the latest.

^lerbert W- Armstrong Award -

e ^ ig between peoples or contributes'towards Interactional understand-
|
Underage thugs terrorize primary school

.3.

. . -- v jS

Ministry of Industry, Trade and Tourism
Spokesman’s Bureau

F||£ 0"

'he 1 authority controlling tourism offices
^ tourist travel agencies) will hold examinations

>r the Tourism Expert's Licence.

'he examinations will be held March 18-19, 1979.

persons to whom the following apply are eiigi-

nf^le to sit the examinations:
citizen, at least 23 years old.

• -rr^,r Holder of authorized cleric certificate, with at least one year's
- :

.j !-r” seniority in a tourist travel agency.
,R' •

'

Authorized guide with at least two years* seniority, and at

least one year's seniority in a tourist travel agency.

-2gistration forms and details at the Pepartment for Tourism
id Events;

lehov Mevo Hamatmid, Jerusalem, P.O.B. 1018, Tel. 237398.

By MICHAL YUDELMAN
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — A special committee
of psychologists, educators, social
workers and policemen Is In-
vestigating the case of two
schoolchildren, aged U and 9, who
have been terrorizing the elemen-
tary school of Giv'at Hatmarlm to
Jaffa for the past few weeks.
The children are too young to be

dealt with by the police’s youth
department and teachers have been
unable to stop their activities.

Parents of other schoolchildren have
been afraid to act because of the
violent reputation of the families of

the young thugs.
Finally, residents of Giv'at Hat-

marlm Quarter and the school’s
deputy principal asked for help from
Mayor Shlomo Lahat— and the com-
mittee was appointed.

The two children have been break-
ing Into classrooms, destroying
school equipment and torturing
animals In front of pupils. They also

brought dogs which they incited to

bite the pupils and threw stones at

the teachers. Once they tied a child
to a telegraph pole and beat him un-
til he lost consciousness. On another
occasion, they wrapped a child to a
blanket and rolled w™ down the
school stairs j

One of the two children is a pupil at
Giv'at. Hatmarlm school. The other
was sent to a special education in-

stitution because he is disturbed, but
does not attend, according to the

school's deputy principal.

Both children come from broken
homes. The father of the boy who Is a
pupil of Giv’at Hatmarlm school is

serving a life sentence for murder
and his mother is imprisoned for
robbery.

KOLLEK TOUR. — Jerusalem
mayor Teddy Ehlleb will spell out
the capital’s neighbourhood
rehabilitation plans to American
Jewish community leaders during
his current tour of the U.S. He is

visiting centres from Baltimore to

Los Angeles, and will return to

Jerusalem next week. .

"Are we not one people, intent on
having an independent Jewish coun-
try?” asked Delman.

Moshe Rivlln, chairman of the
Jewish National Fund, who in-
troduced the theme of Israel-
Diaspora relations, said he was keen
to strengthen Jewish communities
abroad — "but we would also be
pleased if 20,000 to 30,000 Jewish
youth from America came to settle
here each year. It would be good for
American Jews, and good for us,” he
said.

Rechtman asks

for stay of Ids

jail sentence
The Supreme Court yesterday

began hearing the request of MK
Shmuel Rechtman, past mayor of
Rehovot. to postpone implementa-
tion of his jail sentence until he has
filed an appeal with the court. Recht-
man was found guilty last month of

accepting a XL70.000 bribe while ser-

ving as mayor.
Rechtman's counsel said that the

Supreme Court should honour the
request because it would be dis-

graceful if a member of the Knesset
were to spend a year In prison only to

have his innocence establishedat the
end of that time.
The attorney, Moshe Nahshon. ex-

pressed optimism as to his client's

chances of winning his appeal.
Rechtman is supposed to go to Jail

on Friday. .

Tel Aviv District Attorney Sarah
Sirota countered this argument with
the assertion that it is not at all clear
thatRechtman will he acquitted, and
precedent should not be set by which
a public figure continues at his post
when he should be in jail.

The court postponed its decision un-
til tomorrow. (Itlm)

Key basketball tie for

TA Maccabi tonight
1

• By STEVE KAPLAN
Post 8ports Reporter

Tel Aviv Maccabi plays Olim-
plakos of Greece at Yad Ellahu in

Tel Aviv tonight to a final round
game of the European Basketball
Cup of Champions.
The Israelis lost their first game to

the final round to the Greeks in

Athens, 79-77, and are seeking
revenge. With their win last week in

Badelona, Maccabi put Itself back to

the picture for the European cham-
pionships, and they need a convin-
cing win tonight.
The game starts at 8-30 and will be

broadcast on television and the
radio's Second Programme.

Burial society asked
to guard cemetery

Jerusalem Post Reporter

PETAH TIKVA. — Police Chief

Mordechal Ventura plans to demand
that the burial society (Hevra
Kadiaha) here post guards at the

local cemetery and fence off the

area, after a serious case of

cemetery vandalism during the

weekend.
In the third instance of such van-

dalism during the past two months,
some 40 graves were damaged in the

' Petah Tikva cemetery. Flower pots

were smashed and several
gravestones had muddy shoe tracks

on them. Police said they have an

:
idea who the culprits are, but refus-

ed to divulge any information.

Israel economy lessons

The Education Ministry this week
published the first curriculum

programme on the Israeli economy
for use by ninth-graders. The
programme demands 30 teaching
hours.

In addition to Imparting
knowledge about the Israeli
economy, the programme — which
focuses on Israel's Industries — aims
to give pupils a positive attitude

towards industry and an apprecia-

tion of the connection between in-

dustrial relations and productivity.

West German crackdown on neo-Nazis

ITZAN
AST DATE FOR REGISTERING: FEBRUARY 20, 1979.

aose who wizhto participate In a course in preparation for the
laminations can register at the Central Hotel School, Tadmor
atel, Herzliya, March 4 — 8, 1979;

lease apply .to the above address tor details.

BONN (UPI). — Concerned by anti-

Semitic activity to schools. West
German justice authorities are
cracking down on neo-Nazis who
have become more militant since

"Holocaust’’ was shown on
nationwide television last month.
The U.S. television series on the

mass murder of Jews shocked most
West Germans. But it enraged neo-
Nazis, who distributed thousands of

pamphlets denounring the film os
"Jewish tearjerktog,” "The lie of

the century" and "Gas chamber
swindle."

Authorities, always allergic to

right-wing extremism, were doubly
worried because the neo-Nazis
appeared to be gaining attention in

schools.

In the town of Herborn. to the state
of Hesse, for example, children
brought home leaflets saying
"Holocaust" Is portraying Germans
as a race of criminals although it

scientifically has been proven con-

vincingly that gas chambers did not

exist"
Authorities are reacting with

(

arrests and raids on homes and
hangouts of neo-Nazis,

In Hanover during the weekend,
police arrested 28 persona who
travelled from West Berlin, Ham-
burg and other cities to demand
freedom for a self-styled fuehrer be-
ing tried fortrying to revive the Nazi
party. He is Michael Kuehnen, a 23-

year-old former West German army
lieutenant.

Police seized photos of Adolf
Hitler, the death's head symbols of

the Nazi SS troops, swastikas, clubs

and gas pistols' from the
demonstrators.
The arrests raised to 41 the

numbei; of neo-Nazis apprehended
since "Holocaust" broke television

viewing records late last month.
Another extremist demonstration

had been scheduled in Munich for

last Saturday by the National
Democratic Party, but Mayor Erich

Kieal banned it on the grounds it

might have led to violence. It was
billed as an "anti-’Holocaust' ac-

tion."
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Jewish students meet
for world conference
Some 200 representatives of

Jewish student organizations
worldwide will gather on Saturday
night to Jerusalem to begin a 10*day
conference on increasing Jewish
students' involvement In the needs of

the nation.

Prime Minister Menafaem Begin
will deliver the keynote address at
the Saturday night opening
ceremonies.

An Apartment Abroad?
No Need

CLARIN APARTMENTS
Offer You

An International Standard
Of Construction And Design

cLarin
APARTMENTS

Girl, 2V2, raped in Haifa

cemetery; suspect held
By YA’ACOV FRIEDLER
Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA.— Police yesterday arrested
a man suspected of raping a two-
and-a-half-year-old girl In the Haifa
Old Cemetery on Monday evening.

The child, who lives to the Neve
David quarter, which adjoins the
cemetery on the western outskirts of

the city, was taken to Rambam
Hospital to a serious condition.

Police spokesman Inspector Ady
Gonen told The Jerusalem Post that
the girl and her four-year-old
brother had been sent to play outside
by their mother. At about five
o’clock, the brother said, a man
offered to play hide-and-seek with
them. In the course of the game.

police believe, the man raped the
child on a tombstone In the
cemetery.
An hour later, the mother went to

fetch the children and found her
daughter was bleeding.
A description by the girl’s brother

led police to suspect the man who
was later arrested, but when they
went to his flat on Monday night he
was not at home.
Yesterday morning, police

brought a bloodhound to the
cemetery, and. according to Gonen,
the dog immediately followed a trail

from the spot where the rape oc-
curred to the suspect's flat. This
time, he was in, and was arrested.

Police, meanwhile, are continuing
their inquiries.

Support for anti-abortion bill falters
' By SABAH HONIG
Post Political Reporter

TEL AVIV. — National Religious
Party spokesmen admitted yester-

day that a Knesset majority would
not now support the proposed abor-
tion law amendment, which would
forbid abortions based on socio-
econc>.afc reasons. Such a change In

the law was part of the coalition

agreement signed by the Likud and
the religious parties to 1977.

“It would be unthinkable for MKs
of the parties which signed the
agreement to vote against it." Zvi

.

Kenlg, head of the NRP Information
Department, told a press conference
here yesterday. But, he said "we
know that some members to Herat
and the Liberals are now coming out
against the amendment.”
According to NRP sources, about a

third of all Jewish women in Israel

have had at least one abortion. Moat,
it was claimed, are not performed to

the economically-depressed areas of
the country, and 46.7 ofthem were to
Tel Aviv. Of those who turn to Kupal
Hollm clinics, some 12 per cent have
already had three previous abor-
tions, the NRP claimed.

The total number of abortions per-
formed annually to Israel cannot be
estimated, but it is apparently
between 50,000 and 100,000. Most are
done privately — only some 20,000 to

hospitals — and most abortions are
sought by middle-class and well-to-
do women who see an additional
child as a temporary hindrance, it

was claimed.
The NRP will hold a rally at Belt

Sokolaw today to launch & campaign
to create public support for the
amendment and to convince un-
decided MKs to back it.

Crime reporter’s daughter freed on bail
By YORAM BAR

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Tali Huler, 20,
suspected of conspiring to Injure her
former boyfriend, Ze’ev Zemer-Tov.
was released Monday on ILS.OOO

bail. She was forbidden to leave the
country.
The bail was paid Immediately by

Tail's father, Michael Huler, a radio
crime reporter.

The two other suspects in the af-

fair, "Ya'acov amf'Nlslm Alperon,
were remanded to custody for eight

more days.
Magistrate's court Judge Haim

Simha Nahmanl -heard a recording
.of a conversation- and was shown a
confidential documentby the police,

before deciding to remand the
Alperons.
The magistrate rejected a request

from the Alperon brothers' attorney
to hear the recording on the grounds
thatboth the crimes attributed tothe
Alperon brothers and the safety of
witnesses justified maximum
secrecy.

THE JERUSALEM

The Alperons* attorney, Zvi Sahar,
called the accusations against his
clients “blood libel” and said the
police violated the law and used
criminal methods to tempt Ze’ev
Zemer-Tov to testify against the ac-
cused men.

"The police took Zemer-Tov to the
Hilton Hotel, gave him money and a
car so he would testify against the
Alperon brothers. That's a criminal
offence." Sahar said, and asked the
court to recommend an investigar

tion. The lawyer also charged the
police with bugging his own phone.

Police Commissioner Pakad Dan-
ny Maroz refused to discuss the con-
tent of the documents and recording
in his keeping, saying, "I don't want
to risk someone’s becoming a cor-
pse."
Maroz also said the Alperon

brothers' release might damage the
investigation, and that the police
want their remand extended by 15
days. However, the police did not
object to Tali Huler’a release.
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10,000 dead so far in Iran shooting
TEHERAN (UPI>, — More than 10,-
000 people were killed In Iran’s
revolution, according to conser-
vative estimates yesterday, and
more casualties may be on the way
as unchecked rival armed bands
roam the streets.
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini’s

Islamic Revolutionary Command
has called for an estimated 70,000
weapons of all kinds seized from
military arsenals during the final
three days of the revolt to be turned
in.

But extreme leftists, rightists, es-
caped criminals and teenagers are
still clinging to their guns In vast
quantities.

Khomeini's men are also worried
about "summary executions" by
armed groups in the country, and
have ordered everyone to wait until
"the appropriate Ume” to ad-
minister justice.
Now that the main enemy, the

shah, has been defeated, the rival
armed groups are squaring off
against each other.
There was a short gun battle

yesterday outside new Premier

MehdJ Bazargan's office, and wild
shooting at the university campus,
and another at the Intercontinental
Hotel between rival gunmen for the
right to “protect** some ZOO inter-
national journalists staying there to
cover the revolution.
Diplomats, reporters and other

observers calculate that the death
toll In the 15 months leading to the
collapse of the shah's regime is, con-
servatively, 10,000 so far.

In the final, fateful 48 hours of
fighting, the number of casualties
throughout the land was placed at
some 860 killed and 3,500 wounded.
UFI reporters Arthur Hlgbee and

Robin Stafford were both caught
yesterday Independently In wild
shooting at Teheran University.
As pedestrians dropped to the'

pavement and cars backed, off wild-

ly, a tremendous barrage of
automatic weaponry was fired.

An ambulance later arrived and
sped from the scene.
A student later said laconically:

“some of the fellows found an anti-.

Khomeini man in a car and he
started the shooting.”

In hopes of recovering arms stUl

unaccounted for, the Revolutionary
radio says guns must be turned in at
the Khomeini headquarters or at

local mosques.
After random shootings of cap-

tives In Teheran and the nearby in-

dustrial suburb of Karaj, the radio
said: “We remind the people that the
Revolutionary Command has for-

bidden unilateral action. We call on
the people of Karaj and all Iran to
leave the trial and punishment of the
guilty to the appropriate time.”
Teenagers have been staggering

around the streets of Teheran firing

weapons they can barely lift.

Newspapers reported that in one
raided arsenal, children aged 10 up-
wards seized guns and fired them at
a wall. Injuring several looters with
ricochets.
Khomeini’s men are demanding

proof that all those turning In guns
are proficient in their use and have
completed compulsory military ser-

vice.

They are then returned with
special licences to people needed for

the newly formed “Islamic police."

Refugee vessel’s

captain charged

with conspiracy
HONGKONG (AP) . — The captain
and three crew members of the
refugee freighter Huey Fong, charg-
ed with conspiring to bring illegal
passengers from Vietnam to
Hongkong, were remanded in
custody for seven days by a
magistrate's court here yesterday.
Captain Hsu Wen-hslen, 53. chief

engineer Chen Chiu-shang, 37, his
assistant, Lee Teay-shoun, 38, and
chief radio operator Chlao Sung-
rong, 48. are charged with two
counts of conspiracy together with
four others.
Hsu. who salLed the 2,290-tOn

Taiwanese ship packed with 3.318
Vietnamese refugees into Hongkong
on January 19, has already been
charged with carrying “excessive
passengers.”
The ship was anchored off the

colony in international waters for
four weeks before Hsu defied a
government order to proceed to
Taiwan. At that time, Hongkong
authorities warned Hsu he would be
subject to Hongkong's stiff shipping
laws.

French FM hears

Brezhnev on phone
MOSCOW (AP). — French Foreign
Minister Jean Francois-Poncet end-
ed a two-day visit to the Soviet Union
yesterday during which be spoke by
telephone with Soviet President
Leonid Brezhnev, who Is vacationing
on the Black Sea coast, informed
French sources said.

Francols-Poncet's visit was
designed to prepare for a summit
meeting in Moscow between
Brezhnev and French President
Valery Giscard D'Estaing. which an
'official communique said would
mark " a new and important con-

tribution'' to relations between the

two countries.

The 72-year Soviet leader has not

been seen in the capital since a
television appearance in late

January in which he did not look too

well. Western diplomatic sources

said.

Moscow sees Iran taking
the path of socialism
MOSCOW (AP). — A member of the
ruling Soviet Politburo has Indicated
that the Kremlin views Iran as
heading onto a revolutionary
socialist path similar to those already
being fallowed in Angola, Ethiopia
and Afghanistan. And In Beirut a lef-

tist Lebanese magazine yesterday
quoted an Iranian economic official

as declaring that an "airtight
nationalization” of the oil industry in

Iran Is one of the top priority items
on the programme of the new regime
of Mehdl Bazargan.
The Soviet Union moved quickly to

recognize Iran's provisional govern-
ment headed by Mehdi Bazargan,
with Soviet Premier Alexei Kosygin
informinghim ina telegramonMon-
day that Moscow looks forward to
developing “all-round cooperation.”
The Soviet Communist Party

newspaper “Pravda” yesterday
quoted Boris Ponomaryov, a can-

didate member of the Politburo, as
saying, “The socialist camp has
stepped up to a new stage in its

development, and the creation, of a
number at governments going along
the path of socialism has became an
event of universal significance."

At the same time, the Politburo
member ascribed to "anti-
communist hysteria" Western

charges that the Soviet ‘Union has
fomented the revolutionary unrest In

Iran and elsewhere.
In. Beirut the Libyan-backed week-

ly "A1 Kifah al Arabi" quoted Abu
Hassan Ben Sadre, economic ad-
viser to Iran's religious leader
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, as
saying in an interview that the
“structure of the entire Iranian
economy will be changed.” Sadre is

tipped to become economy minister
in Bazargan 's projected govern-
ment, the magazine said.

“The change is to start with the

nationalization of the oil industry,”
Sadre told the magazine. “But our

style will be different from what has
happened so far.”

Sadre, the magazine said, explain-

ed that crude oil and derivatives will

be used locally — for,domestic con-

sumption and as feedstock for

petrochemical industries.

“Oil must constitute the basis of

our national development,” he said.

“What interest do we have in con-

tinuing to produce our oil to feed the

Western automobile industry?
Wouldn't it be better for us to es-

tablish an Integrated industry in

Iran which could use the oil and its

products?”

Waldheim calls for Med cooperation
VALLETTA, Malta (UFI), — UN
Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim,
yesterday opened a 35-nation,
meeting on security and cooperation
in Europe by calling for more
economic, scientific and cultural ex-
changes with non-European nations
bordering the Mediterranean.
The meeting, being held in the 400-

year-old former headquarters of the

Knights of Malta, was the third
follow-up conference of experts link-

ed .to the Helsinki Convention on
European Security andCooperation.

Absent from the meeting were
delegations from Libya, Algeria and
Lebanon. Officials said they stayed
away because Egypt and Israel sent
representatives.

Queen braves desert suit to view oil plant
KUWAIT (AP). — Queen Elizabeth
II of Britain went out under the blaz-
ing desert sun yesterday on the se-

cond day of her state visit here to in-

spect the huge oil installations of this

fabulously rich desert sheikhdom.
The queen and her husband Prince

Philip on Monday night attended a

grand banquet at the palace of
Kuwait's ruler. Sheik Jaber al-

Ahmed al-Sabah.
• Kuwait is the first stop on her six-

nation goodwill tour of Saudi Arabia
and the other oil-rich conservative
Arab sheikhdoms in the Persian Gulf
region.

A poster of Reza Mohammad
Pahlavi, the deposed shah of

Iran, was placed and defaced, on
Peking's “Democracy Wall” by
Iranian embassy officials in

Peking on Monday.
IDPI Radlophoto)

Virus still kills

Naples babies
ROME tUPI). — Italian health of-

ficials admitted yesterday the
mysterious disease killing Naples
area infants is an incurable syn-
cytial virus.
The official diagnosis came during

a meeting at the Health Ministry
between Italian physicians and an
international team of virus experts,
including three UlS. specialists.

The director of Italy's . Higher
Institute of Health said studies show-
ed the disease that has so far killed

65 Naples area babies is "a
respiratory virus, with a high in-

cidence of the syncytial strain."

The conclusion confirmed a
diagnosis made almost three weeks
ago by Dr. Giulio Tarro, one of
Italy's most noted virus experts.
When he first made the diagnosis,
Tarro triggered a medical uproar by
accusing his fellow Naples
physicians oi using improper
methods to determine what caused
the baby-killing disease.

Saudi Arabia

buys Aramco
RIYADH (Reuter). — Saudi Arabia
has become the full owner of the

giant Arabian-American Oil Com-
pany (Aramco), the official Saudi
press agency announced yesterday.
The company will receive full

compensation based on the audited
book values of Aramco. which has
been drilling and selling Saudi
Arabia’s huge oil reserves for 40
years.
Under the agreement. Aramco —

'

which was made up of four major
U.S. companies (Standard, Texaco,
Exxon and Mobil) — will be replaced
by a new company called the Saudi
National Petroleum Company.
The new company will own and ac-

tively supervise all previous Aramco
operations, while .the Aramco com-
panies will continue their various
services in the exploration, refining

and production fields.

ENDANGERED GOATS. — Oman
will protect remaining flocks of the

wild Arabian "tahr" goats, according

to a report in the daily “Khaleej
Times" last week.
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Missile suspected cause of plane crash
SALISBURY. — Air Rhodesia
yesterday issued a formal statement
In the aftermath of a second Air

Rhodesia airlinercrashand thecom-
munique further underlined fears

that black guerrillas had shot down
the craft, in which 59 died, on Its

Monday night flight from Kariba to
Salisbury.
In Nairobi guerrilla leader Joshua

Nkomo yesterday took tentative
responsibility far the crash of the
Viscount plane, saying, “If the plane
was brought down by a rocket, it

could only have been our chaps.”
And in Lusaka black nationalist

guerrillas yesterday called a general
alert throughout Zambia in response
to the Rhodesian air disaster, which
they feared would provoke retalia-

tion against their camps.
The Air Rhodesia communique

said: “The investigation into the
cause of the accident is under the
control of the director of civil avia-

tion, whose team at experts went to

the scene at first light this morning,
and until they are able to establish

the cause, any reports must be
speculative.
"However, as an airline with a

long record of airline safety, we

would be supriaed If the cause were
' to be attributed to a fault of the air-

craft.

"Future Air Rhodesia operations

have been the subject of discussion

with the pilots Of Air Rhodesia and
managementand it has been decided

to continue these normally.
Operating procedures to avoid
terrorist attacks are under con-

tinuous review and this will remain
an ongoing studyi"
Prime Minister Ian Smith said

yesterday that available evidence
showed that Monday's disaster was
"caused by terrorist action.” Smith
then launched lntoja bitter attack on

the British and US. governments,
accusing them if encouraging
terrorism in Rhodesia by their at-

titudes toward the Patriotic Front of

Mozambique-based Bobert Mugabe
and Zambia-based Joshua Nkomo.
The groups are Ut war with
Rhodesia’s transitional government.
The British government yesterday

reacted to the disaster by. terming It

a “senseless attack? and said it

feared that country is drifting

“towards uncontrolled chaos."
The government expects that

Smith will soon order his armed

forces to launch fierce
tacks against guerrilla
neighbouring Zambia.
Last September,- Nkhm„

credit tor his guerrilla^
another Air Rhodesia
Soviet SAM-7 missile. TTjer^
hlso just taken off from ihl
htUtd^y ' resort of
Salisbury, Forty-eight perwJL*
10 of them on the ground*
claimed, they were mSasJvXr
Nkomo guerrillas. NkomT^w
men shot down the plane but
that they MUedaiarvivotn
In the Botswana c*bTt*i

Gaborone, a military
said yesterday that trooo,
rounded up and expelled nun*

it l -

100 armed’ Rhodesian hi*1
nationalist guerrillas in
prevent the Rhodesian. w»
spilling into the neighbour^

L_Acting army chief
Khamn said, "Our policy fe&jJ
do not want the war to. escabu
we therefore do not perntT
territory to be used by anym
faction. We do not want the

shed in Rhodesia to spill acteJ
(borders.” (AP. UFI)
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Australia concerned over

continued SE Asia tension^
CANBERRA. — Australia's foreign

minister, Andrew Peacock, express-

ed concern yesterday about in-

creased tension on the China-
Yietnam border. "The latest informa-
tion available to the government in-

dicates a substantial Increase In the.

level of forces," he said, “involving
some 20 divisions and several hun-

dred aircraft.”
Peacock added that his country is

also concerned by the presence of

Soviet vessels off the Vietnam coast.

He said that he and Prime Minister

Malcolm Fraser had sent personal
messages over the last' few days to

heads of government and foreign

ministers of a number of countries

which might be able to exercise a
moderating Influence.

In Bangkok, Thai military sources

said Vietnam has sent more at its

troops to Laos to beej up its force in

Cambodia. Western diplomatic
sources have also noted over the past

few weeks that more of Hanoi's

troops have been shifted to the Viet-

namese border with China, which

has been angered over \ the Viet-

namese invasion of Cambodia and
has threatened some \form of

counter-action.
A Vietnamese refugee bcht with 50

aboard has sought asylufa in the

Thai coastal town of Trad. Their

leader told Thai authoritlAj yester-

day that one reason for thesr escape

was the Intensive milltaryjrecruit-

ment going on in Southern Vietnam.

As the military struggle \n Cam-
bodia continues, the tw4 rival

regimes have carried their battle tor

legitimacy Into the arena oi inter-

national diplomacy as well. Tie new
Phnom Penh government has asked

the 77 developing countriesA now
meeting in Tanzania, not to-Wat
representatives of the Pol u’ot

regime expected to attend.
1

The UN at01 recognizes the Khrfaer

Rouge government, but many Soviet

bloc nations have opened relatl

with the new rulers, who now contibl

the capital and most of C&mbodi
major towns. fUFI, Reuter)

New evidence on Bhutto
could postpone hanging
RAWALPINDI, Pakistan (AP). —
Zulfikar All Bhutto's lawyers yester-

day asked the Pakistan Supreme
Court to postpone the deposed prime
minister's hanging for submission of
new evidence they said could
"materially affect" Bhutto's
murder-conspiracy conviction.

The highest court set this morning
for a hearing by all seven judges on
the request for a stay of execution
pending a final judicial review.
.“Some more evideude^.ia likely to

be made available in the next few
days. This new evidence may
materially affect the majority judg-
ment on this case and the findings,”

said a formal defence petition asking
review of the case within the 30-day
period allowed under Pakistan law.
Bhutto lawyer Y&hya Bakhtiar

said he hopes the new evidence will

show that the star state witness had
his own motive far wanting to com-
mit the 1974 political murder that
Bhutto was convicted of instigating
— and thus Bhutto was not part of

the conspiracy. The witness, Masud
Mahmud, one-time chief of Bhutto’s
political police, was pardoned after
he turned state's evidence.

Among other arguments, the peti-

tion also said the Supreme Court fail-

ed to take into account that the lower
court had sentenced Bhutto to the
maximum penalty of hanging in-

stead of life Imprisonment on the
trial judges' finding that Bhutto was
not a good Moslem. The Supreme
Court had struck from the lower
court's ruling observations about
Bhutto and his religion, but It failed

to reduce his sentence correspon-
dingly. the petition said. Ifthe stay is

refused, Bhutto could be banged as
early as tomorrow,but “Idqn't thmlr
they : will refuse , -l^iidpe 'mot, '

'

Bakhtiar, Bhutto's one-time
attorney-general, told reporters
after filing the petition which includ-

ed 97 pages of legal arguments.
Bhutto's lawyers have also appeal-

ed far clemency from President
Mohammed Zia Ul-Haq, the army
commander who deposed him in
mid- 1977, and the appeal has been
seconded by such foreign leaders as
President Carter. President Leonid
Brezhnev, President Valery Giscard
D'Estaing, Prime Minister James
Callaghan and Pope John Paul n.
But Zia said before the Supreme
Court gave Its ruling that he would
not set it aside, and he has given no
indication that he has changed his

mind.

Schools dosed so British

children move into pubs
LONDON (UPZ). — British children,

barred from strike-bound schools,

continued lessons In pubs and
churches yesterday, patients In one
strike-hit hospital were wrapped In
cooking foil because of lack of clean
bedding and many London public
toilets were closed to protest the use
of blackleg workers to clean up rat-
infested garbage.
But in the London borough of West-

minster. 540 workers who walked out
on January 22, decided unanimously
to return to the job today -and clean
up the mountains of stinking gar-
bage that have piled up since their
walkout. But they agreed to do so on
condition they are paid a bonus of

£200 (IL7,500) for completing the
mammoth cleanup within three
weeks. This represents only a little

less than the pay they lost while
striking.
Britons, inured to Improvising

after four weeks of the worst In-
dustrial turmoil to hit the country In
years, dug In far more disruption —
with possibly the worst yet to come,
affecting the railroads, electric
power, gas, coal mines and the
engineering Industry.
John Blundell, spokesman for the

50.000-member National Federation
of Self Employed and Small Firms,

said, “We have told our members
that the system of self-help set up for
the recent transport drivers' dispute
can be used to clear trade refuse
from the streets.”
But Sean Hilliard, a strikers'

leader, said, “We cannot allow our
industrial dispute to be undermined
by a silly group of Individuals.”
With between 500,000 and one

million children shut out of schools
by a rotating series of countrywide
strikes by caretakers and other
manual workers, parents im-
provised school classes In other
buildings. One brewery company
made backroom parlours available
in scores of Its pubs. Children at the
Greenwich School at Throckley,
near Newcastle, were given classes
at the Centurion pub nearby. But,
because of "Britain’s licensing laws,
all had to be out of the pub by open-
ing time of 11 a.m. Elsewhere,
churches were used as makeshift
schools.

More than 200 patients at the North
Manchester General Hospital slept
on paper sheets because their laun-
dry was closed bya strike. Some get-
latric patients were wrapped in
cooking foil, usually used far suf-

ferers from hypothermia or reduced
ibody temperature.

Film director Renoir dies at 84
LOS ANGELES (UPI). — Jean
Renoir, one of the great movie-
makers. died here on Monday at the
age of 84.

Renoir, son of the celebrated
French Impressionist painter
Auguste Renoir, was found dead of
unknown causes at his home.

In 1937, fuelled in part by his own
experiences in World War I, he

directed “The Grand IlluBion,*' con-
sidered one of the finest anti-war
films ever made. It was voted one of
the six greatest films of all time at
the 1958 Brussels Film Festival.
Renoir's other movies include

such masterpieces as "The Rules of
the Game," "Nana." “Madame
Bovary." "La Marseillaise" and
"Diary of a Chambermaid.”

Father and son mummies discovered
LIVERPOOL (Reuter). — A 2,000-

year-old Egyptian mummy in Liver-
pool City Museum has been found to

be the father of another in West Ger-
many, a museum spokesman said
yesterday.

It is believed to be the first time
that two mummies not of the royal-
blood have been found to be related.
'I’Jiaw #tatP fmm thp Ptnlpmv neriod.

The mummy of Nearn In, who died
aged about ‘35. is in the Liverpool
Museum, and that of Ankha-Haby,
now found to be his son who lived un-
til about 50, was flown here from the
Hildeaheim Museum in West Ger-
many.

Scientists at Liverpool Maternity
Hospital began the detective work
when It was sootled that both men

Amin plea to

UN over

border clash;
NAIROBI (Reuter).
President Idi Amin has azkedt&sr
Security Council to immediate^
cuss the “serious and ezpicM
situation now prevailing ™,!
TlMndn-TanznnbUganfla-Tanzania border,'

Radio reported yesterday.
The radio quoted.

a

spokesman as saying that

,

British and Israeli atrn
were fighting alongside.
forces, which had o6cupi&i
square km. of Ugandan terrtiorj. i

In a letter to UN Secret
1

General Kurt Waldheim, Amtifr

“Although Tanzania has
,

i _
war against Uganda, Uganda&ai
declared war against a sister fe

try."
Fighting has been mmmM\

the Uganda-Tanzania bordei^'
last October. Both sides hate j

cused each other of violation 4 (

border, but Amto recentiy nfci]

troops had not fought in-*]

since last November;7 when
withdrew from a 1,1

area of Tanzania which they hid)

vaded.
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ANGKOK (UPI). - Vie

,y denied It would 1
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above fabrication*;-
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Tito mourns aide

butnot at funeral

BELGRADE (Reuter). *5^
President. Tito yesteriWEJ*President. Tito yesteKW
last respectsto Edvard
regarded
successor, but failed to

than 100.000 mourners a*

state funeral-.
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Jtj-
** "g tr Tina and the Chinese people are ln-

dc -2 tkpduced to"the dubious delicts' of

^'fK^ca-Cola. Communists and
,er-ef0 ‘^tvpitalista walk together In - what

-a^.,
l0r? *a ru to Jems for China to be a U-turn away

..
“Ca

- VCe^to^Dm the days of the CulturalRevolu-
-

£ ^Rbw^toSi.
•

^jjiera,-' * that all. The Japanese con-
'^*^-«^^?

1 lj[
5ude a treaty of peace’ and

A _ ^'^lendahip with China, . ending a
.\diUonal hostility thathad brought

TlLvg periods of war. Soon a chain of
T T\» rapanese-built hotels.wm be strung
I

| !\j Av_ x across China.v'" 1 fjyn> What are we to make- of it all? In

1 ’ v[ 'king's Tien An-men Square the
|Vv|, J rtures of Marx. Engels and 1Lenin
WllfQftli Jmain In place and Mao’s face

fangs yet over the arched entrance

,p ^the Forbidden Oty. All of them
£" rws.der.; Mi ,

>uld have been astonished at a
CtT -filiation In' which, capitalist

e-is ;i
e .r^ttpierlca. Western Europe -and

s:: Ua::c"*» -
Serl

*n r
pan walk hand In hand with Com-

-S-sda-V^ Btunlst China; apparently united

P^r; - kJy by » hostility to Cbmmuxdst

sxckes-I^3 this seeming united opposl-

B- -
• « h“

c,r‘ 33 to the Soviets?
ar.ri i-iTi. .- •...

wer- r-a-i,,,

fere'** ieJUTE. in purely military terms

3
-"

'*'^cb ijisala presents _a formidable pic-
V"‘ I

l

7a 3J UfejVe — but so also does the U.8. and

^p.’B Eve
iSxBHP: fiSs^"

b

UN Jl

^J^anada
m,v&*

*io
s© £

W.Europe^J

;

- *£&.r.s: L'^.re politically and economically In

-ar^st about every part of the world.
*r

v, ?re on the whole, however, the
J-’-ng ^isriana have done rather badly

*• - sir-dx-Tsjujrice they grabbed hold of the East
l>:

- 0 :cbpr ^iropcian countries in the .lm-
'-sf“ i-acr. Dt^ 1ediate aftermath of World War n
~

- r J'.t. tut formed a buffer zone between
::>s r.id ^ ,/ernaelves and the West,

s-.r.cv :ajj N '‘^rhe struggle has ebbed mid flow-

* tL„ • The Communists and the West
,i 4-<vi ~ir^.

L p
-ve wrestled across the world to

veci^d
‘ friends and Influence people.— ~ nmiiy the.West has come off best;

\
y, .

Russians cannbt.be.feeling too

10THctm
?

S
^a:sed Eesult o* their per-

^

.SlHannitlr ..Consider Europe. At the end of
^^iOUUUKIbrld War II the Communists

.... nost took over Greece; they were
.

'VJ 1 -^ twitted^and. the country moved

'

Cr3^3:r -

through a variety of right- and left-

winggovernments tQl finally today it

-has a. western-oriented, moderately
right-wing government.

- -In the late Forties and early Fif-

ties Italy was on the brink of Com-
munism; despite the advent of
Eurocommunism, umpteen changes
of government, and much unrest the
country still looks further awayfrom
becoming a communist state than it

did in the early Fifties.

Portugal moved from a right-wing
dictatorship to a point where many
in the West were convinced it would
turn communist; it never happened
and today the country Is moving
steadily to the right again. Spain
shed its right-wing dictatorship

V-i Sir^inaiNDON. — A growing number of
v tr:.. :-i orient!at* suspect that artificial

?2:c k is “Jit, especially fluorescent fight, is
.•--•1 itjnaging to health. .

fr;=feTt seems dear that light Is. the
• - 5 r.xxouk^st important «*yg<TWfim»wt*i fac-

r.i.rr. srdK, after fowl, in controlling bodily
: . '..rr. accordingtoEe< Richard

v ve ^-jaartman^j^uiroendocadnOlb^ at

7 -,.
' ,e:r!iicw* Massachheetts Initttwte of

-
-.s. ; - jS *hnology.

-
J‘Our exposure to_ac-

1' .^idal fight may have< harmful
-

."".
e
^-“^tecta of’which we are not aware."

r
-* Ti»i« la something John Ott, an

' I- thority on H^it and health, has
^jgargued. "light is a nutrient like

£l'>d, and Mke food, the wrong- kind" '
f

,_n inake us 111 and the right kind
• -

:^n help.keep us well," he wrote hi
r s

:
jtj

1,0^ -Health and Light"
.

• >
.-j

1.^As we spend more time indoors,
argument goes, bur 'Tight diet"

•
' £“;.‘Jfers. ‘ Our delicate system of

r-> r ^.^ilogical responses to sunlight —
-

'Veloped oivermipioiMof years— is

r - incited.
.

•

— '^iuhxxr fighting lacks many of.the
Rvelengtha found in the visible

* Csi'^u
.

Dctrum of sunlight. Windows, eye-
,.0 -JpH *frie#saes and windshields block out 90
* -“n

.

r cent of the sun’s beneficial nl-

v v . ,\7 .-^violet rays. But exposure to the

... M :i;=r A3jl spectrum of ligfat, including ul-

. . r-.^iviolet, may be necessary, for

x -%>er bodily function.
-

.
plight he^s to regulate body

.‘JI >j.:e^ :emiatry, e^iecially glandular &c-‘

l'.".,**
- Pretty. Wurtman has found that as

"i'.-jiytit waves strike toe eye, they
'
‘

‘

V.,4 iBff«r a response, in the
.ajvpotjhalsniuf, which affects

"" ^uitary function and hormone
T^oduction.

:

'

'/...V^tiaoweyer, If a wavelength is ml—-

-i'fs't from alight source, somerecep-
rs in the eye fail' to respond,

j'^rtovoking a hormonal Imbalance.

STUDIES at Michigan State

: :
„r-.

*

•

: '^J^iversity, endocrinologist Joseph

_ —— sites has noted ah association
• l ns^tween hormonal imbalance and

-
(
- ncer growth; diabetes, infertility

? rt
n thl^old diaorders. v .uu Wurtman observed that rata living
..if .der conventional white..'fluqraa-

• *!'. ‘nt light -showed significant
... .-.Ranges in the weight of the spleen,

' and gonads. Other laboratory
"idles with plants and; animals

:
:
'?K»at that those kept under stan-

types of artificial light had a
’
; : gher Incidence 1 of disease- sad

;
j./'Yomosomal mutation than those

'.'tZJaed in sunlight or full spectrum
'

'V>tiflclal lighting. .

;

3uch data, ^nnplledby researcher
.ithleen Bernier of Berkeley,

;:jifonda; in a still unpublished

. -''port, ‘‘Electromagnetic Radiation

Is indoor lighting

By CHARLES BURRESS and JUNE KXNOSHITA

Gemini Newsservice
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and Too,” supports earlier findings
by Ott,. developed at his En-
vironmental Health and Light
Research Institute in Florida.

Using time-lapse photography, Ott
fonnd that removal of certain
wavelengths, particularly ul-
traviolet, caused a profound disrup-

[thm of cellular activity in rabbits’
pigment epithelial, layer of retinal

cells with no known visual function.

Ott believes this layer is the photo
receptor linked to the glandular
system.

In plants, he found, red
wavelength Incandescent light led to

cell destruction. Observing rats rais-

ed in pink floureacent light, Ott found
sores on tails, calcium deposits in
heart tisane, and abnormal
behaviour.
In another experiment, Ott Install-

ed full-spectrum radiation-shielded
fluorescent lighting in a classroom of
hyperactive children In Sarasota,
Florida. He reported that after 00
days, the children’s level of agitation
had subsided considerably, and had
been replaced by a marked improve-
ment in classroom behaviour and
attentiveness.

OTT’S FINDINGS have been
challenged by other scientlste,
public utility firms and lighting

jpp

ps
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“China
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if &
stralia

Lined up against
Soviet Union y

without coming near to the com-
munism many had predicted would
follow France.
And In France the Communists

have been kept at bay —- and indeed
declined— ever since De Gaulle took
over in 1958.

IN AFRICA, If the West has hardly
been successful it cannot be said that
the Russians have succeeded either.

They have come up against African
nationalism at almost every turn
and they are bewildered. They are in

Somalia, then they are out of it (and
now perhaps in again); they find

themselves fighting alongside an
Ethiopian revolutionary government
against Eritrean rebels with whom.

logically, they should be sym-
pathizing (and supported till

recently).
Western newspapers may try year

after year to make out that one
African state after another is toppl-

ing to the Communists — first Zan-
zibar. later the whole of Tanzania;
first Guinea, then Angola, Mozam-
bique and several places In between
— but what we find In 1979 is coolly

correct Tanzania (and a Zanzibar
that has distanced Itself from the
Communists); a Guinea that has
now spurned the Russians and made
it up with the French; an Angola that
is increasingly balancing friendship

with the Soviet with the U.S. and
Portugal; a Mozambique that keeps

manufacturers.
Critics do not deny the Importance

of fight in treating diseases such as
rickets, psoriasis *nd jaundice in
premature Infants. The question is

the significance of Ott's flndings on
wavelength deficiency.

Dr. Kendrick Smith of Stanford
University's School of Medicine, who
Is the former head of the American
Society of Photobiology, cautions
that proof Is still lacking on the
harmfulness of artificial fight. But
he adds that if Ott'a findings should
be corroborated by carefully con-

trolled research, they "would have
far-ranging Importance to all animal
research and, ultimately, to man."
In one of the few experiments In-

volving humans, clinical researcher
Robert Neer and colleagues at Har- i

vard Medical School found that In-

testinal calcium absorption • was
higher in a group of elderly men liv-

ing under simulated sunlight, than in

a group living under cool-white fight,

a commonly used fluorescent
without ultraviolet rays.
The study, conducted at Boston’s

Chelsea Soldiers’ Home, suggested
that the calcium absorption was
stimulated by an Increased supply of
VitaminD synthesised in the bodyby
ultraviolet light.

Although conclusions are still ten-

tative, some Investigators related In-

adequate Intestinal calcium absorp-
tion to osteoporosis, a severe bone
disease afflicting an estimated four
million Americans.

STILL, according to Lawrence .

Berkeley Laboratory lighting
engineer Robert dear, "there is no 1

evidence of a problem” in moot
,

people's everyday fife.

dear questions whether generally
decreased exposure to sunlight, in

itself, Is sufficent to cause a public

health concern. He points out that
conversion to full-spectrum lighting,

which consumes 50 per cent more
energy than standard white
fluorescent*, would require a trade-
off with energy conservation.

If there is a significant wavelength
deprivation problem, dear says, a
simpler solution would be to en-
courage people to walk outside a lit-

tle more.

clear of close ties with the Russians.
All over the troubled continent the
picture Is similar; not much love lost
for the West, but not much for- the
Russians either.

In the Middle East, too, the
Russians do not find the going at all
easy. Once they were close friends
with Egypt and the Sudan. Not so to-
day; Libya has turned out to be a
maverick liable to jump any way.
There are friends of the Soviet in the
Middle East but there are as many
enemies.

Moving east, Moscow may have
made a little headway in
Afghanistan but Iran is no easy
catch. The West may have lost what

it thought was a firm ally, but it Is

most unlikely that the Russians wifi
have gained one. All across the Mid-
dle East and the Indian subcontinent
Islam constitutes an impenetrable
barrier for the Russians.

INDIA carefully balances east and
weat; the replacement of Mrs.
Gandhi by Morarji Desai was no
gain for the Russians. It was a
definite setback; the Desai
government's inclinations tilt more
to the West than to the Russians.
In Southeast Asia Russia still does

not have too many friends. At one
time it could be said that Indonesia
was at least Communist Inclined, but
ever since Sukarno was swept away
in 1987 it has been milltanfcly anti-

Russian.

Vietnam maynow be a close friend
of Russia, but historically it will

never be anything but nationalist
first and pro-Russian second and the
Cambodian invasion does not
significantly alter that situation.
Most of Southeast Asia remains
firmly anti-Communlst and even in
Korea the Russians never made the
progress they wanted. The tide was
stemmed In a bloody war and half
Korea today remains staunchly
capitalist and anti-communist.

The one real gain Russia has
made since the Forties may be Cuba,
but to what extent this is a totally
reliable friend, acting always in ac-
cordance with Moscow’s wishes Is

arguable. For all the changes of
government and alarms and excur-
sions in Latin America the whole
area — and the Caribbean —
remains an American and thus &
Western sphere of infuence, with less
sign now than in the Fifties and Six-
ties that Russia is heading for any
success. On the contrary, countries
like Brazil are more solidly in the
Western camp than ever.

THE WEST Is thus sitting in a much
more comfortable position than it

ever makes out. And in the last year
or two events seem to have moved
dramatically against the Russians.
Almost certainly they are now feel-

ing encircled.
If you were sitting in Moscow to-

day you would be looking West to a
hostile Europe and beyond that to a
hostile V.S, and Canada. To the East
you face a hostile China and a Japan
which, though playing its cards
carefully, can hardly be said to be
anything other than pro-American
and now pro-Chinese. Beyond lies a
Pacific dominated by Japan, the
U.S. and China. To the South. Russia

sees a neutral India, and a puzzling.
Irritatingly non-aligned, unreliable

Middle East and Africa.

Nor is this all — the Russians can
hardly be sanguine about the
behaviour of the so-called satellite
states of Eastern Europe. They are
showing more Independence of
Russia than at any time since World
War n. Yugoslaviawas an early loss
to Moscow, Poland maintains Its
historical relatively independent
stance, while Rumania poses the
biggest problem since it is now ac-
tually busily building links with the
West and China.

What the West has succeeded in
doing — whether by accident or
design is arguable — la to contain
Russia. They may have toeholds
here and there— in South Yemen for
example, or in the Republic of the
Congo (hardly a reliable and impor-
tant footing) — and they may have a
huge navy and an array of weapons
that matches the Americans’. But if

you look at the map from Russia’s
vantage point you would feel that the
pressure was all one way, Inwards
on your own country. It is a different
picture from the one the West paints
— namely of an ever-encroaching
Russian tide across the world.

IFTHIS is the case, then the dangers
of the global situation are obvious. A
tiger does not like being caged and
can become dangerous. To take
pleasure in the fact that Russia and
China are at each other’s throats
must be shortsighted, without
regard to the fact that such hostility

could eventually lead to the loss of

many fives.

More militant commentators are
already talking about a

,
NATO-

Japan-China-U.S. military alliance

and of naval manoeuvres between
Japan, China and the U.S.

It seems to be In everyone's in-

terest that China and Russia should
make it up, in the cause of detente or

peaceful co-existence or whatever is

the current jargon for agreeing to

disagree while maintaining
reasonable amity.

The Chinese will surely see the
force of this, and when they have
taken from the West what they need— and should surely have— theywill
in their own time come to terms with
the Soviet Union.

Derek Ingram is managing editor of
Gemini News Service and teas

formerly deputy editor ofthe London
“Daily Mail."
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Mitterrand struggles to survive
PARIS. — Francois Mitterrand, the
French Socialist leader, IS fighting &'

rearguard action to .stay at toe head-
of the party so that he can fight

another presidential election cam-
paign in 1981.

Even to survive he may have to
make major concessions. The par-
ty’s present strategy — based on
militant socialism closely linked to
the Communist Party— may have to
give way to the kind of policies
associated with West Germany’s
Social Democrats.
Such a swing would bring the party

much closer to President Valery
.Giscard d’Estaing’s dream of im-
posing a centrist-Social Democratic
alliance in France.
Mitterrand, 62. faces challenges

from two men, the party’s national
secretary, Michel Rocard, 48. who
wants the presidential candidacy,
and Pierre Mauroy. 49, who wants
Mitterrand’s job as the parly's first

secretary.
Both challengers say they accept

the decisions on which the new
Socialist Party was founded by
Mitterrand in 1971 when he was con-
verted to socialism. These include
the two key reforms of a vast
nationalization programme and
decentralization.

BUT BEHIND their challenge Is an
unmistakeable disillusionment with
their unpredictable Communist
partners and a feeling that associa-
tion with the Communists was the
real reason for the Socialists' defeat
last March.
Projects they have put up for dis-

cussion include a major review of
the party’s fundamental belief —
close to Communist theories — that
capitalism Is dying and that France
must be prepared for a new
economic system, A close look at
their proposals shows they intend to
seek an accommodation with
capitalism, a move which not only
alienates the Communist Party but
is also opposed by the Socialist left-

By PAUL WEBSTER ; . .

Ofeerter'Ftfteifeh News Service

Francois Mitterrand: trying to

hold on until 1981.

wing.
Particularly in economic theory,

Rocard and Mauroy are much more
sure of themselves than Mitterrand,
a subtle, professional politician who
served in 11 Ministries during the
Fourth Republic, challenged de
Gaulle for the Presidency in 1964 but
never subscribed to an identifiable

political theory until 1971, when he
founded the present socialist move-
ment. His role has always been as an
assembler of divided forces and his
supporters within the party are an
oddly mixed bunch.
In all, there .are 15 identifiable

tendencies within the party but on
the whole it is roughly divided
between Mitterrand and the Rocard-
Mauroy faction. A survey of support
showed that the two groups could de-
pend on roughly the same number of

party officials and parliamen-
tarians. However, in overall pop-
ularity, Kocardkas a clear lead of 49

percentage points to 86 over
Mitterrand, according to opinion
polls.

With power so delicately balanced,
most of the party wants the Issue
settled at the national congress in
April, a timing which could favour
Mauroy’s bid for the first secretary's
post. He has not only remained on
reasonably good terms with
Mitterrand's supporters — who are
irritated by Rocard'a
aggressiveness — but also controls
the most powerful federation in the
party.

m

MAUROY’S CANDIDACY is par-
ticularly favoured by the West Ger-
man Social Democrats, who have
tried many times to persuade
Mitterrand to give up the uneasy six-

year alliance with George
Marchais's Communists.
Mauroy would certainly sponsor

Rocard for the presidential election

In 1981 as they have been close
friends since student days. This is

despite the fact that Mitterrand
came within 300,000 votes of Giscard
in 1974.

The divisions are playing into

Glscard's hands In more ways than
one. They have obscured the cracks
in his own coalition, particularly the
constant attacks by Jacques
Chirac’s GaulHats. They also give

him complete freedom to carry out
an unpopular austerity programme
through the Prime Minister, Ray-
mond Barre, because internal
quarrels have paralysed Socialist
protest.

A possible compromise is in the
air, long ruled out by the Communist
partnership. Moderate socialism
and reformist centrism is a
traditional mixture in France,
reaching Us peak in Leon Blum's
pre-war Popular Front and con-
tinuing throughout the Fourth
Republic.

You Win
with CPAir to Canada

National Lands Committee
P.O.B. 1866, Haifa

Popular Jewish-Arab Conference

Natzrat Cinema, Nazareth

Saturday, February 17, 11 .00 a.m.

The conference will discuss the problem of land sequestration, the demolition ofhouses in

Arab villages, and the demand for equal rights for Arab citizens and for Arab local coun-

.cils in Israel.

Supporters of Jewish-Arab fraternity are invited.

Transport:

From Tel Aviv:

From Jerusalem:

8.45 a.m.f Kllcar Hamoshavot (near the Post Office)

9.00 a.m., Northern Bailway Station (Rehov Arlosoroff

soldiers’ pick-up point)

8.00 ami., Binyene! Ha’oomii

Our new APEX fares together with our

well known FLY NOW PAY LATER.plan

and the favorable rates of exchange of the

Canadian dollar, bring Canada so much

nearer to you.

Here are some examples of the round trip

fares from Tel-Aviv to:

Montreal $531.-
Toronto $593-
Winnipeg $ 643.-

ortdmonton $ 677-
Vancouver $ 711-

Fares to other Canadian cities will be

gladly quoted on request.

Our FLY NOW PAY LATER plan is still

going strong; you can pay only 10% now
and the balance of 90%< not linked to

either index or the dollar in 12 easy

monthly instalments, starting one month
after purchase of the ticket

APEX tickets can a|so be purchased under

this plan against a service charge of 10% of

the Apex fares.

Interest is only 10% and since it is calculated

on the outstanding balance the interest

amounts in fact to about 5%.

Whether you use APEX fares or any pther

type of fares, you can rely on the same

superb service for which CP Air is well

known.

APEX and FLY NOW PAY LATER. Two
more reasons why it pays — more than ever

before - to fly CP Air.

For details, see your travel agent - or stop

in at our ticket office: CP Air, Migdalor

Building, 1 Ben-Yehuda Street, Tel-Aviv,

Telephone 03-52163.

CPAir
Canadian Pacific
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13 rental stations all over tfa
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Golden Page by Oded Felngersb.

100 exhibit work on
telephone directory

RONNEN/Post Art Editor

OVER 100 Israeli artists last night
attended the opening of an unusual
exhibition at the Israel Museum In
which all of them are taking part.
Each artist had personally received
from painter-sculptor Menashe
Kadishman a finished and un-
finished colour lithograph of one of
Kadlshman's famous "crossed-out
telephone book pages.” KatUshman
Invited each artist to complete the
unfinished proof In any way he saw
fit. The results form a fascinating

show. Some artists have alluded to
the “death symbolism” Inherent in

the obliteration, while. others have
grappled with the formal problems.
Others virtually obliterated all
traces of Kadlshman's conception.

A complete series of Kadlshman's
own Inventive variations on the
telephone pages Is also on show. Fit-

tingly enough, the exhibition was
sponsored by the Golden Pages com-
pany.

TA Maccabi tops Ramat Gan 79-73

TELEVISION
EDUCATIONAL: 8.10 English 0. 8-30

Literary Selections. 9.00 Judaism 7.

a .20 Science 8. 9.40 Programme for

kindergarteners. 10.10 English 7.

10.30 Music. 10.60 Science and Nature
for elementary school, lino English
S. 11.30 English 9. 13.00 Literature 7-9.

13.20 English B. 12.40 Biology 9-10.

13.00 History 19.30 Science 6. 10.45

Math 5. 16.00 Programme for
kindergarteners. 16.43 From New and
Far
CHILDREN'S PROGRAMMES
17.30 A question of time — qulx

18.16 Cartoons
ARABIC-LANGUAGE programmes:
IB. SO News roundup
18.32 Youth magazine
19.00 From Here and There — new
programme devoted to special sub-
jects
19.27 Programme announcements
19.80 NewB
HEBREW PROGRAMMES
resume at 20.00 with Upstairs
Downstairs. A serial about an upper
class London family In the first

decade of the 20th century: I Dies
from Love
20.50 Beauty Spot — Urt Dvlr
recommends sites and tours in Israel

21.00 Mabat newsreel
21.30 Molted
22.00 The Guest — An Episode In the

Life of Eugene Marais. Television
‘

film about Eugene Marais' struggle
to cure himself from his addiction to

Morphine.
'23.45 Almost Midnight

JORDAN TV (unofficial}

:

17.00 Cartoons. 18.00 The Partridge
Family. 18.30 Daniel Boone (JTV 8).

18.30 French Hour. 19.00 News In

French. 19.30 News In Hebrew. 20.00 «

News in Arabic. 20.30 You're only
young twice. 21.10 Centennial. 22.00
News in English. 22.13* The
American Girls.

ON THE AIR

Post Sports Reporter
TEL AVTV. — Tel Aviv Maccabi took
time out from its European Cup
matches to beat league rivals Ramat
Gan Hapoel 79-73 on Monday night,
in a 20th round game of the National
Basketball League, Also on Monday
Tel Aviv Hapoel romped home
against South Tel Aviv Maccabi, 119-

81; Holon Hapoel won an Important
game on the road, beating Afula
Hapoel', 68-47, thus hurting that
team's chances of getting to the
post-season playoffs; and Gan
Shmuel Hapoel came from behind to
score a last-second win over second
division-bound Tel Aviv Elitzar, 79-

77. In Sunday night's games Yagur
Ha'emek Hapoel beat Ramat Gan
Maccabi 95-84 in Shefayim, and
Haifa Hapoel' defeated Tel Aviv
Betar at Tad Ellahu. 76-68.

Standings:

1. Tel Aviv Maccabi 19-0 38
2. Ramat Gan Hapoel 27-3 37
3. Tel Aviv Hapoel 11-5 33

4. Haifa Hapoel 13-6 32
5. Yagur Ha'emek Hap. 12-7 33

6. Holon Hapoel 11-9 31
7. Ramat Gan Mac. 8-12 28
8. Afula Hapoel 7-28 27
9. Gan Shmuel Hap. 7-13 27

10. Tel Aviv Betar 6-14 28
11. South T. A. Mac. 2-18 22

12. Tel Aviv Elltzur 2-18 22
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DEADLINES Jerusalem : Weekdays: 10 a.m. of day-prior to publication. For Friday's
paper; 5 pm. on Vfednesday. For Sunday?! paper: 3 p.m. onT^jursday. Tel Aviv and
Haifa: Weekdays and Friday: 12 noon.two days prior to publication. For Sunday's
paper-: 12 noon Thursday.

Ads are accepted at all offices of The Jerusalem Post (for addresses see masthead on
back page) and at all recognized advertising agencies.

Weekday rates: Minimum charge ofIL8S foreight words ; ILU foreach additionalword.
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BUSINESS OFFERS PETS
iirniiuniiinnmiiniiimiHinnnnmiinniiiyiiiiiiimHiiimininmmninmuinuuiuuuiii

PARTNER NEEDED for new Piano-Bar,

EL050.000 investment. Tel. 03-259989.

GREAT DANE. male, black, pedigreed,

.seeks similar female for mating. Tel. 02-

526034.

DWELLINGS PURCHASE/SALE
imiiimiiiiiimiiiiijMiiiiiiiiiiiHmiiiiiiiiMiiiwiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiimiiiimii

TEL AVIV

LOVELY 8 ROOM furnished apartment,
centrally located, Bual Brak. Immediate.
Tel. 03-791081.

RENTAL. 3 ROOM furnished apartment,
parking, immediate. BarfatL, 17 Welasman*
BerzUya. Tel. 03-253683.

NETANYA

SEGAL BUYS everything, televisions,

stereos, furniture, liquidations. Tel. 03-

838790. 08-863748.

3 ROOMS IL900.000, residential area. NoMl
Greenberg, 2 Usaishkin, Tel. 098-28785, 088-

82853.

SALE. LUXURY VILLA, Ramat Poleg, 4

rooms + big livlngroom, airconditioning,

central heating, many extras. Beautiful gar-

den. For information Tel. 02-882803. except

Shabbat.

SITUATIONS VACANT
iiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiuiiiiiMmmimimmm
ENGLISH STUDENT to handle audio-visual

language courses during evenings, central

Tel Aviv. Send immediately curriculum,
vitae with telephone number to: Imago 119

Ben Yehuda, Tel Aviv.

ENGLISH TYPIBT7 call “Duel/* 88 Rehov
Gordon, and start working immediately. Top
rates and excellent conditions. Tel. 03-222288.

DENTISTS REQUIRED far full-time/part-

time. Good conditions. Call Tel. 08-708051.

T.V. & RADIO

INSURANCE
iiimiiiifiiifiiiiiiiniiiiiniiifiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiti I y

SPORE RENEWING household —
nmobUe insurance. Phone Goshen, Tel.

irrau.

MATRIMONIAL
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ii in i iii imi i in iiiiiii ii

Circle 35 + for singles, introductions,

meetings. Pleasant atmosphere. Tel. OS-

264388.

TELEVISION REPAIRS within one day, In

advanced laboratory. Special department for

colour T.V. “Electron." Tel. 08-447080, 03-

443188.

Required

EMPLOYEE
(male/female)

for factory office. Fluent Hebrew
and English essential. Preferable

some knowledge of business cor-

respondence and bookkeeping.
Written applications, Incl. ex-

perience to P.O.B. 573, Jerusalem.

Jewish Community of Stockholm (Sweden)

seeks a

Conservative Associate Rabbi

with special qualifications and experience in education and
youth work.
Applications, accompanied by relevant documents, and a short

• biographical resume, should be submitted to;

Chief Rabbi Morton H. Narrows
Mosalska Forsamllngen, Box 7427, S-10S 82 Stockholm, Sweden

ANGLO-SAXON Real Estate Agency Ltd.
requires

1. SENIOR LADY as assistant to Managing Directors

Perfect English and fluency in Hebrew.
Must have initiative and administrative capability.

2. FOR APARTMENT RENTALS 2 ladies — one permanent, one for

April to September
Hebrew/English phis car essential.

Phone 386181 (Mr. Spiro) or write P.OJL 3026, Tel Aviv.

Jerusalem 4, J, 9
Amen: Cassandra Crossing 4, 6.45, 9;
Eden: Lea Valaeuses Edison: The
Ten Commandments 4, 8; Hablrah:
Dirty Heroes 4,6.45. 9; Kflr: Interiors

4,

6.45

9; Mitchell; Foul Play 6.459.15,

Wed. also at 4; Orgfl: Iphtgenie;
Orion: Every Which Way But Loose;
Oiua: Eyes of Laura Man; Rim:
Convoy; Semadar: FaplDon 8, 8.45.

9.15; Small Andltorlam Blnyenei
Ha'ooma: Blumo In Love 7, 9.15:

Cinema One: Dr. Strangelove 7, 9.13

Tel Aviv 4.30, 7.15, 9J9
Alienby: Foul Play; Ben Yehnda:'
Girl Friends; Cfaen: Grease 4.30, 7,

9.30; Cinema One: Revenge of the
Pink Panther; Cinema Two: 1900
(Part One) 7.15, 1900 (Part Two) 4.30.

9.30; Dekel: Midnight Expresa;
Drive-In: The Greatest Crazy -6.30,

7.30,

Short Eyes 9.45; Esther: The'
'Silent Partner; Got: Dona Flor and
Her Two Husbands; Gordon: Blame
in Love; Hod: Mean Dog Blues;
Umor: A Summer Place; Maxim:
Crazy Horne; Mograbl: Convoy 4.30,

7.30, 9.30; Ophir: Force 10 From
Navarone 4.30. 7. 9.50; Orly: The Big
Sleep; Paris: Sproazek; Peer;
World’s Greatest Lover; Bamat
Aviv; The Big Racket 7.15, 9.30, Tues.
also at 4.30; Royal: Virgin
Knowledge 10. 12, 2. 4. 7.30, 9.30;

'ShaJtaff: Interiors; The Goodbye
Girl; Tchelet: Beyond Good asnd
Evil; Tel Aviv: Every Which Way
But Loose; TelhAvlv Museum: The
Lace Maker; Zafon; Dersu Uzala 4.

.6.45. 9.

Haifa 4, 6.45. 9

Amphitheatre: Crazy Horse; Arraon:
Coma; ACanon: The Silent Partner
6.43. 9; Chen: Grease; Gator:
Shipwreck 10, 2, 7, Tarxao King of the
Jungle 12 . 4, 9; Miron: High Class
Pleasures 10. 12. 2. 4. 7. 9; Moriah;
Splendor In the Grass 6.45, 9: Orafa:

Straight Time; Ordan: Ryan's
Daughter 5, 8; Orion: Forbidden in

Cameroun; Orly: An Unmarried
Woman S.45, 9; Peer: Pocket Lover;
Boo: Death on the Nile B, 9; Sbavit:
Coming Home 8.30, 9.15

I Bamat Gan 7.15, 9.30

Arman: Grease 4, 7. 0.30.
Blackboard's Ghost 4; Radar: The
Ungiorious Bastards 4. 7.15, 9.30;
Lily: Coming Home; Oasis: Savage
Innocents 4, 7.15, 9.30: Ordea: Death
on the Nile 8.49, 9.30; Kama: French
Love 7.13, 9.30, Mon and Wed. also at
4.30; Ramat Gan: An Unmarried
Woman.
He rallya
David: Coming Home 4. ,7. 9.30;
Tlferet Herzllya: An Unmarried
Woman 7.15, 9.30

Holon
Midgal: The Other Side of Midnight 8,

9

Petal: Tlkva
Shalom: Take the Money and Run
3.30. 7.15, 9.15, Wed. 7.15, 9.19 only.
Thura. 3.30, 9.1S only.

Netanya
Esther: Driver 4.30, 7, 9.15

CLERK/SECRETARY
REQUIRED FOR
.. Delek Co.

Perfect English
and knowledge of Hebrew.

Working hours: Sun.-Thura.
£.00-15.00

Fri. 8.00-13.00

Please apply to Tel. 59421, ext. B8

JAMS
antiques

Henri Cwajg
Purchase and sale

of all kind# of objets d'art
74 Ben-Yehuda Street, Tel Aviv.

TeL 231988

The Sharon Valley Music Assoc.

RECITAL
BORIS LVOV (piano)
Chopin

, Bach, Beethoven
Baptist Village; Feb. 80, 8.80 p.m.

Reservations: Tel. 03-911965,

03-918557.

First Programme

7.07 Morning Melodies
8.10 (Stereo): Morning Concert —
Vivaldi: Concerto for 3 Violins:
Mendelssohn: Symphony No.4 (Gary
Bertinlj; Rachmaninov; Piano
Concerto No. 2 (Ruhlnstein-
Ormandyi; Bartok: The Miraculous
Mandarin (Pierre Boulez)
10.03 Radio story
10.15 Elementary school broadcasts
10.33 Lesson In spoken Arabic
li.35 (Stereo) : The Epiphany Prayer
at 'the Greek-Orthodox Church '

12.05 (Stereo): Michael Maisky, cello— Bach: Suite In O; Schubert:
Arpeggione Sonata (with TJnn Jacob-
son); Webern; 2 Pieces (with Boris
Berman)
13.00 (Stereo): Noon Concert —
Handel: Oboe Concerto In G Minor:
Tchaikovsky: Symphony Ho. 5
(Rostropovich)
14.10 Children's programmes
15.50 Notes on a new book
16.05 iStereoi: From the Festival in

Ascona. September 1978 — Hermann
Frey, baritone; Irwin Cage, piano —
Schubert: Die Winterreiae;
Symphony Orchestra of Radio
Switzerland (Italian), Mark Andre
conducting — Bizet: Symphony In C
20.15 (Stereo): On Records and
Recordings
21.00 Everyman's University

21.30

Different approaches to Jewish
Musical Folklore (Andre Hajdu)
22.03 (Stereo): Verdi: Otello (with
Placldo Domingo) — until 01.00

Second Programme *

7.00 This Morning — news commen-
tary
8.10 Good Morning — songs, chat
13.05 Midday — news commentary,
music
14.10 Selection of opera music
16.05 Magazine on science,
technology and medicine
16.10 Press Conference
17.20 Live broadcast of football match
between Israel and Greece from
Bloomfield Stadium, Yafo
19.00 Today — People and events in

the news
19.47 Bible Reading—Jeremiah '13. 14

20.05 "Close to myTTeart"
21.05 Hmznr.ut requests programme
22.05 Beautiful Land (repeat)

23.05 Good Advice — a panel answers
listeners* questions

0.30 University on the Air — Prof.
Shrsga Scbechter lectures on The
Theory of Evolution
7.07 “707" — Alex Ansld presents
selections of music and items from
the morning newspapers
8.05 CDF morning newsreel
9.05 Israeli Winter — three hours of

music, skits, jokes and news dashes,
with Ell -Yisraeli

‘

*. *
12.45 15 Minutes— political commen-
tary - .....
13.09 Today’s Favourite — songs with
a special theme
14.05 Two Hours — music, art.

cinema, and theatre reviews. Inter-
views and anecdotes
16.05 Direct Line— with the"Director
General of the Ministry ofLabourand
Social Welfare, Mr. Ylsrael Goralnlk
17.05 IDF Evening Newsreel
18.06 Army magazine
18.45 Foreign Language Hit Parade

21.00

Mabat — radio transmission of

the TV newsreel
21.35 University on the Air — The
Theory of Evolution (repeat)

22.03

Tonight — discussion, inter-
views with Michael Handelzaltz
23.45 IDF midnight newsreel
00.05 Night Birds — songs, chat with
Ron! Toren

VOICE OP AMERICA
NEWS SHOWS
1259 kilo Hertz:
5-6 and 8-8.30 a.m. — Daily breakfast
show with news, popular music and
interviews.
11-12 p.m. — News, analysis and
.topical reports.

4-8.30 a.m. — Daily breakfast show,
as above.
791 kiloHertz:
9-10 p.m. — VOA magazine, with
Americana, science and cultural
•news, roundup of news.

DIAL LOCATIONS
AM In UloHcrU
PM In M'-RaHerllM Pro- Zmf Pro-

gram mi' framer

Central
Israel AM: STS 886

rm
FM: >1.3 95.3

nrea AM: STS

lias
859

710

Malta
FM. >1 3 9S.S

area AM: S7S 1303

B'abeba
FM m.« 103.3

ilti AM- STB 854

Bated
FM: U.H 103.

H

area AM STS »«•
FM 90.9 tOl.l

Eilat AM: IfST nn
FM: 103.9 09.3

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
SELECTIONS
French
7.15 (Fourth, Fifth) 15 min., including
review of Hebrew press
14.30 (Fourth. Filth) 30 min.
18.05 (Fourth) 5 min.
20.15 (Fourth) 15 min.
22.30 (Fifth) 25 min.

24.00

(Fifth) 30 min.
Spanish news at 6.40

Yiddish news at 6JO. 10.30 (First) 80
win .

Hungarian at 19.13 (Fifth) IS m in .

Saturdays (First) 30 min.

Romanian news at 6.15, 20.30 (First)

15 min.
Russian news at 8.29, 18.40 (First) 15
min. Sun-Frl.
Georgian news at 6.08, 19.15 (First.

' Fifth) 15 min.
’Indian news at 6.30, 20.00 (First,
Fifth) 15 min.
Moghrmbl news at 6.30, 20.19' (First,
Fifth) 19 min.
Bucharlan news at 6.03 (First)
Tat news at 6.11 (First)

Persian news at 6-49 (First)

JIEW8 BULLETINS
ArmyRadio: Everyhouron the hour..
First Programme: Every two hours,
from 7 a.m. to midnight, 7 p.m,
broadcast is In easy Hebrew. Second
Programme: 6.05 A.m., then every
hour on the hour until 1 a.m. Third
Programme: Hourly, from 9 s_m. to
midnlght.

VOICE OF PEACE
Continuous music 24 hours a day.

News broadcasts: Weekdays—hourly
7.00 a.Rl.-18-OO p-m.; 22.00-24.00.Satur-

days 9 a. m.

-

18.00 p.m,; 22.oo-ai.oo

FLIGHTS

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES DUTY HOSPITALS FIRST AID

gg§U
1
police

SUNSET-SUNRISE
aaaa

Notices in this feature are charged at XL36 per line plus VAT; insertion every day costs IL600 -per line plus VAT, per
• accepted at offices of the Jerusalem Post and all recognized advertising agents. * , .J_

Jerusalem
MUSEUMS
Israel Museum Exhibitions: From the

' archaeological collections of the museum.
Objects of various periods and materials
not ordinarily on display. Aphrodite, A
Greek Goddess. Hellenistic and Roman
sculpture of the Goddess of Love with an
anthologyof Greek love poetry. Architec-
ture in the Haankka lamp, ftjopi,'concept
to product: Bhng atid Olufsen'sDesign for
Sound. Development and jSroUuctloo of
outstandingly designed electronic sound
equipment. Neolithic flgnrines from
Sha’ar Hagolan. Lasry-Bascfaet Sound
Structures. Works which are both sculp-
tures and musical instruments. Childhood
drawings and paintings by Israeli artists
(side by side with their mature works).
Chiaroscuro: The Beginning of Colour
Woodcut. Exhibition of rare European
woodcuts of the 18-18th centuries. First
Israel exhibit. With a Pencil- Creative
work with pencil.
Exhibit of the Month: Original and
Replica. How replicas are produced in
Israel Museum laboratories. Woven and
Printed textiles.

At the Rockefeller Museum: Two Egyp-
tian bronze statuettes of Imhotep (Egyp-
tian). Bronze figurine of Alexander the
Great. Prehistoric hunters' sites in
northern Sinai.

Paley Centre (Youth Wing near
Rockefeller Museum) : The Art of Ancient
Egypt- Visiting hours: Israel Museum:
Sun., Mon., Wed.. Thura. l0.a-m.-5 p.m.;
Tue. 4-10 p.m.; Fri. 10a.m.-2 p.m.; Sat. 10
a.m. -2 p.m. Shrine of the Book, Billy Rose

-Art Garden: Sun., Mon.. Wed., Thur. 10
a.m.-9 p.m. Tue. 10a.m.-i0 p.m.; Fri. and
Sat. 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Rockefeller Museum:
Sun. — Thur. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.; Fri., Sat. 10
a.m.-2 p.m. Tickets for Sat and holidays
must be purchased in advance at the
Museum. Cahana or major Jerusalem
hotels; in Tel Aviv at Rococo. Hadran and
Kastel. Free guided tours lu English, Sun..
Wed.. 11.00 a.m.. Tues. 4.30 p.m- from up-
per entrance hall.

CONDUCTED TOURS
Hadmiuh Tours

1.

Medical Centre, In Kiryat Hadassah.
Tours In English at 9, 10, ll a.m. and 12
noon, leaving from the Kennedy Building.
Tour includes Chagall Windows. No
charge.
The Hadassah Synagogue — Chagall Win-
dows — open to the public from 1.80-4.00

p.m.. Sunday-Thursday. Buses 19 and 27.

2. Mt. Scopus Hospital: Tours from 8.30

a.m. to 12.30 p.m. No charge. Buses 9 and
28. Tel. 818111.

3. Morning half-day tour of all Hadassah
projects. $5 per person towards transpor-

tation. By reservation only: Tel. 416383.

Hebrew University, tours in English at 9

and 11 a.m. from Administration Building,
Givat Ram Campus. Mount Scopus tours

11.30

a.m. from tha Martin Buber
BuUding.'Buses'O and 28. School oM&dUC&->
tion bus atop. Further details: Tel. 39430.

:

Emuitah — National Religious Women’s
Organisation, Tourist Centra, 28 Rehov
Ben Malmon. Tel. 02-82488. 30620. 813588.

AmericanMizrachl Women. Free Morning
Tours — 19a Keren Hayesod Street,

Jerusalem, Tel. 232758.

MISCELLANEOUS
Jerusalem Biblical Zoo. Schneller Wood,

.

Romema. Tel. 814822, 7.30 a.m. — 7 p.m,

Tel Aviv
MUSEUMS
Tel Aviv Museum, 27 Sderot ShauJ
Homelech. Exhibitions: Benni Efrat —
Extrapolations. Herxl In Profile — Herxl'e
image In the fine arts. Rod! Lehmann,
1903-1977. Habimah 1918-1978. Drawings.
Visiting Hours: Sun., Mon.. Tue.. Thor. 10
a. in.— 10 p.m. Fri. 10 a.m.— 2 p.m.. Sat. 7— ll p.m. New Museum Building open
Sat., 10 a.m. — i p.m.. entrance free.

CONDUCTED TOURS
Emunah — National Religious Women’s
Organization: “Kastel." 188 Rehov JLbn

Gabirol. Tel. 440318, 788942, 708440.

Canadian Hadassah-Wlzo Office, 116
Rehov Hayarkon. Tel. 227060, 8 a.m. -.2 p.m. ..

ORT brae]; For visits please contact:
ORT Tel Aviv. Tel. 233281. 782291-2: ORT

Jerusalem, Tel. 538141; ORT
Tel. 38744.

American Mlzrachl Women. Ghat1

- Tel Aviv — TeL 220187, MUtt.
Pioneer Women — Na'amot: F^iMnr
See our socio-educational servta.

for. reservations, Tel Aviv.OS-SMIi.

Haifa T&i
MUSEUMS-- - *

Visit. tiwn#nKa moSeaqM
Modern Ara 28 Rehmr-^iiitd
823255-8. National Maritime.' TeL
n legal Immigration, Tel.* NOll.
Tel. 844485. Japanese Art, TeL8
Katz. Tel. 83482. Dogma Grain

TeL 66422L Aitista' House,TeL 3001:
What’s On in Haifa, diaJ MWH. * i;;

Rehovot '

- f

The Weizmaan Institute -open. -to

from 8JW ajtn. to3.30 p.m-Vlaitaa

to see film on .Institute's naardl
Uvitiea. shown regularly atu.OO

3.00 p.m. Friday 11.00 a-m; only.

Tours of the Weizmann Homeerror

hour from 9.00 a-m. to 3-80 pjs. mb
noon on Friday. Nomina) fee farzdmk

to Weizmann House.'

For Tours of the House please beak:

054-83230, 054-83328.
: -

. .

’ • •,

Herzllya :
'S'

Toor Va’aJeh, World Zionist Org*

Aliya and Absorption Dept.
“OCr

v

and Our People,” every. W«hw*Wf
Herzllya — SHARON. HOTEL -rA*
Tour Va’aleh Evening with OBfltril)

motion Office. Israeli film ta Engte®

Panel of Experts. Everyone
admission free.

S

t
re

Tourists from Iran

are Invited to a PANEL DISCUSSION OfPERSIAN at
Hotel, Befaov Hayarkon, Tel Aviv, tonight, .

Wednesday
February 14, at 8.£H) p.m.
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jON/-—., Liverpool Football
‘ onager Bob Paisley told me
nday that he waa “very much
L forward" to the rarrival in'

tomorrow of Tel AvivMac-
>ccer star Avi Cohen, who will

ding 10 da^ or ao 'on txlal

European champions.

.

said that he ^uuj^recelved

promising reports' ’ about
>, not only tpom chiefAofield

By HYAM CORNEY
Jerusalem Post Correspondent

Sr- ._ *• Mil?' ^Pom Sa4pidC^;:whojMW Cohen
;^V: 2; Israel recently,, hut also from.

~ »73
- '-.pulley, raoumaowr oe maai^er

ily 5;;
a; great Bin Shankly and haa~
A' ^ his team to .even 'greater

„ said that Often would spend.... - -•

formanees in crushing Northern.
.
Ireland four nil.

Though the real star of that match
la not a Liverpool player now, he was
until he joined Hamburg last year.
Kevin Keegan, who scored one goal
and had a hand in all the others,

played brilliantly and fully justified

'Ms recent election as “European
Footballer of the Tear."

strong position and are favourites to

regain the First Division title that
they ceded last year to Nottingham
Fbrest Leaders Everton have 30
points from 25 games, while Liver-
pool have one point fewer but have
three games in hand. In addition,

they are still in the FA Cup and the
European Cup.

ie training with the first team
but he indicated that he would

(f on Mm tor the first few days.
think that we are one of the

'teams, not only in Britain, but
Europe, and it would not be
expect him to keep up. with

Hjge him. 1 wouldpt want to
anyone by killing him out on

lining ground." .

what hewovld be looking
Cohen, Paisley said he would
“an experienced player who
had tremendous potential ,

an
rpose player who'll fit in
ere."

* '

or anyone else for that
will find It difficult to natch'

'• Divid Liverpool's exacting stau-

. !t:'

‘
r:R!

5 jj ^ Almost everyone in the first

p ; • ^'da^wquad Is either a current interr

,?*;ai dr a past International for

ZN ADDITION to those who played
at Wembley last week, Liverpool’s

- other English Internationals Include
defender Phil Thomson and midfield
player Ray Kennedy (who was in

Arsenal's team that won the league
and FA cup double in 1070/1971).
Scottish stars who wear the red and
white of Liverpool Include midfield
genius Graeme Souness (one of the
few Scots to enhance Mb reputation
in Argentina, even though he was not
-selected to play until Scotland were
virtually out of the World Cup) and
Kenny Dalglish, who was bought
from a Scottish * club to replace
Keegan and, despite the burden of

having to fill such a gap, has ac-

quitted himself admirably. From the
Eire team there is attacker Steve
Helghway, a university graduate
who uses his brains to great effect
either In the number nine shirt or on
the wing.

v the five 'British or Irish teams
land. Scotland,' Wales,
em Ireland or ElreL
his context, it is Interesting to

-T'T.
0*?' Js*ha.t last week, when England

= •*• Srai'V. ^ a vital European cham-
lvu

^iC3ip match against Northern
id, manager Ron Greenwood,
had been experimenting,

s^vhat with the national team in
.

Vus matches, again called on
riders Neal and Hughes to make
Stoat nothing went wrong: at the-
^ Under the captaincy of
%>s, nothing did go wrong, and
^nd gave one of their best per-

And so on, right through the team
— and even the reserves, which often

field international players who
would get an automatic place in the
first team of almost any other club in

Europe. Such la the calibre of player
that Cohen will be mixing with for

the next week or two.

'•T'l-I-.

A^c.-r. 2SS!

l
d T i:S3S5

2«”»:<:a:ssa

Hv:.
. -

Although Liverpool were deposed
'from their position at the top of the
. First Division last Saturday, this

was' mainly due to their game being
postponed because of bad weather
with local rivals Everton taking ad-

vantage and creeping ahead by win-
ning four one against Bristol City. So
although they are second on paper,
Liverpool are, in fact, in a very

A GLANCE at their goals for and
against in the league this season
gives an indlcatiop of their strength.

In their 25 games so far. Liverpool
have scored 49 goals but, more
amazingly, have conceded a mere
10, and only three in their 11 matches
at Anfield, where they are unbeaten.

If Cohen were to be signed by
Liverpool and play in the first team,
he would encounter a crowd at-

mosphere unequalled anywhere In
the world with the possible exception
of Manchester United's Old Traf-
ford. The famous “Kop," the terrace
behind the Liverpool goal, is packed
week In and week out with fanatical
supporters who are said to be worth
a goal start to the home team. And
many thousands of them travel to
away matches as well. Rivalry with
Everton, whose Good Ison Park
ground is a stonestbrow away. Is In-

tense and has been heightened this

season by Everton 'a good form,
which has taken them, for the mo-
ment at least, to the top of the divi-

sion.

Former Liverpool manager Bill

Shankly used to say In this connec-
tion that the city of Liverpool
boasted two top teams: Liverpool
and Liverpool reserves.
Paisley, who was Shankly's assis-

tant for many years, may have in-

herited a great team with a great
tradition. But it was an ageing team,
which also suffered the blow of los-

ing Its star player, Keegan, to
Europe. Paisley's shrewd manage-
ment has ensured that the standard
set by Shankly has not only>been
equalled but, some would* say. sur-

passed.
So it will be no holiday for Cohen.

But I can assure him that Paisley

'

and the whole of the Anfield club will

welcome him warmly (despite the
bitterly cold weather playing havoc
with the fixture list). Will he make

Avi Cohen (Alexander Susakind)

the grade? As Paisley told me in his

typical down-to-earth Northerner's
approach: “If he's a great player,
we'll see in the first ten minutes."

ENTS, educators and toy znanu-
rs talk in a highly specialized

/ about the need to provide
f:-j Vi- ant. from-toe moment of birth,'

suitable experiences and
i. The goal is to help every

Pushing too hard, too soon
.-r arrive at the school house at

ve able to utilize the proffered
nr.a Mi:nr±i action to the best of Ms natural

• T . .v.-. — •’ .-••••'

r. ;t He-*- -&,j is not only just and humane,
-^i-iicao vital where one sector of the

* "
il:y accounts for the majority of

educational failures, thus
-t : - f i m* tu&ting and exacerabattag the.

!v ftwca nuttgap.^.itiH^tothefgjftoithat
a \n. : deal of Information b^-made

'

;

• N4&oai Mixble to parents.about a child’s

V" : !'"xrajto ‘-tional development. As Is so
fc

.toe case, however; those who
:

Vi.. .St most are least able to benefit

• - i"' n
And.a few parents, already.

r motivated to he super-good.

h :ivoi fve over-enthusiastic in their ef-

"u*i—, ter-.10 spur, their children- on to

and earlier achievement,
of the .best of motives,

- ,- -7 -r-i-rted parents push to prepare
. - -^children for acbpol, spending

\ir »firrj6-of the cbOd’s waking hours tax

' ^' ‘

^rsation. games, togetherness.
.

r' 'n«M ftir orhnnr hfu bhvsicAl

-whole line into its component parts.
Noneof thetour- orfive-year-oldsI

have ,taught had ever travelled in a
tropical jungle. Tet they had enough
bits of Information stored away
about trees and plants, spatial
relations and climate, so that the
first time we met up with “a jangle"

' in a story, theycould take It In stride.

And, just, as important, they had
V enough general language facility so

that:Any misconceptions could be.

easily corrected.

ALL IN THE FAMILY
Eleanor Harris

w.

Ji

H

ness for school has physical

motional and social, as weH as
**

. »ctual, components. The - most
rtant of these is language
opment.

v. K-.-:z2g before school age, the child

massed a huge store of facts

r-:.-.r vocabulary with which to

- friiF.^^nd think about them. He has
. r;^irs for all the things id Ms en-

v-. w-^ment and words to express his
Zizin of size, shape,' space direction.

He knows how to' make
izations based on- known

fIf he knows dog and animal, he
Immediately categorize other
footed creatures) and how to,

solarize, that is,, to break a

rom In*'

A CHILD growing up in a literate

family (I define “literate" as not
. only knowing how to read, but as
having a “need" for books tor per-
sonal pleasure and enrichment) will

almost automatically be exposed to

verbal experiences of sufficient
quantity and fine quality. Given a
bright, verbal youngster, the temp-
tation is strong to teach him as much
as you can, as fast aa yon can. But a
five year old can come to school for
the first time knowing his colours,

.
shapes, how to count to a hundred
and even to read a little — and still

be unprepared tor school.
In addition to intellectual skills, he

needs to develop some personality
traits best developed in play with
other children.

He needs a good measure of
.frustration tolerance. He needs to be
able to wait his turn, to allow another
to be the centre of attention. He
needs to adapt himself to a
classroom environment and be will-

tog to accept the restraints imposed
by the teacher.

\
He needs to want the teacher's ap-

.
proval and be willing to engage in

tasks contrary to his natural desires
to order to win that approval. In
short, he needs to be able to endure
the frustration of controlling toe im-
pulse to do as he wishes and to con-
form to the needs of toe classroom.
He alsb^J^pds a t$if measure; of

creativity., tft&ich is i^qt only finding
new and unusual ways to do things,
but also the ability to think up things
to do. Childhood games of imagining
things are a most important play-
learning experience, for a fertile im-
agination Is the cornerstone of
creativity, ingenuity and invention.

A child needs toe simplest ofprops
— a stick, a rope,garments—to help
Mm create Ms own environment as
much as he needs the colouring
books that structure it for him. He
needs the ability to be able to enter-
tain himself and to occupy his time
profitably and constructively. Long
before he goes off to school, he
should be adept at— and responsible
enough for — keeping himself busy
when toe TV is off or when his
mother needs a nap.
He needs a huge dose of curiosity.

The “need to know" is powerful
motivation for keeping one's nose to
the grindstone. A first-grader will

engage In long stretches of pencil
pushing, enduring cramped fingers
and breathing In open-mouthed con-
centration just because he wants to

know how to write. Curiosity,
however, la best fostered by allowing
a child ample opportunities to seek
and discover things for himself, even

though emptying kitchen drawers or
dismantling expensive toys may not
seem like very educational activities

to a parent.

SINCE THE personality traits

mentioned above require soli-
tude or at best the company of
other children, the question rises of
haw much is the proper amount of

time for parent-directed, activities
and is there -such a thing as too
much? Where is toe border between
experiences- developing maximum
Intellectual ability and over-
stimulation? The answer, of course,
lies with the child himself.
In infancy toe best indicator is the

sleep pattern. By the time an infant
is old enough tor three meals a day.
he is usually sleeping through toe
night with a morning and afternoon
nap, some 14 to ie hours a day. If

your child is a catnapper who fights
regular sleep and then dozes off in
your arms, chances are he’s being
held too much and loves It. Or there
may be too many toys around, too
many people and voices — too much
stimulation.
Or maybe your child is a “clinger"

for no reason that you can see. A
clinger can be anywhere from eight

months to eight years and is

characterized by a leech-like attach-

mentto a parent. At eight months, he

howls with rage if you abandon him
In the playpen tor 15 minutes. At
eight years, he never has anything to

do and is happy only when someone
Is entertaining him. At all ages in

between, one is amazed that this

child, who seems bright, shows no
ability or interest in finding

'

something suitable to occupy Jiis

tirne. When friends are absent, toe
usual nag is “read me a story" or
“play with me.” Ifhe's old enough to
have homework, it's a constant “I
can'tdo this by myself." He has been
accustomed to constant adult com-
panionship, planning and directing

of his activities.

More serious than these is
the “I donnower.” This is the
child who consistently (all children
do this sometimes) puts on a blank
face and says "X don't know" to

avoid playing your silly games.
..Children are usually eager to learn'

to count or chant the alphabet or
other such grown-up activities. Each
new bit of mastery is cause for ex-

citement and performance. But if

you are just a little bit too persistent

or too obvious about your latest

educational game, the child will

become anxious about his ability to

meet your expectations. And then
toe game is up. (The pun ia in-

tended.) When you get such a rejec-

tion message — stop! The child is

telling you he's not ready or not in-

terested. You can’t do any good, and
it's not worth the risk of doing harm.

So the rule is “all things in their

proper measure/' Children in
danger of being disadvantaged in

school are those whose parents are
educationally and economically dis-

advantaged and feel themselves in-

ferior or discriminated against by
the society at large. For many of

these children, neglect and frustra-

tion is their way of life; compen-
satory early education may prevent
them from perpetuating toe failures

of their parents. But for the children
of the middle class or toe dominant
culture, too much stimulation, too
much push to learn, too much too
soon, may be creating needless
problems.
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v MUSIC REVIEW
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-L “ Esther Reuter

.-VIf'cy-
•A CHAMBER MUSIC SOCIETY,
rt N*. 5 . The Israel Quite*. Yigal
Raphael Marcm, vlslln, Zs’er

viola; Ya'wnv Mease, cello.'

Karofeh, Bella, February IS),

t: Quartet to C Major, ILUT; Bar-
Pint String tfeautat. Op. 7; Verdi:

IbEBUmr.
.

PAST

programme included two
played 'quartets. First came

one of Ms first chamber
i compositions, which was light
htertaixdng but also elegant.

Sfrdi wrote Ms only instrumental
" position in toe middle of his life,

- nSS ,? he' appeared temporarily to
tv su- _ (J , i.abandoned-the stage. The per-

, :fince revealed toe work's fine
- >.*-” t~m "

.

,

jfUes, rich harmony and sense of

i&a -

“ *
'jjj i

t
ji^WIan -rose with. toe Bartok-

* :
£>-J: ' ./ quartet. The ,we&-prepared

1 y ^jS&ng allowed the musicians .to

^ their musical and technical

sp8*® & mature, intense, alive

t s* interesting performance.

i

6

SINGE MIME is sister to dance and
every good dancer must be
something of a mlmist, It follows
that every good mimist must be
something of a dancer. So it is with
Julian Chagrin, however unlikely it

'may look while he is performing. In
his. programme at the Israel
Museum (February 10), this British
pantomlmist concentrated od com-
edy, but even uh£er the cloak of his

clowning, his mnwnwnt — its triming

land its flexibility — was something
(worth watching for those interested,

in dance.

j

’ He is not a silent pantomlmist. He
used words and sounds he made
himself much more than music or

the taped sound of others. The force

of Ms jokes, waggish as they were,

iwas - really fed by his mime. He
depended largely not just on
grimaces, which he used with an ex-

traordinary versatility, but on body,

attitudes that lasted just long enough
and body twists at just toe split se-

cond for maximum effect.

Obviously Julian Chagrin's aim
was to make toe audience happy. He
succeeded. He had them in stitches.

Yet if one cared to observe Ms
methods — for instance, in'

Master mime
DANCE

Dorn Sewden

Julian Chagrin 7Yoram Lehmann ?

demonstrating toe multitudinous
forms of laughter or two days in the

life of an Englishman — it was as
easy to admire his art of concealing

art as to enjoy the haywire humour.
He could extract marvels of merri-
ment from a chair. His visit to a

restaurant was all the funnier
.because it had more than a modicum
of truth.

Amazingly he got Ms results with
the simplest ofprops, and no costum-
ing. He wore ordinary slacks and a
cotton top. Though his shoes were too
heavy tor any kind of dance, he now
and again ottered a glimpse of dance
rhythms and even dance steps —
snatches of Spanish and ballet move-
ment — showing that dancing was
not alien to him.
Yet toe best of toe programme was

not so much in what was done on toe
stage but what was shown on toe
screen. Outride the Royal Albert
Hall in London, in full evening white-
tie-and-tai Is, he performed on a
zebra crossing as If toe-stripes were
notes on a keyboard. Accompanied
briefly by musicians making their

way to the hall, hindered by traffic

until police came to his aid in more
ways than one, using a telephone
booth as “green room," be did a
miraculous, wordless “ballet." It

was an absolute masterpiece. If

there had been nothing else, this

would have made the evening
memorable — as dance as well as
mime.
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gathering of proud veterans
r • .>v :

*
- _ ,r $ OLDEST .active veterans

i
’* ~ r

‘ 2-fnixatfon in America happens to

5Jie Jewish War Veterans, whose
o4)0 members are led by National
gander Nathan Goldberg.

j?:he organization was started In
ijxby a group ofCivilWar veterans

^handed together because of a
of articles which claimed that

By JOSH GRESSEL
Special te The Jerusalem Post

-V' acver served," Goldberg told

i tgrJerusalem Post, One of toe
^brs of these articles was Mark

• ^fy.?11* sod one of the first things toe
’nizatioa accomplished was to

*» -rJ^'\jrlnce him to retract his
^trfiments. He said, he. didn't

The organization apparently

carriesweight. Lastmonth Goldberg
was invited to the White House. This

Friday he has a private audience

with Pope John Paul II In the

Vatican.

until toe organization's for-

just how many Jews had
America."

£ ifV^Jdberg is in Israel as part of toe
can delegation attending, toe
Assembly of Jewish War

rans, being held this week at the
salem Hilton.

“My objective with toe Pope will

be to convince him that In toe mind
of every Jew there is an indlvisable

solidarity with Israel," Goldberg
said. “If toe Vatican adheres to prin-

ciples sqt forth by Pope John xxm
(in toe early 60's), which accept
Judaism . aa .toe root of Western
religions, and if Jews and Israel are
inextricably intertwined, then it Is

incumbent upon the Vatican to

recognize toe State of Israel as the

home of the Jewish people."

PRESIDENT Jimmy Carter Invited

Goldberg and other members of

leading Jewish organizations to the
White House to discuss an apparent
erosion of American Jewish support
for his administration.

“In my opinion. Carter is very,

sincere in what he's doing, and
thinks that it'a in the best interests of

the parties. He just can't understand
why. when he tells the Israelis to ‘lie

down,' they don't do it. If it'a in what
he thinks is their best interest."

According to Goldberg, his
organization has weight in the XJ.S.

because "aa veterans we have*
proven patriotism. We've also been
able to marshal the support of toe
non-Jewish veteran community, and
Congress is very receptive to toe
veteran — probably even more so
than toe White House/' Nathan M. Goldberg

Sluff-and-ruff

BRIDGE
George E. Levtnrew

SLUFF-and-ruff can work both
ways. More often toe declarer, who
has a void in both hands, is given the
opportunity to ruff in one hand and to

discard a losing card from toe other
hand. It is unusual, as in today’s deal
from an American championship
game, for the stuff and ruff to be pur-
posefully Initiated by the defence as

a winning tactic. West is the hand to

watch.
Yul: N — S

North.
+ QJ1S7S
<7 20
O 65
+ Q ID 8 7 C

West <T» East
#5 K92
V 78 98543
O AQ J98743 O K
*65 +AJ4S

fioith
A A84S
<7 AKQJ6
O UZ*K9

The bidding:

Vest % North East South

S -NT Fass 4 + 4 0
Dbl 44 AM Pass

The opening three no trump bid

was pre-emptive for a minor suit.

The four-club bid was automatic, to

allow West to select his better minor.

South's four diamond bid was a cue
bid, asking for a major.
The diamond king was led and

overtaken by the ace. The diamond
queen was cashed. What to lead?

There seemed at first to be no
promising defence. Even if East held

toe club ace where could the defence

find the setting trick? The only hope

was in a trump promotion. West
could not know the exact trumps
held by East and North, but he had
nothing to lose. Even toe discard of a

club by South should not endanger
toe chib ace. So a diamond was led.

If North discarded and East
trumped, his nine would have forced

the ace and established the king. But
North trumped with the 10 and East

discarded. His K92 now were
promoted to the setting trick.

This deal was reported by the

American Contract Bridge League.

Weather-guessing
LISTENING IN.../Ze'ev Schul

RADIO'S “now you get it— now you
don't" game of weather forecasting
played by our sanctlonlzing
meteorologists this week left me
cold. I didn't miss toe forecasts; I

have long since acquired a
barometer of my own and indulge in

my own game of weather-guessing-
solitaire. Still — It was a cruel thing
to do.
The weather, especially in winter,

is a welcome diversion from our
other troubles.

What galls me even more is that

there are so many interesting
stories hidden inside those silver

linings.

Take this year’s rainfall patterns
— which once again upset a whole
applecart of theories and reinforced
many others.
Our ignorance Is not the

meteorologists' fault. Weather
forecasts should for one thing be
edited, just like all the other news,
by professionals. Are we going to ex-
perience another drought year? And
bow does this relate to the long-term
predictions? Experts have been hard
at work for donkey's years trying out
one theory after the other. There was
one which suggested that heavy rain-

falls (summer) in toe Sudan would
be followed by a rain-poor winter
here. Others based themselves on
west Mediterranean temperature
patterns.

It seems to me that the only ones
who could really tell were the
bedulns. Seed used to be a precious
thing to them. They couldn't afford
to waste any and postponed their

sowing (in the rain-poor northern
Negev? until they were certain it

would rain long enough and hard
enough to germinate their wheat
patches and keep them alive until

harvest time, in spring.
Then there's what every grizzled

Galilean knows: namely when it

starts raining more heavily on the
hills than it does in the coastal plain,
winter IS all but over. This winter
has (so far) been a classic example
of this.

So how about Installing a couple of

Abu Rabiyeh boys from toe Negev in

our forecasting centre.

an exclusive, driver-oriented broad-
cast between. Bay, 7:30-9 a.m. and
the same during critical afternoon

hours, would do us all a lot of good.

Fog alerts, rare aa they are, should

get top priority.

A GOOD WAY to be lulled to sleep is

by listening in to the weekly
marriage counselling programme —
a midnight (Tuesday) Second
Programme feature. This week,
however, I was so irritated by one of
the characters — a clothes designer,
divorced and deservedly so, whose
self-pitying remarks, pompous
speech and incredible conceit could
have turned off a nymphomaniac.

It vies - with the practical-joker
programmes (Gaiei Zahal and Voice
of Peace) of Saturday afternoons —
calling up nice naive people and glv-
lng people a guffaw at their expense.
The quality of these programmes

leads up to the next subject: cow'
manure. It’s an illuminating subject,
literally, because Kibbutz Yagur
used the stuff to extract a combusti-
ble gas to power a generator.
(Technical and scientific news pegg-
ed on to the regular afternoon news
bulletin of the Second Programme.)
What with the looming energy crisis

it looks as if milk is going to he a by-
product, but once again the subject
was merely mentioned. Instead of
offering us a number of tidbits. I'd
prefer one — covered in detail for
whatever the 10 minutes or less

scheduled for these programmes
permits.
To my taste this appears to be a

general weakness of our news
coverage., Instead of giving os
“musical fillers" between news
items, Israel radio would do well to

take a long look at the way the BBC
handles its news programmes and
topical subjects. The noon and even-
ing news magazines could easily be
contracted by at least a third and
would give us so much more of ln-

depth coverage.

THERE ARE TWO programmes ad-

dressed specifically to our drivers.
“Green Light" dishes out advice,
commentaries and, occasionally,
nonsense to the army of motorists
out on our roads for 10 minutes at
7:50 ajn. each morning. (Second
Programme). TheArmy’s "Galgalei
Zahal" is more practical — adding
hints and information on road con-

ditions, traffic jams and police

patrols. How about combining the.

two instead of having that army
reporter enjoying himself from hla

vantage point in a police helicopter -

and giving us advice on alternative
routes at regular hours during rush
hours? It's standard^ many.'Etdd^*'
pean and U.S. neftvHfas.

* * ' ' ' *»*

Clearing the ThirdProgramme for

THE MUSICAL interludes
originated with the magazines. At
first attempts were made (and
perhaps still are) to match toe
records with toe tenor of news item.
Gil Ben-Shahwas a real artist at this

sort of thing. I still fail to understand
the logic of it all — whether they
didn't have enough news items or
readable stuff to fill out its allotted

time schedule or whether It was sup-

posed to give us time for -second
thoughts.
Whatever it was, it missed its

point
Which brings me to my parting

shot:
We’ve had a nice letter from a

listener in Nahariya who complains
about toe fanfares heralding toe
opening -.and conclusion of the
English Programme — which he_ .

dbnfpares'td' the ‘aotmdirtg of a fire

^alarnruHe’s right. There's no point in „K
making things worse than they are.

O**
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Export profits supplementary loans hiring freeze Italian boots

Patt faces problems of his new ministry
price of petrol crisis in tourism charter flights black capital Q meat

By MACABEE DEAN
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Ways and means of in-
creasing the profitability of exports
are going to be studied with the ut-
most seriousness during the next few
days, and steps will be taken Im-
mediately afterwards. Gideon Patt.
Minister of Industry, Trade and
Tourism, said yesterday. He was
meeting with economic reporters
here for the first time since assum-
ing his new ministry and discussed a
wide range of problems concerning
his office.

"During the last four to five
months the profitability of exports
has dropped considerably," he said,
adding that "costs of production
have gone up in this period by about
20 per cent, while Income from
dollars has Increased by only two to
three per cent." He thought that for
exporters to regain their former
level of profits, the pound should be
devalued to about IL21 to the dollar,
compared to the IL19.5C it stood at
today.

(In the last few days the pound has
been devalued by two per cent due to
the shortage of dollars created by
the 60-day freeze on the import of
dollars for loan purposes. See story
on this page.)
Patt did not specify how he would

restore profitability, but did say he
was against restoring export incen-
tives.

"However, one thing is certain, I
don't intend to bold a post mortem
over the dead body of exporters
within six months, and this is what
will be necessary unless active steps
are taken. Within six months the ex-
porters will be both alive and
flourishing."

At this point in the conference one
of the reporters called out: "These
exporters have been crying for years •

while getting rich." Patt replied:
“I’m sure they will continue to cry
after I’ve completed taking ap-
propriate measures, but then, at
least, they will have much of a
reason.”
He came out In favour of con-

tinuing the supplementary loans, at
low-interest rates, to industrialists.
"The economic growth of this coun-
try depends on maintaining exports
at a high level.”

Patt noted that "Finance Minister
Simha Ehrlich has promised me that
I will participate in all discussions
having an effect on my ministry. I
believe that we will establish a
modus vivendi baaed on full
cooperation.”
However, Patt came out against

the Finance Ministry's latest move,
the 60-day freeze on Importing
dollars for loans. He felt that this

move had been drastic, but then no
other way out could be found.
The authorities had wanted todam

up the inflow of such dollars by rais-

ing the amount of each loan which a
borrower had to leave "Idle" in the
hank. At present, this was 20 per
cent: and if the sum had been raised

8

Gideon Patt

to 40 per cent, the effective interest
rate would have been raised from
the present 16-17 per cent to 20-21 per
cent.

However, before this could be
done, "someone" (he did not specify
who, but it must have come from a
government office) had leaked the
plan to one of the commercial banks,
which had begun obtaining huge
quantities of dollars. To stop this, the
Finance Minister and the Bank of

Israel had Imposed the 60-day
freeze.

Patt planned to help industry in
another way. There would be a com-
plete freeze on hiring personnel, and
"if a civil servant leaves, he will be
replaced by someone from within the
ministry.”
The only exception was replacing

the former director-general Amos
Mar-Haim with Toram Zlv, a "man
whom I have known for years and
whose record has been admirable.”
The fact that Mar-Haim had been
asked to leave should not cast any
reflection on him. “As a matter of
fact, he has been ottered a dozen
good jobs already. This is the opinion
others hold of Mar-Halm. But I felt I

could work better with Ziv.”
As for reducing customs on im-

ported goods In order to force local
manufacturers and merchants to

lower their prices, Patt thought that
this would have exactly the opposite
effect.

Today, wehave a strange situation
where a pair of Italian boots, which
costs $50 abroad, sells here for IL5,-

000. Local shoe shops feel that if they
offer a pair of identical quality hoots
made in Israel for ILI.500, the
customers will walk away, believing
they are being offered Inferior
goods. Patt said. So, to tempt the in-

discriminating Israeli customers
into Wiying, they.have to raise the
price to IL3,000._Then the Israelis not
only buy, but they get a feeling that
they have got a bargain. Anyway,
most of the imported goods are
bought by well-to-do families.
The minister favoured the various

consumer associations taking more
active steps, "even competing with

each other." I want merchants to go
to bed at night and have nightmares

In which they are being hounded —
justifiably

—
' by these consumer

organisations.
He also wanted to crack down on

the “huge profits" importers made
on their goods.

.

As for price controls, his office had
already adopted a policy of appeal-

ing the "ridiculously lenient
sentences" the courts were handing
down on those merchants who
were violating price regulations.

"We had a case where a judge fin-

ed a person IL750. We appealed, and
the fine was increased fivefold. To-

day, judges are beginning to slap

down fines of IL5.000 to IL10,000."

Turning to the import of frozen

meat, Patt said, "Now it can be told.

A few weeks ago the warehouses
were almost empty. We were down
to 275 tons of frozen imported meat
last Sunday." Although it is not

general knowledge, he continued, we
were rationing meat to butchers,

giving each Only 70 per cent of what
he ordered. But now we have receiv-

ed a shipment of 4,000 tons, and
everything is in order.
Patt said that the order allowing

anyone to import frozen meat was
being rescinded. This was done
mainly because it had not worked,

since "it was a buyer’s market
abroad, and those private Israeli im-
porters who tried to buy abroad
found themselves stymied at every
step."
However, this would not affect the

future supply of meat, since some
12,000 tons was on order or en route.

Moreover, he planned to import 1,000

to 1.500 head of live cattle each week.

which would provide 200 to 250 tons
of fresh meat. This step would force

down the price of cattle raised local-

ly for meat.
Patt said there was no plan at pre-

sent to reopen the Tlmna copper
mines, although the price abroad for
copper was good. However, he
thought that the price of petrol would
soon have to be raised in line with

higher prices abroad.
since part of his duties also dealt

with tourism, he admitted that "the
tourist industry is facing a crisis."

There were too many five-star hotels

and not enough two-star hotels, and
the latter were needed if Israel

wanted to cater to popular tourism
which used charters.

(“I have a feeling that El A1 is still

dead set against charters," he said.)

The situation was especially
critical in Eilat, with Aqaba across
the bay ottering lower prices. But he
thought that it would take several
years before Aqaba had built enough
hotels to accommodate more
tourists than it had at present.
Patt admitted he was aware that

some hotels in Eilat were “rlpplng-
off" the tourists. Steps would be
taken to see that tourists got a fair

deal, he promised.
But other problems faced foreign

tourists. First, they were disgusted
by the situation in Tel Aviv, “which
stank, and had piles of garbage in all

empty lots, whose seashores were
filthy, which lacked proper showers
on the beaches and had Insufficient

shelters from the sun.
"Travel agents abroad £q}d me

that it was easy to sell most vacation
countries for five years in a row to

Scandinavians, but it was hard to

sell Israel more than once, for the

reasons I've mentioned."

Patt-police feud over diamond thefts

Patt also tackled the problem of

black capital and keeping books by
the diamond merchants. "Unless we
grant them a chance to declare their

moneys at low tax rates, they will

smuggle these moneys abroad. Once
they declare their real Incomes, it

will be easy for them to keep books."
After admitting that the diamond

merchants were not exactly honest,
Patt ripped Into.the police for "giv-
ing all 1,600 diamond merchants and
polishers a bad name, because four
of them have been guilty of violating
the law.
"The news about these violations

could have been kept quiet,” he said.
"But one young, frustrated police of-

ficer felt be had to unburden his
mind." He called this police action
irresponsible and the height of
stupidity, giving the entire diamond
industry a bad name abroad.

. .

.

Toram Bar, The Jerusalem Post
police reporter, notes that police
spokesman Sgan-Nitzav Baruch
Leshem told him in. response to
Patt's words yesterday, that the
police did not leak anything.

"Everything said on the subject was
said in court, when the suspects were
arrested." Leshem stressed.

' A senior police officer denounced
Patt's intervention yesterday in the
internal affairs of the police and the
judiciary.

"The police have so far arrested 22
people involved in thefts of billions of
pounds. Among the suspects are five

diamond merchants. If it’s okay to
publish that 15 of those arrested are
porters, then it's okay to say there
are diamond merchants among
them. TO be a diamond merchant in

Israel la very prestigious, but if the
merchant violates the law, his name
too should be published," the officer
said.

The officer also said that Minister
Patt was apparently influenced by
the declarations of Diamond Ex-
change President Moshe Schnltzer,
concerning the heavy damage caus-
ed the industry by the publications.

"Instead of defending tbe police's
actions, as a minister In the govern-
ment should, he attacks it. We con-
sider it an insult," the officer said.

The search for alternatives to oil can lead to bizarre ideas

Energy from giant turbines in the Gulf Stream
By PATRICK BOYLE

Washington Post News Service

PASADENA, Calif. — Picture this : a
turbine, bigger than the Los Angeles
sports arena, with two giant fans in

the centre. Sink 250 of these huge
machines into the Gulf Stream off
the coast of Miami, holding them in

place with steel cables nearly fi

kilometres long anchored to the
ocean floor. The four-knot current
slowly rotates the giant turbine fans,

producing enough electricity to

power a large part of Florida.

The scheme sounds far-fetched, as
do many of the alternative energy
ideas that have been proposed In the

past tow years. And hopes for an
easy solution to the energy crisis

have often given such exotic ideas a
quick following of believers before

there is proof that they will work.
Placing turbines in the Gulf

Stream is one of about 5,000 alter-

native energy plans being studied by
U.S. companies and the institutions

under contract with the U.S. Depart-

ment of Energy. They range from
the well-known windmill to the
atmoat-unknown magnetic fusion,

which involves using a magnetic
field to contain the fusion of
hydrogen atoms at temperatures ap-
proaching 100 million degrees.

Robert Porter, a Department of

Energy spokesman,' says little

government research money is now
being spent on solar heating and
cooling, although there are projects
investigating use of solar cells to
generate electricity.

Other research is being done on
plans to get natural gas from
seaweed, to burn coal more efficient-,
ly and to use the rise and fall of ocean
waves to produce power. Porter says
the bulk of federal ocean research
money, about $30m. Is going Into the
study of Ocean Thermal Energy
Conversion (OTEC), a process that
would rely on differences in water
temperatures at varying depths to
produce electricity.
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FEDERAL SPENDING on new
energy technology is expected to be
about $3b. this fiscal year, five times
what it was before the Arab oil em-
bargo of 1973-74.

As with the Gulf Stream project,
being done by Aerovironment Inc. of
Pasadena, tbe goal of these projects
is not so much to find out whether
electricity can be produced, but
whether it can be generated In suf-
ficient quantities and at a low
enough price to be competitive with
oil, coal or natural gas, the so-called
fossil fuels.

A look at the Gulf Stream project

'

provides some insight into the pit-

falls and problems associated with
turning a scientific theory into a
$20b. engineering marvel. It's an
idea that looks good on paper, has
shown promise in laboratory
research, and has produced a "yes”
answer when fed Into a computer —
but will only be proven with further
study.
"The inventor came to us after a.

half-million dollars had been spent
on it." says Peter Llssaman,
Aerovironment's vice-president tor

aerosciences. "We looked at it and
decided it's not a crazy scheme at
all."

AS PROPOSED, each turbine would
be 150 metres in dlametre, with the
turbine fans mounted in a floating
"Hull 120 metres long. The array of
turbines would be 25 metres below
the ocean surface, enabling ships to
pass over them. Each machine
would be held in place by an anchor
weighing 6,000 tons.
Llssaman says they would be plac-

ed 40 kilometres off the coast of

Miami in an area known to have the
swiftest ocean current in the world.
The four-knot Gulf Stream will
rotate the turbines about once every
minute, he said, with each turbine
having a rated capacity of 75
megawatts of electricity annually.
The 250 turbines would have a

rated annual capacity of about 16,000
megawatts, but would probably
produce only about 10,000
megawatts, Llssaman says.' By com-
parison, a new nuclear power plant
has a capacity of about 1,100
megawatts and a conventional oil-

burning plant about 700 megawatts,
with annual production substantially
less than those figures due to lower
average demand for electricity.

The biggest unanswered question
Is what effect 250 giant turbines

would have on the flow and speed of

the Gulf Stream. The current flows

north along the eastern seaboard to

Canada, moving out to sea and circl-

ing around through the Caribbean
and back up tbe coast of Florida. It

affects and controls the weather
pattern for much of the Atlantic

Ocean, and any disruption of that

pattern for the purpose of producing
electricity may not be acceptable.

But the real unknown is whether
the cost of building and using tbe tur-
bines would be competitive with the
price of tapping other sources for
electricity. Data complied by
Aerovironment shows electricity
produced by tbe turbines, delivered
on shore, will cost about 4.1 cents per
kilowatt hour, compared to about 5.5
cents for a new nuclear power plant
and 2.6 cents for a new oil burning
plant.
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France, Italy, the Province of On-
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French research ship scheduled

to seek oil off Israel's coast

Portfolio switch
k+

delays rental

building starts

By LYNDA GOLDMAN
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Plans to build 3,000

rental apartments are being held up
by the Ministry of Housing and
Construction because negotiations
between builders and the ministry
were Interrupted when David Levi
replaced Gideon Patt as minister
recently.

Mordechal Faldi, director-general
of the Association of Builders and
Contractors, told reporters yester-

day that members of his organiza-
tion were seeking government Incen-
tives to start building 3,000 rental
apartment units in all ports of the
country.
Paid! said that the kinds of incen-

tives being sought include long-term
loans and grants, so that builders
would be able to rent more
apartments without losing money
because of today's inflationary
prices.
The association Is sponsoring an

International conference of builders
and contractors in conjunction with
their American counterpart. The
conference is scheduled to begin
next week.
The week-long conference Is ex-

pected to attract hundreds of
builders from abroad. Panel dis-

cussions will deal with low-cost hous-
ing, construction problems in pover-
ty areas, mortgage rates, rental con-
struction and the quality of building.
Several of the delegates from

Europe, South Africa and the U.S.
have already expressed an interest
in becoming directly Involved in the
building boom anticipated to follow
Israel's pullback from Sinai.

LABOUR. — A Chinese businessman
sentenced to forced labour for hoar-
ding 8.000 sacks of cement following
devaluation of tbe Indonesian
currency has started work as a rub-
bish collector In Medan, Sumatra, in
the first punishment of forced labour
to be ordered officially tn Indonesia.

Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. — A modern French
research ship, the Institution, was
due to arrive here from Latakiyeh,
Syria, last night, for a geological sur-
vey of Israel's continental slope.
The ship, officially described as

‘‘fitted with the most modern
geophysical equipment pnd tech-

niques far offshore exploration,"

belongs to the Institut Francals de
Petrole, a government oil research
institute.

The Jerusalem Post learned that
her work off Israel's coast hm been,
coordinated with the Energy
Ministry.
Tbe vessel is engaged in a

geological survey along th*.-
the eastern IfodltaraBesn,
the structure of the seabed,
continental slope. .

.

Her research is cone
kilometres off-shore;

- water is 200 metres and r
present stage of off-shore

.technology, such depths us
for drilling. But the gwj

'

formation retrieved may
practical use In- the fates,

deeper off-shore driDlhgiadlj

are developed.
: ‘

. \V
It was learned that the'

Israel's coast- will cod
several weeks, and; the 4Ug;

joined by two Israeli geokg
the duration of the wo& luiga

4*

Airport tax to be added to ticket

By YITZHAK OKED
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The Airports Authori-
ty will ask Knesset approval to let it
add the $10 airport tax to the price of
airplane tickets. Dr. Ramon Hare),
director-general of the authority,
told The Post yesterday.

Harel explained that at present
every passenger has to pay the tax
before boarding his plane. There
nave been cases, however, where
passengers did not know about the
tax and did not have sufflcient.cash
on them to pay it.

In several countries the tax is add-
ed to the price of the ticket Harel
stated that his policy is that the air-
ports must' pay for themselves, and
that they should not have to demand
any outside funds. This means that
everyone using airport facilities
should pay for the sendees given, he

He also said that soon.'

make public the hew expand*

for Ben-Gurton Airport, wmcfli

completed, will enable tt* •

‘

handle five to six mlUfon
a year, compares tothe

a year now. -

Harel said . if after tH.
pullback the Etrlon mffltary

will be returned to the .Eg
,

the Airports Authority will t*1®
to decide what to do about

small airport
There are several pos»

One is to reach' some sort d
meat with the Egyptians, W
Israel cun.continve to.use the*!

base dr to allow civilian

Iandin the new military

will be buflt He sidd'thatb®®!
think It was economically
build a new civilian airport,

at present there are only
,

flights Of large planes

SINAI TOURS
a Day Camping Tour to 3&al

February 18 — ,22

Full Board. Kosher
Price: $100

for overseas students
'Registration: Yehuda Tours Ltd.,

23 Rebov Hillel, Jerusalem.
TeL 02-227740, 233147,

Half* District Court
Legacie* File No. 147-148/79

In the matter of the late SaNNA ML.

SHIDAN deceased on June 3, 1956 and
the late AF1F1 KHOUBY SUEDAN,
deceased on February 9, 1964.

Petitioner: NAMER.ALLA SCIDAN
Citation: Be It known that an application
has been filed In this court for a succes-
sion order for the above two deceased
persons, and I hereby cite all persons
who wish to oppose the application, to
submit their objections within 15 days
-from the date of publication of this
notice, as otherwise the Court' will make
such order as It may deem fit.

- H. PIZAM
Judge, fiedxlmr

Call Tel Aviv222231
andget the NewTbrk

Stock Exchange.
through the open telex line to

our New York broker
The Telex is open from 5.00 p.m. to 1 1.00 p.m.

(10 a.m. to 4 p.m. New York time

stock exchange hours)

A complete brokerage
service is available.

Phone 03-222231
or visit us at Tel /Wrv, 105 Ben-Yehuda St

Bank leumi im
LE-1SRREL B.m. Dua Sniuj'S

BANK OF ISRAEL
Controller of Foreign Exchange ,

ANNOUNCEMENT TO THE PUBfcl

1. Following the announcement on the cancellation of

mlts issued in accordance with Defence •

Regulations 1941, the validity of all permits, exemptio»|_.,

issued to the public in accordance with Defence
Regulations 1941, and which have not been publish. ...

"Reshumot," expires on March 31; _ :

-
•”

’•tw-lfr'

2. Holders of the permits mentioned above
terested in renewing the validity must submit
the original permit to the Controller of Foreign

”

Hillel Street, Jerusalem. ' . ,T -

3. This announcement should .not be reg^rdeda*
trailer's obligation to renew the permits, the v^aityw , '_;

has expired. V
JT. Karlg ; :

' :

:

Controller of FprW;.
Exchange,

"'Published in “Kovetz Takanot" 3830 on March^
dated in “Kovetz Takanot” cm May 24v 1978.' ^
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The market continued tomark
day yesterday, watting for

does appear -that .the. effect! of
day freeze ion imparting ‘Toandoliars"
ered out
vu Indlcated by the fact thxtbonda
tafc^^currem^fhictaatedbrl^

direction. ettliough some, hot
oelinlted tQ foreign currency

cent Other ttnked bonds
direction.although there7

praunire.,
$iiem*erv*eT-tbe turnover fell .

pa^dpiured to ILX40m. on the

:untf«irtainty lei .stocks was
..
orraiher -what failed to'

Bahk Hwpoallm shares. Earlier
e«k th« ijwik pvbiiibtd a favourable
e sheet and a more favourable profit

statement Both showed growth con-

|hly above the inflationary spiral,
some of the profits were picked up
bank’s transactions abroad,

erday, Bank HapoaDnx shares and op-

noved both up and down, but within

en-.i f Umlta. For example,' BapoaBm .

red remained Ann at 478, while Its
ft fhaJ ^ J kasa 4wa eMflnta 4m RKfi b im! 14a

Market drifts

as Investors

seek direction

By MACABEE DEAN
Jerusalem Post Reporter

L^.niod^^ired rose by two points to 557 and its

stJt3 yeVi^f siao nw!e two P0*®** to R*. Yet

> n
>a^ its options lost a few points, generally

«*»
'

in light trading, with the largest turnover for
- any one of these options being 2L154.700. This
was for its option number seven, which fell by
three points to 197.
The general trend in financials was slightly

upwards, while that for mortgage banks was
mixed, but the changes were minimal.
- Insurance shares rose, with Arleh rising
from 794 to 807, to meet a demand of IL61,400,
while Hassneh registered rose from 440 to
444. Sah&r registered rose by five points to
stand at 498, Securitas rose by five points to
410, and although Zur registered rose by four
points to 500 Its bearer fell from 535 to 530.
Land and development fluctuated slightly

in either direction, but industry rose slightly.

ETMt rose by seven paints to 522 with a turn-

closing prices
over of EL12,000, while Ata *'B" rose by
seven points to 211, and Dubek registered
rose by nine points to S67.
Investment companies were mixed.
The four shares which showed the "wildest

swings” all went up.
Haifa chemicals gained 5.9 per cent to

171.5. The company recently denied stories
that it was about to be bought by Delek,
although admitting negotiations had taken

” place some months ago but claiming that
nothing came out of them.
O.H.H. bearer gained 4.5 per cent to 575,

while Mehadrin rose by 3.5 per cent to 1,123
and Lighterage rose by 3.2 per cent to 810.
Due to the publication of its balance sheet,

there was no trading yesterday in Ampal in-
dustrial development bank shares.
Almog, a Bank Hapo&llm fund, announced

a 20 per cent bonus share and 1.5 per cent
cash dividend, in addition to the 17.5 per cent
cash dividend already paid.
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-Securitas opt.

Oaring
Trim

X262
282
325

290
loi
103
848

350
337
270

197
384

390

390
374

384

287

131

128
128
202

88
369
388

154X5

(1150X5

807
480
444

449X5

189
438
440X5

340
303
498
528

157

100X5

volume ' Otauga Cloning volume Change

The suppliers** Banks
American, whrijs- 1

C'V./.S.
^- ’••r.a. wopb.^-. ---

'.~s avoids st-.. oot

:

div. 78,

_ _ 114

®tg. Opt 117
*.•. rr.o 'A* p-rpaatg. 18% deb. 118

Accsrdrsf-':-

5C=: ^isS’Seb. 10
;r.Tf :z* ?^3luv.

r.ave reer. cs«tg. r

imvr.ear.'s

17T~*

488 —
238 205.7

208 - 384-2

132 106.3
123 • 333.7

334 2010.0

484 1473
4K 58.0

423 35.7

.• 573 12X1

235 156./m . 423
"

. 88* 28

3

407 6.0

571 17.5

98
'

420

87.7

1.0

311.3

-TCC:'
. n.c.

n-c.

.as.
n-c.
—0.B

n-C.

-n-c.

nx.
OXf.

BX.
+2

n.c.

+1
—3
+8
+1

n.c-

. +3

4X0
388

' 209X5

J508 .

530.'

TOdniMWUl Services "

A Utilities

..Motor House
.

348
Delek r 281.8
'Delek b 344
Delek opt. 1 590
Delek 20% deb. 2 237
Shilton opt. "B" 111 *

Shilton 18% deb. 2 92
Cold Storage 1 ' 1880
.Gold Storage 10 448
Gold Storage opt. "A” 253
Cold Storage 20% deb. 2 247
.Israel Electric
Lighterage
-Rapac 1
Rapac 5
Land, BsUdlng,

. Development k Citrus
Azorim

342JS

zfilO

387
361

575

OJJN Price ILL0M

72.0 n.c. Azorinj no div. 78 567 35.0 n.c.

20.2 +2.5 Azorlra opt “A" 334 205.1 —14
58.0 —3 Azorim 20% deb. 2 U0.5 313.0 —8

ILC. Africa-Israel l 3005 0.1 n.c.
06.3 n.c. Afrlca-lsrael 10 1100 1.3 n.c.

28.0 +1 I.L.D.C. r d248 642.0 n.c.

259.9 —7 I.L.D.C. b d2SS 217.8 ILC.

194.1 —8 LL.D.C. opt. 2 447 38.4 —2
120.7 —8 I.LJD.C. opt. "B” 233 99.8 n.c.

154.8 —7 IX.D.C. 10% deb 1 1S6 23.0 —7
165.0 —

3

I.LJ3.G. 10% deb. 2 165 573 —

3

450.0 XLC. LL.D.C. 20% deb. 3 169 82.5 —

1

21.8 n.c. LLhD.C. 20% deb. 4 188 89.0 —

2

21.0 n.c. Solel Boneh 730 2.4 +4
148.4 —11 Prop. & Bldg. 488 138.9 ILC.

56.6 —15 Prop. Jk Bldg. opt. “A” 477 35.0 +8
73X5 n.c. Prop, ft Bldg. 15% deb. 4 342 19.0 —

3

283.3 —8 Prop, ft Bldg. 18% deb. 5 264 30.0 n.c.
Bayslde 1 312 104.8 n.c.
Bayslde 5 310 28.8 —8

78.7 +1 Ispro 297 93.5 —3
95.4 n.o. Isras 6» 53.0 +5

*28.5 +2 Mehadrin 1123 33.6 +40
128.9 n.c. LOP. 1400 2.5 —20
37.0 XLC. Neot Aviv 583 ' 3.8 ILC.

29.0 n.c. Pri Or 880 1X5 —18
Rassco pref. 253.5 20.2 —3

88.0 —8 Rasaco 252 45.4 +2
47.1 +7 Oil Exploration

Oil Explo. Paz 153.5 714.7 +1
61.4 +13 .

Industrial

3.0 +7 Elblt-i 522 12.0 +7
106X1 +4 Elbit 5 517 6.5 n.c.

88.4 +7 Alliance 1393 +10

71.4 —7 Elco 1 627.5 3.0 +8
78.8 —7 Elco 2X5 r 256 10.0 n.c.

20.8 —31 Elco 2.5 b 258 15.3 +1
57.1 +5 Elco opt "A” 110 28X2 +2

103.0 Elco 20% deb. 1 82 70.0 +3.5

43.0 +5 Electra 1 d461 1.0 +9
28.9 +2 Electra 5 d286 90.4 +8
174.0 +5 Electra opt. 2 229.5 55.6 +2.5

233X5 +2 Electra 16% deb. 234 20.0 n.c.
Electra 18% deb. 2 140 93.8 +2.5

46.4 +5 Elron 1 780 7.0 +8
88.9 +3 Ebon 2 665 20.0 n.c.

239 —0.5 -Elron Opt- “A” . 184X5 20.0 —0.5
11.0 +4 Argaxnan prof, r . 878

. \ . . n.c.

20.0 —tz. Argaman pref; *b
' * “ '^380 * ••- - !7

6.if +2
ip Argd3nan,r 372 •

*37;l'-‘ ILC.
Argaman b 370 . 50.4 n.c.

18.0 +13 Ata "B" 211 423 +7
58L4 +6 Ata **C" 140.5 725.0

’

ILC.

12.0 n-c. Ata opt “A” 70.5 1788.2 +0XJ

123 n.c. Ata opt 3 98.5 824.5 +1
89.4 +8 Ata 20% deb. 2 90 175.T +1

228.9 —1X5 Dubek r 889 45J +9
838.8 —1X5 Dubek b 870 10.9 +10

0-2 n.c. Fertilizers 259 88.7 ILC.

573 —11 Cables r 189.5 45.4 +3.5

78.9 ILC, Cables b 188.5 57.7 +2X5
231.0 XLC. Haifa Gbem. 171.5 217.7 +9
55.7 +1 Haifa Chem. opt 2 100 118.0 +0.5

83 +10 Haifa Chem- 20% deb. l 88 252.3 +3
20.0 +7 Teva r 713 110.3 +7
6.0 ILC. Teva b 1059 2.0 +22

Lodrfa l 614 n.c.
liodzte 4 329 20.0 XLC.

75.8 n.c. Molett 228 168.4 n.c.

Companies
Elgar r
Elgar b
Ellem r
EUem b
Amluar
Amlssar wrarr.

Central Trade
jlnv. of Paz r
Inv. or Paz b
Wolfaon l
Wolfson 10 r
Woltaon 10 b
Ampa
Disc. Inv. r
Disc. Inv. b
Disc. Inv. opt. “A”
Disc. Inv. opt. "B"
Disc. Inv. io% deb. 59

Disc. Inv. 10% deb. 72

Disc. Inv. 18% deb. 150
Disc. Inv. 18% deb. 135
Hap’lm Inv. r
Hap’lxn Inv. b
Hap’lm Inv. 1/3 div. 78

+ opt. 1

Hap’lra inv. 10% deb 1

Leumi Inv.

Jordan Explo.
Jordan Elxplo. opt.

Jordan Explo. opt 2

Jordan Explo. opt. 3

Mizrahi Inv. r
Mizrahi Inv. b
Mizrahi 18% deb. 48

Hassuta
Hasanta no div. 78

Hassuta opt. “A”
Hassuta 20% deb. 1

Export Inv. r
Export inv. b
Koor Ind.

Hap’lm Inv. opt. 1

Hap’lm Inv. 1/3 div.

dal Rl. Eat.

Clal Rl. Eat. opt.
MA"

dal Rl. Eat. 20% deb 1

Clal

dal Ind.
dal lod. opt.

dal Ind. opt. cert,

dal Ind. 10% deb. 4
dal Ind. 20% deb. 0
Landeco
Oz Inv.

Oz Inv. io% deb.
Psma Inv.
Piryon Inv.

Plryon Inv. opt. 2
Shares Traded in
Foreign Currency

Adanim
Agricultural pref. "C"

;.-Jnrf. Dev. pref. *’B" .. .

’Ina.
1

Dev. pref. “C"
-

•fnd. Dev. "OC"
Ind. Dev. "CCl"
Ind. Dev. "D"
Gazit
Tourist Ind.
Unico "A” r
Unlco “A" b
Fuel
Naphtha
Lapidot r
L&pidot b

AMirwUlltni
s.o. — selfera only
b.o. — buyers only
d — vlLhoat dividend
,c — without coupon
x — without bonus
i — without rights
a.c.

387 9.0 n.c.
770 3.0 ILC
778 2.0 ILC.
422 259.2 n.c.
400 105.8 n.c.
1031 24.0 +8
271 63.0 +1
278 45X1 +7
515 1.0 +10
275 13.1 n.c.
272 1S0.Q ILC.
282 3.9 4

x331 165.B ILC.
x338 52.0 ILC.
438 — n.c.
155 133.6 ILC.
419 — ILC.
315 — n.c.
222 79.5 n.c.
117 120.8 ILC.
430 70.8 —8
447 16.2 +1

36U

“
ILC.

465 162.7 —1
449 208.6 +9
1740 1.8 +20
271 21.6 +15
190 27.8 —1
482 4X1 h.c.

462 10.1 Q.C.

270 — ILC.

563 32.8 —7
520 95.9 —23
311 176J} ILC.

135.5 355.5 —3.5
730 20.0 XLC.

715 38.0 XLC.

839 1.1 XLC.

235 63.1 —10
410 99.8 —

4

x239 575.6 n.c.

364 155.5 —8
209 72.5 n.c.

408 9L2 —

4

306 441.1 ILC.

540 89XS ILC.

282 85.1 —1
224 35.0 ILC.

218 49.0 —3
240 128.8 —1
152 80.3 n.c.

135.5 22.6 +2.5

263-3 10.0 +0.5

231 681.7 n.C.

147 2X2.9 n.c.

589 n.c.

400 — n.c.

.984 .
—

'

..*3

d842 — +8
dS7S 5.0 +8
(1551 5.0 ELC.

539 — I1.C.

1213 1.0 —1
435 — ILC.

Xd320.5 1 — —29.5
xd323.3 4.0 —38.5

723 2.1 +28
835 4.1 +49
1330 1.0 —70

n.c. —
.r —
A -
.pref. —
opt. —
conv. —

subordinated capital ootea

These stock prices are unofficial.

no change
registered
bearer

"

preferred
option
convertible

jrvr;- sjstr

l'-S^JS AND MEDALSI
v.-.iv r^iec-^3

.

c .;; - p-yr^COSEPH.MOR0EN8CTRN :

" j-kSPos* Finance Reporter v

re rice*. -e ^ than a year and a half age
'-s^ ’ SbUonl, former Income Tax

’

7f-v s:;a-“^9r» assumed the post of
.w 0 . .

-

e -seq-.t i^or-general of the Israel
ie ^s^imeut Cdiu and Medals Corp.

.

^ -ec:r.e- at the time whether

-

'

'c-t C3S - fS'was not toesxoaU fora man of

sver, since
,
assuming his.

. _ ,
, flal'pl Shiloni has gone about Ids

Ided the aim of Instituting
*uv es consonant wfth good

.. si:i
* la practices and fairness to^ ’ ^ Sector.

— • ^i - i&stng with the traditional prac-
' ' announcing price rises

„ •- iJed by the Corporation as of
‘

1979. The Intention is to

r : x- * collectors to purchase items at -

* ,
f* Prtee* until the end of this

,-r T-: 1 The action underscores
.

' *ec.it
a

policy of good business tactics that
can only engender goodwill for the

Corporation.
Subscribers will be able to order,

at existing prices, recently struck
-medals, which as yet have not been
offered publicly. These Include: 60

years of the Habima National
Theatre, in bronze and silver;
Sbaarel Zedek Hospital, In bronze;
add the Food Industry medal in
bronze. The first two are national
medals while the latter Is part of a
series of medals initiated by the
Ministry of Trade, Industry and
Tourism.

In spite of the recent new all-time

high price of gold, which was recent-

ly established at more than $250 an
ounce, the prices of commemorative
gold coins has barely changed as de-

mand has been alack.

The 25th Anniversary three gold

coin set has been the exception. Its

price ha* been bid up to a middle
price of IL8,S50. We continue to view

this set as one of the most attractive

to be struck by the IGCMC. The
relatively low mintage of 18,000 sets

should assure it an important place
in any collection of Israeli coins.

We have just received the 1978
Hanukka coins and the specimen
trade set. The IGCMC should be con-
gratulated on the very attractive
packaging of the specimen set.

However, we would have liked to see
the accompanying explanation both
'in English and in Hebrew.

MINISTER OF TRANSPORT HAIM
LANDAU yesterday asked El A1
Director-General Mordechai Hod to

speed up the Investigation on the
charge that an El A1 captain ordered
a strawberry cargo off his plane and
instead took with him nine El A1
employees who had free tickets. He
asked Hod to send the conclusions to

him as soon as the investigation is

finished.

Jewish emigration issue has unforeseen effect

Gold-plated dispute hurting

U.S.-Czeehosloyakia trade

-*rre
.rfi
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' Just fill in fits coupon Mow. Ohio your full home address: a P.O.B. address is not sufficient. Post this form,

accompanied by a cheque, at least seven dsys prior to the requested date of publication. That's alt there is

to it l

(Rates: Minimum weekday, rate is JL98.66 for eight words; I LI 2.32 for each additional word. Minimum rata for

Friday and holidays is IL1 34.40 for eight words; IL1 6.80 for each additional word. All rates Include VAT.

CUT ALONG DOTTED LINE >— :

PLEASE PRINT IH BLOCK LETTERS
To TbsJerusalem Poet Classified Adi Dept, P.O.B. 81 . Jerusalem

Plaasa insert the following classified advertisement.

£2 k
If specs show Is bieuffldkmt print text on sspsrsts sheet of pftpor,

• p-v-

,*.r
' The advertisemeet should eppeer >

:-THE TEXT BELOW IS NOT INCLUDED IN THE AD ——“— *

(day) (decs)

l?‘

-!?-
,
"f V

Wey) (date)

Number of dm** weekday Insertion:.

(day) (data)

Number of times Friday Insertion : -~-

Mkamum charge (including VAT1 — S wocds-ILSS^S woakdaya fLI 34,40 Fridav*

Number of words My cheque for IL

(day) (data)

I LI 2.32 par won! (including VAT)

,L1 B 80 par word (including VAT)

.Is enclosed

Name.

Addn

TsL No.

,

Jkignature:

ALL ADVERTISEMENTS SHOULD BE POSTED AT LEAST SEVEN DAYS PRlOH TO THE DATE OF PUBLICATION

The Jerusalem Pan reserves the. right to refuse or postpone pdaBeation or revise the text of any advertisement and to make

necessary alterations without prior notification to the advertiser.
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PRAGUE (UPI). — The U.S. holds
18.4 metric tons of ‘ Nazi-looted
CzschoaJovak gold in a secret vault
and refuses to give it back until

Czechoslovakia "cleans up its

human rights act.” Technically, a
U.S. law designed to help Jews
emigrate from behind the iron cur-

tain is the current baziB of the dis-

pute.

The U.S. stand has prompted
Prague to charge Washington with
using a golden axe to try to chop
down Czechoslovak sovereignty.
“We cannot accept political con-

ditions,” said Josef Keller, deputy
director of the Czechoslovak Foreign
Trade Ministry.

Most disturbing to Prague, the un-

resolved issue has deprived
Czechoslovakia's struggling
economy of both the gold and the

coveted most favoured nation
trading status with the U.S.

In a special amendment to the 1974

trade act, congress forbade the ad-

mlnistratlon to grant
Czechoslovakia that status until the

post-war problems had been settled

to the lawmakers' satisfaction.

By doing so, congress tied the gold

question to the Jackson-Vanek
amendment to the 1974 trade act

which refuses such status to any na-

tion denying Its citizens the right to

emigrate.

“Jacksou-Vanek was meant to
protect Jews who wanted to
emigrate,” said a western diplomat.
“Most Czechoslovak Jews who
wanted to emigrate did so in 1968.

Prague officials say that the denial
of favoured trading status has made
Czechoslovakia uncompetitive on
U.S. markets and thus held bilateral

trade at its current low level of about
8150m. a year.

“If these restrictions were lifted

our trade with the U.S. could jump to
-

fib. within five years,” said Keller.

The gold, worth about 5125m. at
current market prices, was
Czechoslovak government property
confiscated by the Germans during
World War H.
Discovered after the war in

Aachen, West Germany, the gold
was put under French, British and
American control and hidden In a
secret location. France and Britain
are willing to return the gold but
Washington says that Prague must
first settle the post-war claims of

U.S. citizens.

Those claims, for property
nationalized by the Communist
regime in 1948, amount to 872.5m.
Czechoslovak and U.S. negotiators

have twice initialled agreements — in

1964 and 1974 — that would send the

gold back to Czechoslovakia. Neither

made It past the U.S. senate.

Representative

bond prices

4%Oovenuneot
development kan

3001

Price Change

619.

B

3005 688.0 —0.9

3009 879.9 -0.9

4% Government linked bonds
(90% C.oJ.)

8101 .
293.3 +1.8

3109 244.4 +8.8

3116 221-3 +3.1

4% Government linked bonds
(80%cu>.L)

3201 1S9.7 n.c.

3206 178.6 XLC.

3211 171.2 n.c.

7% Government linked bends
(80% c.oX)

3521 143.2 n.c.

3528 134.9 n.c.

3531 124.5 +0.0

3S36 114.1 +0.6

3541 105.4. +0.8

6-5% State Defence
Loan— 1969

73 741X1 +13.7
81 734.1 +14.1
91 680.6 +14.8
212 801X5 +0.5
222 796.0 +2.0
247 822.0 +12.0
Government doable-option
linked bonds

2001 132X1 n.c. -

2011 120.2 +0J
Toyi 111.0 +0.5
Defence Loan 1969

41 561.0 +2.0
Absorption ft Compulsory
Savings Loan

_1966 index. 116.7 1688.0 ILC.
1967 index 118.9 1640.0 n.c.

Bonds 100% United to
foreign currency

8% Israel Electric Corp. *'B.' ’ 656.0 +19.0
5% Dead Sea Works 1850.0 —1.0
Dollar denominated bonds
Hollis 15 104.9
Hollia 20 103.0
Hollis 25 90.7
S. Ft. denominated bonds
6% Bank Toad 38 U3.S
5.9% MUnunim 5 U4.6
5% Mcnlv 8 117A

n.c.
—0.9

n.c.

-0.9
+0.5
n.c.

Exchange chairman:

Split banks’

stock, trust

departments
Post Finance Reporter

Meir Heth, chairman of the board
of directors of the Tel Aviv Stock Ex-
change, has called for a definitive

division between banking
departments which manage the
banks' investment portfolios, and
the operative securities
departments.
The suggestion was made as part

of an effort to avoid Uie poasibjlity.of

a confllct ofihterestwnich maywork
to the detriment of theIndividual'In-'

vestor.

He pointed out that in the U.S.
there is a strict division of
departments. American banks
manage vast sums of money, run-
ning into billions of dollars, within
the scope of trust departments.
Managers of the trust departments
are totally isolated from the com-
mercial banking side and are thus
not privy to financial Information
which may change their thinking
about maintaining or selling
securities held in the trust portfolios.

Heth also suggested that clearcut
rules should be established relating

to stabilization of share prices and
market activities which are planned
to affect the course of a given securi-

ty.

He also suggested that rules
regulating the activities of securities

advisers employed by the banks be
clearly established. However, since

such regulations must be established

by law. Heth suggested that the
banks take the initiative in setting up
norms for all those employed in giv-

ing securities investment advice to

the public.

U.S. is the world’s

biggest gold buyer
WASHINGTON (UPI). — The U.S.
had the highest volume of gold
purchases among the 123 members
of the International Monetary Fund,
the agency reported on Monday.

Sales totalled 6.1 million ounces of

gold, with the U.S. purchases
representing 1.4 million ouncesl

Oil-rich countries such as Saudi
Arabia and Yemen purchased far
fewer ounces in comparison, while
Latin American countries bought
heavily, the IMF noted.

The Saudis bought 28.672 ounces
and the Yemenis bought 2,144 ounces
while Brazil and Argentina each
purchased- 94,142 ounces.
Other major buyers included: Ger-

many, 342,334 ounces; France, 320,-

938 ounces; Japan, 256,730 ounces;
Canada, 235,354 ounces; Italy 213,958

ounces; and India. 201,160 ounces.
In three annual sales since 1975,

IMF has sold a total of 18,3 million
ounces of gold directly to its

members.

Coin in the slot for TV information service
LONDON. — From this week, if the

fancy takes you, you can walk into

the foyer of the Piccadilly Hotel in

London, put a coin into a slot

machine and get access to 97,000

pages of information, displayed ona
TV screen.

The information ranges widely,
from stock market prices through
horoscopes to consumer reports and
even jokes. How much of It you see

depends on how much you are
prepared to spend. A typical page
costs a few pence, though some, like

the classified ads, are free.

Tho service is Viewdata, one of the

few genuinely new ideas in com-
munication to have emerged for

many years. It links the telephone,
invented 100 years ago,, with the
television set, invented 50 years ago,

and the computer to produce an In-

formation service of wide
applicability.

Viewdata was invented by an
engineer at the British Post Office,

Sam Fedida,and it is really designed

for use in the home. The machine in

the Piccadilly Hotel takes the idea a
stage further by putting the service

into a public place and allowing it to

be operated by a coin in the slot.

It has been built by a company
specialising in slot machines:
Cherry Leisure UK Ltd., whose
Swedish parent company is one of

the largest world operators of ven-

ding and video machines (TV
games).
The Piccadilly Hotel machine is an

experiment. Nobody really knows
whether the public,wants to spend its

money in this way.
So for the moment Cherry Leisure

are renting the machine for £60
($120) a month. The money the

customers put into the machine will

be divided between the Post Office—
to pay for the computer and the

telephone line charges — the people
who provide the information in the

first place, and the hotel.

Whether the economics of the

system are going to make sense it is

too early to say.
But if interest is anything to go by.

Viewdata is all set. President Carter
recently arranged a demonstration
in the White House. The technology
has been sold abroad, and the 100
“information-providers” who supply
the information for the service have
so far provided 188,000 pages.
Among the most active of the in-

formation providers, says the Post
Office, are Fintel, Dataatream and
the Stock Exchange for business in-

formation, the Consumers' Associa-
tion, various job and career ad-
visers, the Meteorological Office,

travel guides and touri'st
organizations. British Airways and
many others.

To launch a public service this
year, the Post Office is spending
£5m. iS10m.) to set up PresteJ. cen-
tres in London, Birmingham,
Manchester and Edinburgh, with a
further £l8m. (336m. 1 earmarked
for six more centres. (OFNS)

New York
Stock

Exchange
Closing prices - Feb. 13

Dow Jones Ind. Av. 830.21+5.37
Volume 28,810,000

Stack CTonhi*

prke
ChaoBB

Allied Chemical 29« + !4

ASA 25% -14
*Amer. Isr. Paper Mills 2% n.c.

Avco 20)4 +54
Boeing 7014 +%
Burroughs 8854 -%
Braalff 12% — ?6

Ben ft Howell 15 n.c.

Bally 57l< —14
Banach ft Lamb 39% + 54
Control Data 33% + J&
Curtis Wright 14* +14
Dow Chemical 26% + 14
Tfofrtnrmn Kodak sin + 14

Etz Lavud 4 n.c.

Ford 49% + 14

Fairchild Camera 30% + 14

General Dynamics 82% +154
Gulf ft Western 14% + 54

Holiday Inns 16% + »
"Houston Oil 18 n.c.

Honeywell Inc 69 +14
Hilton 23% + 14

IBM 308% +1*4
Lockheed 2054 +\*
Litton 20% +14
LTV 8% + 54

McboxuieQ Douglas 311* + 54

Merrill Lynch 1614 + 14

MGM 21% +54
Motorola 3714 -14
NCR 65% +54
Natomas 46 + 14

National Semiconductor 20U + 14

Occidental Petroleum 18% -%
Penn Central 1714 ILC.

Pan American 8* ILC.

Polaroid 51% +54
RCA 26% +54
Revlon 5054 + 14

Raytheon 4554 -14
Sears 2054 ILC.

Sperry Rand 47% +1%
Syntex 36% +54
American Tel ft Tel 6414 +54
Telex 514 +14
Teledyne 116K +14
Tyco Lab. 1754 +54
United Airlines 28% +%
United Carbide 3554 +54
UV Ind. 3114 +4
Western Union 1814 + 14

Westinghouse 13 n.c.

U.S. Steel 2414 + 14

Xerox 57 + 14

Zenith 1414 +54
Exxon 50% +54

*(UiM on Ika American Stack Exchange)
(nmr slack price* are anaffletal)

This selected list

by courtesy of

ISRAEL DISCOUNT BANKs

Tel Aviv

Tel: 8 a.m.—12.30 p.m. — 627542

5 p.m.—7-p.m. — 223111 ,

«. •.*. • •

Bank of Israel

representative

foreign exchange

rates — Feb. 13
Currency
U.S. dollars

Sterling

DM
French Fr.
Dutch FI.

Swiss Ft.

Swedish Kr.
Nor. Kr.
Danish Kr.
Finn-M
Can. dollar

Aust. Dollar '

Rand
Bel. Fr. (10)

A list. Sch.(lO)
TL Lire (1,000)

Yen (100 5

Dinars
Lebanon Lira

19.5720

39.2203
10.5672

4.5981

9.7811

11.7514

4.4926

3JB376
3-8139

4.9382

10.3867

22.2240

22.9041

0.7027

14.4283

28.3975

9.8315

83.37

6.18

Galilee settlers

face delays
Jerusalem Post Knesset Reporter
Two groups of would-be-settlers in

the Segev region of Upper Galilee
complained yesterday to the Knesset
Labour and Social Services Com-
mittee that they had not yet been
assigned settlement sites there,
although they filed their requests six
years ago.
Committee chairman Menahem

Pomah said It was strange that the
bureaucrats were delaying settle-

ment in Galilee, despite repeated
warnings that the Jewish population
was declining.

rrm omuf 'rcpnnK pn
AMERICAN ISRAEL BAJMK LTD.

FOREIGN CURRENCY
13.2.79

Yesterday's foreign exchange
rates against the Israel pound,

for U.S. dollar transactions under S3806,

and transactions in other currencies
under the equivalent of 81008.

Selling Raying
U.S.S 19.7800 19.6300

DM 10.6724 10.6062

Swiss Fr. 11.8657 11-7777

Sterling 39.6861 39.3257

French Fr. 4.6412 4.6107

Dutch FI. 9.8689 9.8039

Austrian Sch. 1.4577 1.4481

Swedish Kr. 4X1337 4.5038

Danish Kr. 8.8502 3X1248

Norwegian Kr. 3.8892 3-8638

Finnish M. 4.9855 . 4.9527

Canadians 16.5410 18.4322

Rand 23.1192 22.9671

Australians 22.4474 22.2998

Belgian Fr. (10> 6,7683 6.7238

Yen (100) 9.9209 9.8557

Italian Lire (1000) 23.8152 ,23.4598

INTERBANK LONDON
SPOT BATES:

u.s.s 2.0031/3B peri

Swiss Fr. 1.6882/72 per*

Belgium Fr. 29.18750/2000i per 5

Swedish Kr. 4.3580/90 per$

French Fr. 4.2585/85 perS

Danish Kr. 5.1315/40 perl

Dutch FI. 2.0015/35 perS

DM 1.8510/20 per|

IiallanLire 836.60/90 per S

Norwegian Kr. 5.0800/15 perS

Yen 199.10/25. per*

Cold Price: S244 >'244.75

FORWARD RATES:
I mao. 3 roovL Idiim.

r S 2.0078 091 I.9WU SR» I.9S28 853

DM $ 1 *4(55 430 urns 210 1.7*83 tm
Sw.Fr. S 18530 uo 1.6215 250 1.3795 no
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Israel’s energy paradox
IT IS A paradox of Israeli life that there is an inverse
relationship between the security of our oil supplies and our per-

sistently wasteful use of fuel.

Iran, which has been Israel's major oil supplier of the better

part of two decades, has now apparently joined the long list of
Arab oil producers whose deep-seated hostility to Israel is a
hallmark of their national identity. Yet, the waste of energy by
Israelis, as individuals and as a society, seems to be impervious
to the impact of such developments.

It is welcome, therefore, that Minister of Energy Yitzhak
Moda’i, in an Interview with The Jerusalem Posl on Monday, in-

dicated that he is alive to the need to impress upon the con-

sciousness of the average Israeli the domestic implications of

the Iranian revolution.

There is no reason for panic. Iranian oil supplies have been
stopped, apparently for the foreseeable future, but oil will con-
tinue to be available to Israel — perhaps at a higher price — on

the international market.
The possibility of future political obstructions to easy Israel

access to this market should not, however, be completely dis-

missed.
What is needed is not so much a crash programme to get

Israelis to immediately slash their fuel consumption, but a more
difficult and more meaningful long-term scheme to encourage
and impose a more rational use of expensive energy.
Putting the problem in such terms, in effect brings the argu-

ment back to Israel's need to address the intractable structural

problems besetting its economy that all governments have
sought to avoid in favour of resorting to one-shot gimmicks.

It is doubtful whether there is any need to resort to petrol

rationing or to earless days at the present time. Such steps

should be saved for real emergencies. In any case, such
measures would not save much fuel, and in the absence of

suitable preparation would impose intolerable pressures on
alternative forms of public transportation.

The profligate use of private automobiles can be cut down
only if bus service is radically improved. This in turn is depen-
dent, not*only on investing in the purchase of additional buses,
but also on reforming the bus monopolies or perhaps taking
them out of the hands of the co-ops who have amply proven their

inability to operate them in the public's interest.

Most of Israel's fuel, however, is used to generate electricity

and it is in this direction that savings should be sought, whether
by substituting solar heaters for electric boilers where possible,

or in developing social norms that would legitimize scrimping In

the use of electric lights and stigmatising waste.

These are tall orders indeed, for governments that barely
manage the economy on a fitful hand to mouth basis. If Mr.
Moda'i, however, is determined to try his hand at bringing
about basic changes that will not only save energy but also con-
tribute to a long overdue reform of our entire economy, he
deserves the public's full support.

POSTSCRIPTS
EGYPTIAN falconers are riding the
crest of an economic boom which in

the space of a few years has
transformed some of them into ex-

tremely wealthy men. The boom is

based on an 800-fold increase in

hawk prices since 1970 and which In

turn has made hawk-trapping a
highly popular pastime in many Nile
Delta villages, according to OFNS.
Among Egypt’s best-known

falconers are members of the
Tahawi tribe, in the eastern
provinces near the Nile Delta. In
Uielr spare time they trap and sell

hawks to wealthy buyers from Saudi
Arabia and the Gulf countries.
Mutlaq al Tahawi, a farmer and

trapper who lives In the village of
Gezirat al Saud, says that In the past
12 months his friends in the village

have sold about 40 hawks. A
peregrine falcon in good condition
which used to sell for 100 Egyptian
pounds (about IL2.700) today fetches
up to 8,000 Egyptian pounds
(IL216,000).

So profitable has hawk-trapping
become, he estimates, that nearly 2.-

000 people in his village alone now
spend their entire time trying to

catch hawks during the autumn
migration. The traditional cultiva-

tion of cotton and cereals has to be

taken over by their- families.

When the birds are caught they
often have their eyelids sewn up with
needle and thread untila hood can be
found to fit over their heads.
The hood is really a protection for

the nerves of the untrained hawk.
Acutely sensitive, an untrained and
freshly trapped hawk becomes un-
manageable if it is able to observe
what is going on around it.

Most falconers keep their hawks
only for about three or four months
in the winter during the course of the
hunting season. At the end of -the

season they are released to find their

own kind and fly the rest of their

lives in freedom.

GOOD
NEWS FOR
TOURISTS
While here, you've been reading

The Jerusalem Post and you'd like

to keep in touch with events in

Israel whan you return home. Well,

you can do it through The
Jerusalem Post International Edi-

tion, air-mailed worldwide every

week with the latest news,
features and photos.

Walk into any branch of one of the

banks listed below and you can

take out a subscription today. It

only takes a few minutes. Have a

nice vacation and a safe journey

home.

BANK HAPOALIM
ISRAEL DISCOUNT BANK
BARCLAYS DISCOUNT BANK

THE UNIVERSITY of Southern
California sidestepped a longstan-
ding university tradition twice in the
spring of 1975 by awarding honorary
degrees to the Shah of Iran in his

Teheran palace, and to the chairman
of the National Iranian Oil Co. in es-

sentially private, unpublicized
ceremonies, according to highly
placed university sources.
USC President John Hubbard, who

in both cases presented the degrees,
confirmed the awards recently to
The Washington Post News Service
and defended them as proper, deser-
ving and awarded in a manner which
did not violate or circumvent es-

tablished university procedures.
However, USC Executive Vice-

President Zorab Kaprielian, tbe no. 2

man on campus, said recently that
the honorary 'degrees should never
have been given.
Over the years. Iran has establish-

ed a close relationship with USC, one
which has resulted in a 51m. Iranian
endowed chair and approximately
S4m. worth of grants, many of them
involving the training of Iranian
students in areas such as
educational and business ad-
ministration.

RENT-A-CAR
50%discqunt

All New Cars

Diillv 58, Weekly 850.

TAMIR, RENT-A-CAR
8 Klkar Ha'atxma'ui, Netanya,

Tel, 053-31831,

after office hours: Tel. 053-25763

Armaments in search of a buyer
THERE IS an outstanding Issue that
Israeli policy-makers should clarify
before they finally attach their
signatures to a peace agreement:
What exactly does the U.S. mean by
Its commitment to '‘modernize the
Egyptian armed forces"?

This, always a cardinal issue, has
become more Important in the light
of recent events In Iran.
Reading that the Iranian govern-

ment has decided to cancel 510 bfUon
in orders for weapons from the U.S.,
one is led to wonder what will happen
to these weapons, many of which
have either been produced or are in
advanced stages of production.
There are those who claim that it

is “simplistic'' to believe that arms
destined for Iran are now going to be
shunted to Egypt; but there are
others who argue that this is in-

evitable.
The connection between events in

Iran and the Israeli-Egyptian peace
process is to be found in tbe link

between billions of dollars in orders
for American weapons from the
Shah, and the urgent American
economic need to find an alternative

market for them.

Israel should seek immediate clarification from the U.S. on
what arms it intends to supply Egypt now that Iran has
cancelled its huge orders for American weapons, writes Post
Military Correspondent HIRSH GOODMAN.

.cl
cancellations, nor will they compt,^

’ sate for tbe huge lay-offs that can i

expected as production lines 83.
closed or reduced.
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THE AMERICAN military in-

dustrial complex was heavilly
reliant on exports to Iran, and built

Its production infrastructure accor-
dingly. Materials were ordered, men
hired and production lines set up on

the basis of orders received. Millions
(if not billions) of dollars were in-
vested by private factories and these
are now stuck with the goods. True,
many of these produce for other
clients as well, and the delivery of
'certain systems may be stepped up
to these other clients in tight of tbe
Iranian cancellation, but there Is no
chance that the entire Iranian order,
which constitutes the lion's share of
America's military exports, can be
added to what has already been re-

quested.^

Israel, for example, will probably
be getting its F-ISs sooner than ex-
pected, but even this is uncertain,
since their supply also depends on
Israel's ability to absorb the air-

craft, and this necessitates building
an appropriate infrastructure.
Israel may even increase it's

orders, but not to a point which
would even begin to cover what
General Dynamics was expecting to

earn from Iran.

Even if several wealthy and in-
satiable clients do Increase their
orders over, the coming years, there
Is still little reason to hope at this
time that these will compensate for
the loss of business from Iran. There
is a limit to how much Saudi Arabia

-

needs and can absorb. NATO could
benefit from some modernization,
but the U.S. is not willingly going to

enter into a clash with European
producers, who themselves will be
affected by the Iranian situation.

In short, the billions of dollars of
American arms that have, either
been produced, or are in advanced
stages of production, and on whose
production millions have already
been invested, are going to have to

be sold somewhere — and wbat
better solution to the dilemma than
Egypt?

AMERICA'S commitment to moder-
nize Egypt's armed forces has been
articulated at several levels of the

administration and is an integral
part of the Egyptian understanding
of the Camp David accords.
As defined by senior American of-

ficials several times in tbe. past,
modernization apparently means a
one-to-one replacement- of Egypt’s
obsolescent Soviet-made systems,
and systems for which spare parts
are no longer available. In other
words, modernization could include
almost anything, depending on the
state of relations at any given point
between theTT.S. and Egypt.
There is going to be a tremendous

amount of pressure on the U.S. ad-
ministration from the powerful in-

dustrial lobby to find a solution to tbe
serious industrial problems that
have been -caused . by the Iranian
crisis.

Although manufacturers received
significant advances from the Shah
on weapons systems ordered, these
will not nearly compensate for the

actual loss that will result from the

THE CARTER ADMINISTRATICL_
hes been waging a continuous, aip.

not very successful, battle agald7 -

the proliferation of American arr_

in tbe international market, a*u
against the growing dependence
American industry on the product!,^,

of weapons and weapons-relatgl
systems.
The President's failure in thL-

respect has been due more to his in-
ability to counter the powerful i.

fluence of the weapons producing lo-

by than to the real needs
America's allies.

A senior administration officii,

admitted to The Jerusalem Po.-

recently that there Is no clea
strategic logic to America's currer-
policy with regard to the export^
arms, and that that policy has
dictated to a significant degree b"
tbe manufacturing lobby.

While Israel cannot become ir
volved in the internal affairs of tl

U.S., policy makers here must
the nedd to set limits on the types *.

armaments to be given to the Egy*
tians. This Is no less important th»-
the need to define the nature
Egypt's military commitments Vo
the Arab world. Both are integral U
Israel’s security. . 1
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THE IMPORTANT lesson from the
current Iranian experience is that a
future oil embargo is not likely to

hurt the United States — or other
Western nations far that matter. The
fear of an oil cutoff which has so
strongly dominated the thinking of
governments and the public over the
last five years turns out to be largely
unwarranted, and by itself continues
to encourage both political and
economic blackmail. The sooner we
can demonstrate to everyone that an
oil embargo would be largely in-

effective, the quicker the world can
get rid of this fear and pursue more
rational policies.

Current events in Iran provide
such a demonstration — although it

may not convince the “Chicken Lit-

tle clique" cf assorted government
officials, academics and newspaper
columnists who continue to conjure
up an oil crisis which is always con-
veniently "just around the corner."

Production has plummeted from 6

million barrels per day to close to

zero. (Normal OPEC production is

over 30 mbd; world consumption Is

almost 60 mbd, a little over three
times U.S. consumption.) Exports
have been reduced now over a period
of many weeks, and will likely re-

main below normal
a
for many

months.

The emperor’s new clothes:

the oil ‘weapon’ unsheathed

The Iranian shortfall is roughly
twice the size of the Arab oil em-
bargo (actually tbe third proclaimed
Arab embargo) which stampeded
the world in 1973. The only essential

difference is that nobody calls it an
embargo today — therefore it has
made practically no impact on the
world. Hardly anyone has taken
notice of it. The public is un-
concerned. The media are un-

interested. And there have only been
weak admonitions from the U.S.
Department of Energy, asking peo-
ple to drive less and conserve more
oil.

The cut in Iranian production
provided a strong impetus for
OPEC's 15 per cent price rise an-
nounced in December 1978. Actually,
taking account of Inflation, the real
price rise over the next 12 months is

likely to be only 5 per cent, and does
not nearly make up for the more
than 30 per cent drop since 1974 in the
real price of oil (when adjusted for
inflation) . To the extent that the Ira-

nian shortfall is not made up by
other countries, there will be some
tightness in the oil market, or rather
a reduction in the current oil glut.

This means that suppliers will stop
giving discounts from the nominal
world price. Such discounts had
become quite common, and have
taken the form of extended payment
terms, barter deals, or other in-

ducements to move the oil.

The thoughtful observer will ask
one question. If tbe Iranian oil short-

fall is equivalent to or greater than
the Arab oil embargo of 1973-74, why
doesn’t the world price of oil triple or
quadruple again? This question re-

quires a more careful answer than
can be presented briefly. But
basically. In 1973 the world oil

market switched from a reasonably

FRED SINGER ,

points out some
lessons to be

learned from the

Iranian oil cutoff.

competitive market to a market con-
trolled by an OPEC monopoly, which
manipulates the price by keeping
their own production below full

capacity.
But once one has achieved

monopoly, there isnoway ofmaking
yet another spectacular transition.

Even monopolies must obey the laws
of supply and demand. One can es-

timate, for example, that if Saudi
Arabia were to ce&se all of its

production, about S mbd, the world
price would rise only about 50 per
cent.

IN FACT, the world price of oil

started to rise rapidly in February
1971, when OPEC first began to
assert its market power. The oil em-
bargo followingthe Arab-Israell con-

flict of October 1973 only speeded up
tbe inevitable price rise which is

part of the transition to a monopoly.
In the panic associated with the
“embargo," buyers offered
ridiculous prices on the spot oil

market, all of which served to test

the market and establish the right
monopoly price very quickly. One
can speculate that this same
monopoly price would have been
reached as a matter of course even
without the oil embargo. Perhaps it

would have happened a few months
or a year later/

But why did the Arab oil embargo
produce shortages In the U.S., while
tbe current Iranian shortfall seems
to be having no particular effect?

This question requires a more detail-

ed answer than space allows. Briefly

stated, the horrendous side-effects of
the embargo were due primarily to

the panicky actions of the ,U.S.

government, well-intentioned but
wrongly applied. The price controls
on oil which existed at the time (and
still exist, but in a different form)
made it. uneconomic to import oil

once the price of imported oil was
greater than the controlled price of
domestic oil. The government also
compelled

.
refineries to produce

more heating oil and less gasoline.

WHAT SHOULD one make of the
Iranian government's announce-

ment that once production n-

reatored. it will no longer sell oil »

Israel? This is mostly intern^
propaganda, designed to appeal^
Islamic extremists, and has Utt^
practical significance.'

Oil Is quite a fungible &ubstanc_
as tbe Arabs learned during the 19 5.

embargo. As long as Iranian oti .

put on the world market. It will dl^t

place some other oil, which will the

be “swapped out" by oil traders ^
supply Israel. t!

Even a permanent cut in Iranis

production could not harm any pa^.

ticular country: but it would rahei
world oil prices to all countries — ?-

the extent that this cut is not balan;

ed by a production increasi.
elsewhere. One thing for sure: a ct

“will certainly reduce Iran's oil iij.

come.
The Iranian oil experience may b^.

a salutoxy one if it convinces th<.

public that the much-vaunted ”0*

. weapon” is in fact an empty threats

We now have an effective em-
bargo^ but no price jump, no shor'

tagea. no disruption of the economy
— even in countries like Japan anc

Israel which bought most of their oi.

from. Iran. The analogy to the
Emperor's New Clothes is quite ap.

propriate.

Perhaps that is why the Arab-
have never “unsheathed’’ their

“-“J
weapon" since 1974. A threat whi^
Is credible to the world is, however,

-

more potent than the weapon itseJc
JBt

Professor Singer teaches energy
economics at the University a-

Virginia. He has served as a deputr
assistant secretary of the U.S9

Department ofInterior, and has cori

ducted oil policy studiesfor the U.S).

Treasury. *

READERS' LETTERS

DEDICATED
WOMEN

To the Editor of The Jerusalem Past

MISREPRESENTATION

Sir. — Recently, on our first trip to

Israel, my husband suffered a heart
attack on our second day Of a 16-day
tour. We did not know a soul in Israel

and our tour left after a four-day
stay In Tel Aviv.
One day. in despair. I found my

way to the Government Tourist Of-

fice in tbe hopes of finding cheaper
quarters for my extended stay. The
gentleman I talked to gave my name
and story to the Volunteer Tourist
Service without my knowledge. The
following day, a volunteer from the
Tourist Service visited my husband
in the hospital to find out his needs.
From then on and until we were able
to leave four and a half weeks later,

there was not a day that this lady did
not see us or call on the telephone,
bringing us anything that would
make my husband and me more
comfortable. We were not alone any
more.

I cannot offer enough praise for
the Volunteer Tourist Service. We
have done a lot of travelling and. to
our knowledge, there is no organiza-
tion like it anywhere in the world. I

hope the people of Israel are aware
of these dedicated women.

MRS. SID MEYERS
Sherman Oaks, California.

WHAT’S IN A NAME
To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, — I read with interest Moshe
Albert's letter. "What's in a name"
1 January 31).

There is another reason why some
people changed their Hebrew names
or had an additional name. In some
Catholic towns 'in Germany, prior to

World War I. only first names which

'

appeared in the calendar of Catholic
names could be officially registered.
Names tike Joseph presented no
problem. In the case of names like
Aryeh. for instance, people used
translations such as Leopold or
Leonhard. Where there was no
translation in the Catholic calendar,
people tried to find names which had
at least the same initial as the
Hebrew name. For instance, in the
case of Avrahazn, people picked
Adolf, Albert, or Alfred.

FANNY BERLOWJTZ
Jerusalem (New York).

To the Editor of The Jerusalem Post
Sir, — In your issue of January 28,

Dr. Louis I. Rabinowitz, citing excis-
ed portions of a radio broadcast,
strongly implies that I am an exam-
ple of a “distorted, if not a diseased,
mentality.’’ Aside fram the
defamatory nature of his remarks,
Dr. Rabinowitz engages In mis-
quotes and misrepresentations and
displays a total disregard for the
realities of Jewish life in the Holy Ci-
ty-

First of all. the issue aired on tbe
broadcast — and ignored in Dr.
Rablnowitz's written tirade — was
the increasing use of violence in re-

cent demonstrations here in
Jerusalem. My position was — and is

1 1 did not challenge Dr. Rabinowitz
to a discussion) — that although
violent tactics such as rock-throwing
are halachicaliy unacceptable, ex-

cept in self-defence, the secular
elements of the community. In par-
ticular the political leadership, must
learn to understand and deal
realistically with religious sen-
sitivities.

Dr. Rabinowitz's first example of

"distorted mentality" is my hesitan-

cy to accept 'press reports as con-

clusive facts: anyone vaguely
familiar with the handling of religion

in the press will understand why.
On three successive weeks (as of

this writing), I personally witnessed
the following: non-religious children

throwing rocks from among
religious demonstrators, a religious

youth with a rock in his hand being
severely scalded by several of his

elders, and the throwing of rocks at

police in self-defence as they (wear-

ing no form of individual Identifica-

tion, i.e. badges. I.D. numbers)
swung tbeir clubs at men, women
and children.

I am not so naive as to deny the
possibility if isolated unjustifiable

incidents of violence on the part of
some religious demonstrators. But it

is unfortunate that only these
isolated incidents are published in

the press, while, to my knowledge,
none of what I described above was
reported.

It is in regard to the analogy with
Moses that we finally come to some
form of distortion — on the part of
Dr. Rabinowitz. He quoteaout of con-
text and ascribes remarks to me that
I never made. I repeatedly stated —
on and off the air — my opposition to
violence and that was my response
to hi* analogy.

Unfortunately, this Is not the first

time Dr. Rabinowitz has distorted
the facts to suit his purpose. He has
maintained that the Rabbinate has
been "eloquently silent” on the sub-
ject of violence. On the same excised

portion of tape will be found my
refutation of this “cheap shot” at our
revered leadership. Numerous pleas
have been published by many rab-
binic authorities (including the Beit
Din of the Eda Haredlr), condem-
ning violent tactics and beseeching
all Involved to restrain even their
children. Chief Rabbi Ovadia Yosef
was quoted in The Jerusalem Post
(September 18) asking for tolerance
and calm. I bave not seen a single
printed notice to the contrary. All
this in contrast to the ‘violence-
provoking’ leaflets distributed
weeks ago in tbe name of the secular
community.
In the light of the above and on ad-

vice of legal counsel, I demand that
Dr. Rabinowitz retract his
defamatory remarks about me.

Rabbi BINYOMOT FIELD
Jerusalem.

SORRY SITUATION
AT AIRPORT

To the Editor ofTheJerusalem Post

Sir, — I must express my indigna-
tion at the conditions prevailing at
the Ben Gurion Airport with regard
to the transfer of passengers to the
Arkia terminal.
The other day, I witnessed tbe

sorry spectacle of passengers who
came from Canada for a lengthy
stay in Eilat being refused by taxi
after taxi because of tbe short route
involved. Finally one taxi driver
agreed to transport the passengers
after he was promised four times the
regular fare.

Shouldn't there be a shuttle ser-

vice between the two airports? The
present shameful situation must not
be permitted to continue.

V. LEWIN
Jerusalem.

DryBones
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PICKING A CHIEF RABBI

LIFTS TO SOLDIERS
To the EditorofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir. — I refer to Prof. A.
Inselberg's letter of February B con-
cerning the fact that IDF vehicles
do not pick up hitch-hiking soldiers.

I myself witness this fact almost
daily. In my job, I travel extensively
and pick up many soldiers. At the
same time. I notice many army
vehicles which pass by with two or
three empty seats. Army pick-ups
and trucks usually stop for hitch-
hiking soldiers, but the smaller
private cars with army licence
plates usually do not.

I think that it is time that tbe IDF
authorities implement their standing
orders and see to it that drivers ofall
army vehicles pick up soldiers.

GERSHON LORSCH
Kibbutz Sdot-Yam.

V.I.P. SINGLES
Jerusalem Branch

sole distributor

Steimatzky’s

Thl'* ThurttliL.T — February is _ un evening nf Inlk-mek and rabarcl j**mijp»

with Frank Taylor, recently featured on Aid Kolrret.

Join the English speaking singles group. We meet every Thursday at Moodon
Hasport. 30 Rehov HatzUra. German Colony. 8.00 p.m. to 8.30 p.m.

To the Editor of The Jerusalem Post

Sir, — It Is again proposed to elect

separate chief rabbis for the
Ashkenazi and Sephardi com-
munities. presumably on the
assumption that two.- heads are
better than one.
Members of the two communities

' go to school together, serve in the
same army and work in the same of-,

flees and factories. At many of these
institutions, they also pray together
If they pray at ail. Finally,
Ashkenazim and Sephardim Inter-

marry and' produce offspring who
are strictly. neither the one nor the
other, but just Israeli Jews.
We manage with one presidentand

one government and it la ridiculous
that precisely in the field of religion
which, by its very teachings, should -

be a unifying force, we shoiild
separate.

It is' doubtful .If two chief rabbis

.

could live in harmony even if they
were saints.- and nobody' has
suggested tbls of our rabbinical
leaders. The differences between the
present chief rabbis are not due to
the communities they presumably
represent. Many Ashkenazi rabbis
support Ovadia Yosef, while there
arc many Sephardim in the Goren
camp.

, ;

.

One chief rabbi is quite enough. He
should be given his term of office and'

then, if we like the way he does*
things, we can renew his mandate..
Five years is surely long enough.-

1

Election procedures should be short3

.
and simple. I suggest a single elec-'
torai list consisting of all members'
of religious councils. Alternatively.*
the chief rabbi could be appointed by \

the president on the advice of an ad-*
visory council selected from a short-

1

•.list of candidates submitted by Uiet
Minister of Religious Affairs and en-k

domed by tbe cabinet. The point is>

that the choice of a suitable can--
dldate should be made with a max-"
imum of dignity and a minimum of:
electioneering..

. KENNETH L. COHEN'
Jerusalem. t
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PARG0D THEATRE
JERUSALEM

94 Bczalei St.

TeL 23176*
Every Wednesday

JAZZ
TONIGUT, February 14. 1979.

. nt 9:30 p.m.
with

Outstanding Israeli

•\ - musicians.
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